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Appendix 4. Public and Stakeholder Input 
Page 48. These appendices describe the public engagement process that was lead by the Civic Consulting 
Collaborative team.  

4.a. Methodologies 
Page 49. Members of the public provided insights through three distinct processes around needs and 
opportunities, equity, and solutions. This included two rounds of Meetings in a Box, Stakeholder Advisory 
Groups, and broad public input through an on-line forum. Even in the face of COVID 19, we reached over 
4,000 members of the public and collected thousands of comments.  

This appendix describes the purpose of the various public engagement processes and why they were 
selected. In-person public meetings needed to shift to virtual meetings in the face of COVID 19. The 
methodology section describes why the Consider.it Platform was selected.  

4.b. Meetings in a Box Round 1 
Page 53. Meetings in a Box are a dispersed engagement technique that leverages social networks for 
intimate conversations. There were 28 confirmed in-person Meeting in a Box round 1 sessions that drew 
at least 247 participants.  

This appendix provides a summary of the findings from the first round of Meetings in a Box.  

4.c. Meetings in a Box Round 2 
Page 71. Over 100 people virtually participated in Meeting in a Box round 2. This appendix provides a 
summary of the findings from the second round of meetings in a box.  

4.d. Stakeholder Advisory Groups 
Page 88. Five Stakeholder Advisory Groups (SAG) were conducted. The purpose was to specifically reach 
out to those we wanted to hear more from in a small group setting after viewing the MIB participants. 
About 40 individuals participated. The following groups of people were identified as critical voices in this 
process: 

1. Climate Justice and Equity 
2. Workforce 
3. Business and Industry 
4. Youth and Climate Advocate 
5. Climate Vulnerable People 

This appendix provides a summary of the findings from the Stakeholder advisory groups 
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4.e. Consider.It Public Online Forum 
Page 100. Due to COVID 19, we had to switch from in-person public engagement forums to an online 
forum. From April 20 through May 4, 2020, 3,686 unique individuals visited the site and made over 9,000 
pageviews. Within the broader array of spectators identified through Google Analytics, 814 individuals 
created accounts in to participate in rating and commenting on proposals. These individuals generated 
thousands of proposal ratings and comments as well as hundreds of new proposals. It was a very active 
forum! We hired community liaisons to specifically outreach to communities of color, the Spanish 
speaking community, and immigrants. 

This appendix describes the methodology and themes by category of the public comment.  

Appendix 5. Revenue Subcommittee Criteria  
Page 243. Although the Revenue Subcommittee only met a few times due to COVID 19, they were able to 
develop a set of criteria for the Task Force to consider when selecting revenue options. This appendix lists 
the criteria.  
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Appendix 2. Process for Reaching Agreement: A blended approach 
භ Work to achieve full consensus and understand dissenting opinions. Consensus minus one is needed 

to approve a recommendation at meeting one.  
භ If after every effort is made in the meeting to reach consensus minus one and it cannot be reached, 

then any member can ask for a 75% supermajority to vote to move the recommendation to a 75% 
supermajority vote during the following meeting.  

භ The time between meetings is used to continue to pull together a package that can work for 
everyone.   

භ A 75% majority of those present is needed to approve a recommendation. Dissenting opinion(s) will 
be added to the record.  

The Task Force reached full consensus on the final version of the report. However, there was one time 
when a task force member asked for a vote to move to a supermajority vote. This vote failed to pass the 
75% threshold.  
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Ɣ 3URYLGLQJ�LQIRUPDWLRQ�DQG�HGXFDWLRQDO�UHVRXUFHV�
WKURXJK�'HQYHUJRY���+RPH�(QHUJ\�DQG�5HVLGHQWLDO�
6RODU

Ɣ 'ULYLQJ�HIILFLHQF\�LQ�QHZ�FRQVWUXFWLRQ�DQG�PDMRU�
UHQRYDWLRQ�ZLWK�WKH�DGRSWLRQ�RI�WKH������,(&&�

Ɣ 2IIHULQJ�ORZ�LQFRPH�HQHUJ\�VHUYLFHV�WKURXJK�WKH�
2IILFH�RI�6WUDWHJLF�3DUWQHUVKLSV�XWLOL]LQJ�IXQGV�IURP�WKH�
;FHO�(QHUJ\�)UDQFKLVH�DJUHHPHQW

Ɣ $QDO\VLV�RI�+RPH�(QHUJ\�/DEHOV���3HUIRUPHG�D�SLORW�
IRFXVHG�RQ�VKDULQJ�DQ�HQHUJ\�ODEHO�GXULQJ�WKH�
WUDQVDFWLRQ�RI�D�KRPH��VHOOHUV�RU�EX\HUV���

Ɣ )HDVLELOLW\�6WXG\���5HVLGHQWLDO�5HQWDOV�ZLWK�
(IILFLHQF\�6WDQGDUGV���([HFXWHG�D�VWXG\�H[DPLQLQJ�
ZKHWKHU�LQFUHDVLQJ�HQHUJ\�HIILFLHQF\�LQ�UHQWDO�SURSHUWLHV�
FDQ�KHOS�WR�PHHW�'HQYHU¶V�FOLPDWH�DQG�HTXLW\�JRDOV��
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���

Ɣ (PLVVLRQV�IURP�UHVLGHQWLDO�EXLOGLQJV�KDYH�
GURSSHG�DURXQG����IURP������WR������

Ɣ 7KH�GURS�LQ�HPLVVLRQV�LV�SULPDULO\�IURP�WKH�VWDWH�
5HQHZDEOH�3RUWIROLR�6WDQGDUG�GULYLQJ�D�FOHDQHU�
HOHFWULF�JULG�

Ɣ (PLVVLRQV�IURP������WR������ZHUH�UHODWLYHO\�IODW�
ż (QHUJ\�XVH�LV�ULVLQJ�GXH�WR�QHZ�

FRQVWUXFWLRQ�EXW�D�FOHDQHU�JULG�DQG�PRUH�
HIILFLHQW�HTXLSPHQW�DUH�NHHSLQJ�HPLVVLRQV�
IURP�JURZLQJ�DW�WKH�VDPH�UDWH�

Ɣ (TXLSPHQW�LV�JHWWLQJ�PRUH�HIILFLHQW��HVSHFLDOO\�
OLJKWLQJ��FRROLQJ��DQG�DSSOLDQFHV��EXW�LW�LV�VORZ�WR�
FKDQJH�RXW�

������1HZ�KRPHV�
1HW�=HUR�(QHUJ\�
&RGH

https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/climate-sustainability/initiatives/denver-energy-challenge.html
https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/climate-sustainability/initiatives/SolarEnergy/home-solar.html
https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/climate-sustainability/initiatives/SolarEnergy/home-solar.html
https://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/771/documents/EQ/Home%20Energy%20Score/DenverHomeEnergyScore_ExecutiveSummary_FINAL.pdf
https://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/771/documents/EQ/RentalsWithEfficiencyStandards_Report.pdf
https://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/771/documents/EQ/RentalsWithEfficiencyStandards_Report.pdf
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(QHUJ\�DXGLWV�DQG�
KRPHRZQHU�
HGXFDWLRQ�LQFUHDVH�
SURJUDP�DZDUHQHVV�
DQG�DGRSWLRQ�

Ɣ 0DVVDFKXVHWWV�HOHFWULILFDWLRQ�DQG�
HIILFLHQF\�SURJUDPV�SHUIRUP�QR�FRVW�
HQHUJ\�DVVHVVPHQWV�RQ�����RI�
%RVWRQ�KRXVHKROGV�LQ����\HDUV�DQG�
LQFHQWLYL]H�KHDW�SXPS�UHSODFHPHQWV�
LQ�PRUH�WKDQ��������KRPHV�LQ���
\HDUV

Ɣ %HQFKPDUNLQJ�DQG�WUDQVSDUHQF\�KDV�
EHHQ�VKRZQ�WR�OHDG�WR������
UHGXFWLRQ�LQ�HQHUJ\�FRQVXPSWLRQ�RU�
(8,

Ɣ $�-DFNVRQ��:<�VWXG\�FRQFOXGHV�
KRPH�HQHUJ\�DXGLWV�UHVXOWLQJ�LQ�
PHDVXUH�LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ�SURGXFHG�
�����HOHFWULFLW\�VDYLQJV�

,QFHQWLYL]LQJ�
HOHFWULILFDWLRQ�
LQFUHDVHV�SURMHFW�
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ�HYHQ�
LQ�FROG�FOLPDWHV�

Ɣ 0DLQH¶V�UHVLGHQWLDO�UHEDWH�SURJUDPV�
KDYH�LQFHQWLYL]HG�PRUH�WKDQ��������
KHDW�SXPS�LQVWDOOV�VLQFH�����

Ɣ 7KH�0DVV�6DYH�DQG�0DVV(&�
SURJUDPV�LQ�0DVVDFKXVHWWV�KDYH�
LQFHQWLYL]HG��������KHDW�SXPS�
LQVWDOOV�IURP������WR�����

Ɣ 7KH�9HUPRQW�KHDW�SXPS�SURJUDP�
LQFHQWLYL]HG�������LQVWDOOV�LQFOXGLQJ�
������OHDVHG�XQLWV�EHWZHHQ������DQG�
����

Ɣ &RQQHFWLFXW¶V�UHEDWH�SURJUDP�KDV�
UHVXOWHG�LQ�������KHDW�SXPS�
LQVWDOODWLRQV�EHWZHHQ������DQG�����

1HZ�KRPH�HQHUJ\�
FRGHV�LQFHQWLYL]H�
EXLOGLQJ�EHWWHU�DQG�
KHOS�LPSURYH�RFFXSDQW�
KHDOWK�

Ɣ 1HW�=HUR�(QHUJ\�KRPHV�LQ�&$�DUH�
H[SHFWHG�WR�UHGXFH�*+*V�LQ������E\�
�������FRPSDUHG�WR�D�QDWXUDO�JDV�
IXHOHG�KRPH

Ɣ ,Q�������DQ�DOO�HOHFWULF�VLQJOH�IDPLO\�
KRPH�UHGXFHV�*+*�HPLVVLRQV�E\�
�������FRPSDUHG�WR�D�QDWXUDO�
JDV�IXHOHG�KRPH���LQFUHDVLQJ�WR�D�
�������*+*�UHGXFWLRQ�LQ�����

Ɣ ,QFUHDVHG�LQVXODWLRQ�OHYHOV�DQG�D�
WLJKWHU�HQYHORSH��H[��3DVVLYH�+RXVH�
EXLOGLQJ�PHWKRGV��UHGXFH�HQHUJ\�XVH�
E\��������DQG�FDQ�LPSURYH�
RFFXSDQW�KHDOWK�DQG�UHGXFH�DVWKPD�
WULJJHUV
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)UHH��'LVFRXQWHG�
(QHUJ\�$XGLWV�DQG�
+RPHRZQHU�
(GXFDWLRQ

,QFHQWLYHV�IRU�
(IILFLHQW�6\VWHP�
8SJUDGHV�DQG�
5HWURILWV

&RPPXQLW\�
7DUJHWHG�
+RPHRZQHU�
(GXFDWLRQ�(YHQWV

1HZ�+RPH�(QHUJ\�
(IILFLHQF\�&RGHV�DQG�
6WDQGDUGV
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https://www.boston.gov/sites/default/files/imce-uploads/2019-10/city_of_boston_2019_climate_action_plan_update_2.pdf
https://www.boston.gov/sites/default/files/imce-uploads/2019-10/city_of_boston_2019_climate_action_plan_update_2.pdf
http://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/a1803.pdf
https://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/u1908.pdf
https://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/u1908.pdf
https://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/u1908.pdf
https://ideas.repec.org/a/eee/resene/v44y2016icp52-70.html
http://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/a1803.pdf
http://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/a1803.pdf
http://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/a1803.pdf
http://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/a1803.pdf
http://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/a1803.pdf
http://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/a1803.pdf
http://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/a1803.pdf
https://www.ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/E3_Residential_Building_Electrification_in_California_April_2019.pdf
https://www.ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/E3_Residential_Building_Electrification_in_California_April_2019.pdf
https://www.ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/E3_Residential_Building_Electrification_in_California_April_2019.pdf
https://www.ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/E3_Residential_Building_Electrification_in_California_April_2019.pdf
https://www.ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/E3_Residential_Building_Electrification_in_California_April_2019.pdf
https://www.phius.org/about/mission-history
https://www.phius.org/about/mission-history
https://weatherization.ornl.gov/wp-content/uploads/pdf/WAPRetroEvalFinalReports/ORNL_TM-2014_345.pdf
https://weatherization.ornl.gov/wp-content/uploads/pdf/WAPRetroEvalFinalReports/ORNL_TM-2014_345.pdf
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Ɣ ;FHO�(QHUJ\¶V�³SK\VLFDO�JULG�PL[´�ZDV�SRZHUHG�
E\�����FDUERQ�IUHH�VRXUFHV�LQ�������RQO\�DERXW�
����FDQ�EH�FODLPHG�E\�'HQYHU��

Ɣ ;FHO�(QHUJ\�KDV�FRPPLWWHG�WR�DPELWLRXV�
UHQHZDEOH�HQHUJ\�JRDOV�EXW�WKHUH�LV�VWLOO�D�JDS�WR�
DFKLHYH�'HQYHU¶V�WDUJHWV�

Ɣ �����HOHFWULF�EXLOGLQJV�DQG�WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ�ZLOO�
LQFUHDVH�HOHFWULF�ORDGV�

�����������UHQHZDEOH�HOHFWULFLW\�
VXSSOLHG�WR�PXQLFLSDO�EXLOGLQJV

�����������UHQHZDEOH�
HOHFWULFLW\��FRPPXQLW\�ZLGH�
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7KUHH�DFWLRQ�SLOODUV�IRU�HTXLWDEOH�GHFDUERQL]DWLRQ�
�� 6\VWHPLF�&KDQJH���6KLIWLQJ�WKH�VWDWXV�TXR�E\�EHLQJ�

DFWLYH�LQ�6WDWH�5HJXODWRU\�SURFHHGLQJV�DQG�XSGDWLQJ�
EXLOGLQJ�FRGHV

�� ,QIUDVWUXFWXUH���/HDGLQJ�E\�H[DPSOH�ZLWK�WDUJHWHG�
LQYHVWPHQWV�LQ�GLVWULEXWHG�HQHUJ\�UHVRXUFHV�DW�&LW\�
IDFLOLWLHV

�� (PSRZHUPHQW���2IIHULQJ�VRODU�HQHUJ\�UHVRXUFHV��
SXEOLFL]LQJ�VRODU�VXFFHVV��DQG�FUHDWLQJ�RSSRUWXQLWLHV�IRU�
FRPPXQLW\�PHPEHUV�WR�EHFRPH�DGYRFDWHV�IRU�DQG�
SDUWLFLSDQWV�LQ�WKH�HQHUJ\�WUDQVLWLRQ

Ɣ 7DNH�DFWLRQV�WKDW�LQIOXHQFH�GHFDUERQL]DWLRQ�RI�;FHO�(QHUJ\¶V�
HQWLUH�HOHFWULF�V\VWHP��'HQYHU�UHSUHVHQWV�DERXW�����RI�;FHO�
(QHUJ\¶V�&RORUDGR�UHWDLO�VDOHV��

Ɣ (QFRXUDJH�SDUWLFLSDWLRQ�LQ�YROXQWDU\�UHQHZDEOH�HQHUJ\�
SURJUDPV

Ɣ )RFXV�RQ�DGGLQJ�UHQHZDEOH�HQHUJ\�ZKLFK�KDV�D�JUHDWHU�
LPSDFW�WKDQ�SXUFKDVLQJ�UHQHZDEOH�HQHUJ\�FUHGLWV

Ɣ 3ODQ�IRU�HOHFWULILFDWLRQ�RI�WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ�DQG�EXLOGLQJV�ZKLFK�
FDQ�DOWHU�WKH�GLVWULEXWLRQ�V\VWHP�DQG�OHDG�WR�KLJK�SHQHWUDWLRQ�
RI�UHQHZDEOH�HOHFWULFLW\

https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/climate-sustainability/initiatives/SolarEnergy.html
https://environmentamericacenter.org/feature/amc/shining-cities-2019
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5HJXODWRU\�GHFLVLRQV�
DQG�FRGH�XSGDWHV�DUH�
GULYLQJ�QDWLRQZLGH�
V\VWHPLF�FKDQJHV

Ɣ 0LQQHVRWD�3XEOLF�8WLOLWLHV�&RPPLVVLRQ�
UHMHFWV�;FHO�(QHUJ\
V�����0:�0DQNDWR�
JDV�SODQW�SXUFKDVH�RYHU�VWUDQGHG�
DVVHW�FRQFHUQV��2FWREHU���������

Ɣ ,QGLDQD�3XEOLF�8WLOLWLHV�&RPPLVVLRQ�
UHMHFW�����0:�9HFWUHQ�JDV�SODQW�RYHU�
VWUDQGHG�DVVHW�FRQFHUQV��$SULO�����
�����

Ɣ 1HZ�0H[LFR�3XEOLF�8WLOLWLHV�
&RPPLVVLRQ�DSSURYHV�SODQ�WR�SKDVH�
RXW�FRDO�E\�������'HFHPEHU�����
�����

Ɣ &DOLIRUQLD�%HFRPHV��VW�6WDWH�WR�
5HTXLUH�6RODU�3DQHOV�RQ�1HZ�+RPHV�
�'HFHPEHU���������
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&LW\�LQIUDVWUXFWXUH�
FDQ�EH�OHYHUDJHG�WR�
DGYDQFH�UHQHZDEOHV�
DQG�GHFDUERQL]DWLRQ

Ɣ %RVWRQ�WR�5HTXLUH�$OO�1HZ�&LW\�2ZQHG�
%XLOGLQJV�WR�EH�³1HW�=HUR´�IRU�&DUERQ�
HPLVVLRQV��2FWREHU���������

Ɣ 3LWWVEXUJK�&LW\�%XLOGLQJV�5HDG\�WR�*R�
1HW�=HUR��1RYHPEHU������������7KH�
0D\RU�VLJQHG�DQ�RUGLQDQFH�IROORZLQJ�D�
XQDQLPRXV�&LW\�&RXQFLO�YRWH�RQ�
2FWREHU����������UHTXLULQJ�DOO�QHZ�RU�
UHQRYDWHG�&LW\�JRYHUQPHQW�EXLOGLQJV�WR�
EH�QHW�]HUR�HQHUJ\��1=(��UHDG\

Ɣ %LJ�6XQ�&RPPXQLW\�6RODU��
6DFUDPHQWR��7;��&RPPXQLW\�VRODU�
SURJUDP�HVWDEOLVKHG�E\�6DFUDPHQWR¶V�
PXQLFLSDO�XWLOLW\�WR�FUHDWH�FRVW�VDYLQJV�
DQG�VLPSOLI\�DFFHVV�WR�UHQHZDEOHV�IRU�
UHVLGHQWV�

5HTXLUH�
5HQHZDEOHV�DQG�
*ULG�)OH[LELOLW\�LQ�
%XLOGLQJ�&RGHV

:RUNIRUFH�
GHYHORSPHQW�DQG�
WDUJHWHG�UHQHZDEOH�
HQHUJ\�SURJUDPV�FDQ�
KHOS�SURJUHVV

Ɣ *5,'�$OWHUQDWLYHV��6RODU�WUDLQLQJ�
SURJUDPV�RIIHULQJ�SDUWLFLSDQWV�
KDQGV�RQ�LQVWDOODWLRQ�WUDLQLQJ�WR�
GHYHORS�WKHLU�VNLOOV�DQG�LQFUHDVH�
HPSOR\PHQW�RSSRUWXQLWLHV�

Ɣ 6RODU�(QHUJ\�,QWHUQDWLRQDO���6(,�RIIHUV�
KDQGV�RQ�ZRUNVKRSV�DQG�RQOLQH�
FRXUVHV�LQ�VRODU�39��PLFUR�K\GUR�DQG�
VRODU�KRW�ZDWHU�

Ɣ &RORUDGR�(QHUJ\�2IILFH�:HDWKHUL]DWLRQ�
$VVLVWDQFH�3URJUDP�7DUJHWHG�
LQYHVWPHQW�LQ�FRVW�HIIHFWLYH�VHUYLFHV�
LQFOXGLQJ�VRODU�39�IRU�TXDOLILHG�
UHVLGHQWV�WR�UHGXFH�HQHUJ\�DQG�ORZHU�
FRVWV��ZKLOH�LPSURYLQJ�WKH�RYHUDOO�
FRPIRUW�DQG�VDIHW\�RI�D�KRPH�

(OHFWULFLW\�6XSSO\

,QIOXHQFH�6WDWH�
3URFHHGLQJV�IRU�
(OHFWULFLW\�
5HJXODWLRQ

&LW\�KRVWHG�
&RPPXQLW\�
6RODU�*DUGHQV�

&RPPXQLW\�
(GXFDWLRQ�DQG�
(QJDJHPHQW�

:RUNIRUFH�
'HYHORSPHQW�
3URJUDPV
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https://www.utilitydive.com/news/minnesota-rejects-xcels-720-mw-mankato-gas-plant-purchase-over-stranded-as/564029/
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/indiana-regulators-reject-vectren-gas-plant-over-stranded-asset-concerns/553456/
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/new-mexico-regulators-approve-pnm-plan-to-phase-out-coal-by-2031/544859/
https://fortune.com/2018/12/06/california-solar-panels-new-homes/
https://fortune.com/2018/12/06/california-solar-panels-new-homes/
https://www.wgbh.org/news/local-news/2019/10/08/boston-to-require-all-new-city-owned-buildings-to-be-net-zero-for-carbon-emissions
https://www.wgbh.org/news/local-news/2019/10/08/boston-to-require-all-new-city-owned-buildings-to-be-net-zero-for-carbon-emissions
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/wendy-lee/pittsburgh-city-buildings-ready-go-net-zero
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/wendy-lee/pittsburgh-city-buildings-ready-go-net-zero
https://www.bigsunsolar.com/
https://www.bigsunsolar.com/
https://gridalternatives.org/what-we-do/workforce-development
https://www.solarenergy.org/training-schedule/
https://energyoffice.colorado.gov/weatherization-assistance
https://energyoffice.colorado.gov/weatherization-assistance
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)LUP�2YHUYLHZ7UDQVSRUWDWLRQ

Ɣ 9HKLFOH�HPLVVLRQV�ULVLQJ�LQ�
UHFHQW�\HDUV

Ɣ /RQJ�WXUQ�RYHU�WLPH�WR�UHSODFH�
LQHIILFLHQW�YHKLFOHV�VLQFH�WKH\�
ODVW����\HDUV

Ɣ 3RSXODWLRQ�LQFUHDVHV�FRPELQHG�
ZLWK�LQGLYLGXDOV�GULYLQJ�PRUH�
PLOHV�KDYH�RXWSDFHG�YHKLFOH�
HIILFLHQF\�JDLQV

:+$7�'(19(5�,6�&855(17/<�'2,1*

Ɣ (OHFWULI\LQJ�&LW\�IOHHW�YHKLFOHV�DQG�LQVWDOOLQJ�(9�FKDUJLQJ�VWDWLRQV
Ɣ 2XWUHDFK�DQG�HGXFDWLRQ�RQ�WKH�EHQHILWV�RI�HOHFWULF�YHKLFOHV
Ɣ 6XSSRUWLQJ�WKH�HOHFWULILFDWLRQ�RI�ULGHVKDUH�YHKLFOHV
Ɣ 5HTXLULQJ�QHZ�FRPPHUFLDO�	�PXOWL�IDPLO\�FRQVWUXFWLRQ�WR�VXSSRUW�(9�FKDUJLQJ
Ɣ 'HGLFDWLQJ�VSDFH�WR�EXVHV�RQ�KLJK�FDSDFLW\�URXWHV
Ɣ :RUNLQJ�WR�LQFUHDVH�IUHTXHQF\�RI�EXVHV�RQ�NH\�FRUULGRUV
Ɣ %XLOGLQJ�����PLOHV�RI�ELNHZD\V�ZLWKLQ���\HDUV
Ɣ %XLOGLQJ�VLGHZDONV�DQG�LPSURYLQJ�LQWHUVHFWLRQV
Ɣ ,QFOXGLQJ�SURJUDPV�	�SROLFLHV�LQ�GHYHORSPHQW�WR�H[SDQG�WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ�RSWLRQV
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����� ����RI�'HQYHU�YHKLFOH�UHJLVWUDWLRQV�DUH�HOHFWULF

����� ����RI�'HQYHU�YHKLFOH�UHJLVWUDWLRQV�DUH�HOHFWULF
�����RI�(9V�DUH�SRZHUHG�E\������UHQHZDEOH�HOHFWULFLW\

����� �����RI�OLJKW�GXW\�YHKLFOHV�DUH�HOHFWULF

3XEOLF�7UDQVLW

7HOHFRPPXWH�
RU�&DUSRRO

:DON�RU�%LNH

&XUUHQW

����

�����

��

����

���

���

���

����RI�IUHLJKW�WUXFNV�ZLOO�XVH�
FDUERQ�QHXWUDO�IXHO

�����RI�WD[LV�DQG�WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ�
QHWZRUN�YHKLFOHV�DUH�HOHFWULF

�����RI�SXEOLF�WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ�
ZLOO�EH�FDUERQ�IUHH
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)LQDQFLDO�LQFHQWLYHV�
DQG�SXEOLF�
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ�
LPSURYHPHQWV�GULYH�
FKDQJH

Ɣ 6HDWWOH�GHFUHDVHG�SULYDWH�YHKLFOH�
FRPPXWLQJ�����DQG�LQFUHDVHG�EXV�
ULGHUVKLS����VLQFH������E\�FKDQJLQJ�
WKH�IUHTXHQF\�RI�EXV�DUULYDOV��DQG�
EULGJLQJ�WKH�JDS�EHWZHHQ�DJHQFLHV�
DQG�ORFDO�HPSOR\HUV�

Ɣ 7UDQVSRUWDWLRQ�HPLVVLRQV�LQ�3RUWODQG�
KDYH�GHFUHDVHG�E\�����VLQFH������
GXH�WR�FRQQHFWHG�QHLJKERUKRRGV��
DQG�D�VKLIW�WRZDUGV�XVLQJ�SXEOLF�
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ��ELNLQJ��DQG�ZDONLQJ��

Ɣ 1HZ�<RUN�&LW\�KDV�DGGHG�a���PLOHV�
RI�ELNH�ODQHV�SHU�\HDU�VLQFH������DQG�
&KLFDJR�KDV�DGGHG�a���PLOHV�SHU�
\HDU�VLQFH�������OHDGLQJ�WR�PRUH�
ULGLQJ�ELNHV�DQG�ORZHU�LQMXU\�UDWHV�IRU�
SHRSOH�ULGLQJ�ELNHV�

,QYHVWPHQW�LQ�(9�
FKDUJLQJ�VWDWLRQV�
�(96(��LV�QHHGHG�WR�
GULYH�DGRSWLRQ

Ɣ 3RUWODQG�KDV�VXFFHVVIXOO\�
VWUHDPOLQHG�(96(�3HUPLWWLQJ�	�
,QWHUFRQQHFWLRQ�WKURXJK�(96(�
JXLGHOLQHV�DQG�FKHFNOLVW�
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https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2018/05/seattle-the-city-that-respects-the-power-of-the-bus/559697/
https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2018/05/seattle-the-city-that-respects-the-power-of-the-bus/559697/
https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2018/05/seattle-the-city-that-respects-the-power-of-the-bus/559697/
https://beta.portland.gov/sites/default/files/2019-07/cap_progress-report2017_web.pdf
https://usa.streetsblog.org/2016/07/20/report-as-cities-add-bike-lanes-more-people-bike-and-biking-gets-safer/
https://usa.streetsblog.org/2016/07/20/report-as-cities-add-bike-lanes-more-people-bike-and-biking-gets-safer/
https://usa.streetsblog.org/2016/07/20/report-as-cities-add-bike-lanes-more-people-bike-and-biking-gets-safer/
https://usa.streetsblog.org/2016/07/20/report-as-cities-add-bike-lanes-more-people-bike-and-biking-gets-safer/
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/shared/cfm/image.cfm?id=309915
https://beta.portland.gov/sites/default/files/2019-07/cap_progress-report2017_web.pdf
https://beta.portland.gov/sites/default/files/2019-07/cap_progress-report2017_web.pdf
https://electrek.co/2019/11/13/la-adds-hundreds-of-ev-chargers-to-streetlights-giving-renters-a-place-to-plug-in/
https://electrek.co/2019/11/13/la-adds-hundreds-of-ev-chargers-to-streetlights-giving-renters-a-place-to-plug-in/
http://valleyair.org/drivecleaninthesanjoaquin/rebate/
http://valleyair.org/drivecleaninthesanjoaquin/rebate/
https://airportimprovement.com/article/sea-tac-establishes-environmental-guidelines-ridesharing-companies
https://www.bluela.com/about-bluela
http://www.cityofsacramento.org/-/media/Corporate/Files/Public-Works/Electric-Vehicles/Sac-County-EV-Inf-Plan.pdf?la=en
http://www.cityofsacramento.org/-/media/Corporate/Files/Public-Works/Electric-Vehicles/Sac-County-EV-Inf-Plan.pdf?la=en
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https://www.epa.gov/transforming-waste-tool/zero-waste-case-study-san-francisco
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Climate Change and Natural Hazards

Hazards Exacerbated by Climate Change

Top Natural Hazard Risks in Denver

Data Sources: 2017 Denver Hazard Mitigation Plan
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Climate Science and Vulnerability

Average temperature likely to increase by 2.5-5.5 °F by 2050

DROUGHT WILDFIRES SEVERE STORMSFLOODEXTREME HEATEXTREME HEAT

Data Sources: CMIPS Climate Models, ORNL (National Lab), and 2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study
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Climate Science and Vulnerability

Urban Areas Can Be 5.4 °F Higher Than Rural Areas, 22 °F Higher at Night 

DROUGHT WILDFIRES SEVERE STORMSFLOODEXTREME HEATEXTREME HEAT

Data Sources: Scorched: Extreme Heat and Real Estate (ULI), Heat Island Group, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 2019 
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Climate Science and Vulnerability

Climate Change Means Increased Variability around Water

DROUGHT WILDFIRES SEVERE STORMSFLOODEXTREME HEAT

Data Sources: Denver Water. Images – Denver and “Bathtub Ring” at Lake Power 

DROUGHT

Denver metro could add another million people by 2040 The CO river is experiencing a drought unprecedented in 
last 1200 years. Drought increases the possibility that 
water use could be curtailed to meet interstate compact 
obligations.
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Climate Science and Vulnerability

Wildfires and Air Quality

DROUGHT WILDFIRES SEVERE STORMSFLOODEXTREME HEAT

Data Sources: American Lung Association, Climate Central, 2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study 

WILDFIRES

“In the last few years, we’ve seen enormous spikes in episodes where wildfires contribute to pollution,” said Janice Nolen 
[American Lung Association].  “It doesn’t have to be a continuous problem every day to be unhealthy. A spike that happens 
for a few days of difficult breathing can shorten lives.”
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Climate Science and Vulnerability

Wildfires and Water Quality

DROUGHT WILDFIRES SEVERE STORMSFLOODEXTREME HEAT

Data Sources: Denver Water,  2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study, Hydrologic and Erosion Responses of Burned Watersheds, 
Moody et al, USGS 

WILDFIRES

• Climate warming is also expected to increase area burned and length of fire season
• Post-fire erosion can cause major problems for water supply and storage infrastructure, as evidenced by damage to the 

Strontia Springs Reservoir from erosion after the Buffalo Creek and Hayman fires

The Buffalo Creek Fire in May 1996 lowered the erosion 

threshold of the watershed. As a consequence, a 100-year 

rainstorm that occurred 2 months later caused erosion 

upstream and deposition of this alluvial fan at the mouth 

of a tributary to Buffalo Creek.

Erosion of a drainage creates incised channels – another 

consequence of wildfires and subsequent rainfall. Prior to the 

storm, this drainage had no definite banks.

Organic debris and sediment were deposited as a result of the 

fire in Strontia Springs Reservoir, which supplies drinking water 

to the cities of Denver and Aurora. The debris resulted in excess 

manganese in the water supply, which increased the chlorine 

demand of water treated for municipal usage.
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Climate Science and VulnerabilityDROUGHT WILDFIRES SEVERE STORMSFLOODEXTREME HEAT

Data Sources: American Lung Association, Group14 Engineering, 2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study, Colorado Children’s 
Campaign, EPA 2009; Peel et al. 2005. 

FLOOD

17%
of homes hit by the 2013 

floods were outside of 
the mapped floodplain

• FEMA flood maps based on historical data only

• Takes 2-3 years to update a region

• Nationally, 25% of flood insurance claims come 
from outside of designated floodplains

• Denver has a Community Rating System Class of 7, 
(15% discount for residents on flood insurance) 
Moving to Class 6 would offer a 20% discount
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Climate Science and VulnerabilityDROUGHT WILDFIRES SEVERE STORMSFLOODEXTREME HEAT

Data Sources: American Lung Association, Group14 Engineering, 2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study, Colorado Children’s 
Campaign, EPA 2009; Peel et al. 2005. 

FLOOD

Denver is currently at ~50% impervious surface area. 
This is projected to increase to 61% - 67% by 2040.

-- Denver Department of Transportation and Infrastructure
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Climate Science and VulnerabilityDROUGHT WILDFIRES SEVERE STORMSFLOODEXTREME HEAT

Data Sources: 2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study, NOAA, Climate Central, North American Electric Reliability Corporation

SEVERE STORMS

Winter Precipitation Events are Projected to Increase in Frequency and Magnitude



PUBLIC HEALTH AND 
CLIMATE CHANGE
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Public Health and Climate Change

Air 
Pollution

Heat 
Stress

Infectious 
Disease

Waterborne 
Disease

Health

How does climate change 
impact public health?
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Public Health and Climate Change

Data Sources: 2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study, Global Burden of Disease Study, Cohen et al, 2015, Scorched: Extreme Heat 
and Real Estate (ULI). Climate Change and Health in Colorado, Constible et al, 2018, NRDC.

• Metro Denver residents in 2018 inhaled elevated levels of pollution on 
282 days, including 225 days of moderate degradation, 49 days deemed 
unhealthy for sensitive groups and eight days deemed unhealthy for all.

• Climate warming is expected to intensify air pollution because heat 
speeds the formation of ground-level ozone and boosts the frequency 
and severity of wildfires, which infuse more particles into smog.

• Children and pregnant women are key vulnerable populations. They 
breathe in more air per pound of body weight. Children in poverty are 
particularly vulnerable because they are more likely to develop asthma 
in the first place and to be exposed to asthma triggers from the high 
exposure to traffic pollution.

Smog and fine particulate matter has 
been linked to preterm births, 
birth defects, developmental 
delays in children, strokes, 
heart attacks, dementia in older 
adults, lung cancer, and other 
health problems.

RISING HEAT

DECLINING AIR QUALITY

• Higher temperatures speed up algal growth and promote toxic 
species. Paired with extreme rainfall and flooding, the risk of 
contamination can make areas with well water systems uninhabitable, 
as was the case in the Town of Jamestown during the 2013 floods. 

• “Very young children, elderly, chronically ill persons taking drugs that 
impair thermoregulation, and outdoor workers are vulnerable to 
higher daytime temperatures. The population of residents 65 and 
older, will increase 125% by the year 2030.”

WHO IS MOST AT RISK?

CHILDREN IN 
POVERTY

DAYTIME 
WORKERS

ELDERLY 
PEOPLE

PREGNANT 
WOMEN

CHRONICALLY 
ILL

Exposure to ground-level ozone is worst on hot, sunny days. Inhaling ozone can cause inflammation 
deep in the lungs, and repeated exposure may result in permanent scarring. Between 2013-2015, 
high levels of smog and pollution have contributed to an estimated 73 excess deaths and 153 excess 
illnesses in CO.
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Public Health and Climate Change

Data Sources: Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, Colorado Lake and Reservoir Management Association, NRDC, Denver 
Public Health and the Environment, Global Change Climate and Health Assessment

Higher temperatures can speed up algae 
growth and promote toxic species over non-
toxic ones. Algae filled water can be harmful 
to public health when high enough 
concentrations enter recreational or drinking 
water.

Heavy precipitation events may increase due 
to climate change. Runoff can wash animal 
wastes, artificial fertilizers, and other nutrient-
rich pollution into rivers and lakes, increasing 
the risk of water borne disease. 

Waterborne and Infectious Disease

Vector-borne pathogens are expected to 
emerge or reemerge due to the interactions 
of climate change factors with many other 
drivers, such as changing land-use patterns 
and seasonal distribution.
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Public Health and Climate Change

Data Sources: American Lung Association, 2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study, Colorado Children’s Campaign, EPA 2009; Peel et 
al. 2005., Denver Post, 1/30/2020; Climate Change and Health in Colorado, Constible et al, 2018, NRDC.

We can protect our air quality by cleaning up power plants, vehicles, and other big carbon polluter 
emitters to cut unhealthy levels of smog and other air pollution. 

- Hazard Mitigation Planning and Implementation
- CO’s wind and solar power reduced carbon emissions by 36 million tons from 2007-2017
- Piloting more resilient building code requirements through the Denver Green Building Code 

What Denver is Currently Doing:

- Attain all National Ambient Air Quality Standards
- In 2018, plan was finalized by state agencies to reach 1 million electric vehicles by 2030, which could cut 

up to 3 million tons of climate changing pollution and 800 tons of smog-forming nitrogen dioxides. 
- Protect and expand the urban forest

Existing Goals:
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Public Health and Climate Change

Data Sources: ULI Urban Resilience, American Public Health Association, Anchorage, Alaska Department of Health

Maricopa County Public Health identifies the 
needs of homebound individuals during 
extreme heat events, determines whether existing 
services are sufficient, and identifies how to 
improve capacity for this vulnerable population to 
prevent heat related illness.

Anchorage, Alaska has seen a significant change 
in climate, with new vector-borne disease 
pathways. The city has instituted central 
surveillance programs and conducted education 
campaigns to enroll the public in the fight 
against emerging threats. 

Case Studies

The American Public Health Association has 
provided best practices to health departments 
around air quality and climate change. These 
include establishing a network clean air shelters 
and an early warning system for poor air quality 
events for high risk communities.  



WATER, GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE, 
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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Water, Green Infrastructure, and Climate Change

Data Sources: Denver Water. 2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study

• Colorado River Compact call: Decreased water availability in other states 
increases possibility that water use in CO is curtailed.

• Impacts of extreme [drought] events increase wildfire risk. Wildfire in turn 
can lead to higher chances of erosion, impacting water quality and load on 
water treatment facilities.

• Water based cooling solutions may become more expensive to operate.
• Denver may add an additional 1 million residents by 2040, increasing water 

demand.
• Denver is projected to increase impervious coverage rates from 50% to 61-

67%, which degrades water quality and increases urban heat island effect.

IMPACT ON GREENSCAPE

INCREASED VARIABILITY IN WATER SUPPLY

• Longer and more intense droughts, especially megadroughts, could 
impact the ability to maintain landscape infrastructure, including lawns, 
parks, and trees that are not heat and drought resistant.

• Higher population density will also result in increased use of public green 
space.

Water and Green Infrastructure

CLIMATE CHANGE MEANS 
WATER CHANGE
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Water, Green Infrastructure, and Climate Change

Strategies for Water and Green Infrastructure

Data Sources: Denver Water. 2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study, ULI, Denver Game Plan For a Health City

• Improve community flood preparedness to reduce flood insurance rates
• Create incentive for developers to use alternative water sources
• Limit impervious surfaces through landscape zoning and building codes
• Provide annual funding mechanism for green infrastructure
• Invest in workforce development for green infrastructure and resilient 

landscape

Build 25 miles of green 
streets over the next 5 years

Make the city’s park systems 
more resilient

Sustain resilient system that ensures 
service of a reliable supply of high 
quality water

Philadelphia's Green City, Clean Waters
initiative is investing $1.6 billion over a 
25 year horizon in green and blue 
infrastructure. The majority of 
stormwater management amenities will 
be placed in low-income communities.

Prince George’s County Clean Water 
Partnership is a 30 year public private 
partnership used to finance and implement 
green and stormwater infrastructure. Key focus 
areas include workforce development, market 
transformation, and growing local small 
business capacity to implement projects. 

DENVER 
GOALS:

Expand the use and support of 
alternative water supplies

Fishable and swimmable waters 
in all our lakes and streams by 
the year 2020

Ensure all neighborhoods have 
a park within a 10 min walk

CASE STUDIES

• Green Infrastructure Master Plan addresses small and large-scale green 
infrastructure in basins most in need

• One Water Plan and Water Efficiency Plan to prepare for multiple possible 
water conditions, including water shortage during drought

• Denver Green Building Ordinance provides options for additional greening 
and stormwater best practices

What Denver is Currently Doing

http://archive.phillywatersheds.org/doc/GCCW_AmendedJune2011_LOWRES-web.pdf
https://thecleanwaterpartnership.com/


CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE, 
SUPPLY CHAINS, AND 
CLIMATE CHANGE
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Critical Infrastructure, Supply Chains, and Climate Change

Climate events can disrupt critical supply chains and increase critical infrastructure downtime 

Data Sources: 2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study, Scorched: Extreme Heat and Real Estate (ULI), Denver Office of Emergency 
Management, 2017 Denver Hazard Mitigation Plan 

• “Impacts of changing temperature and precipitation patterns within and 
outside Colorado can lead to higher food prices, increasing food 
insecurity.”

• “Road materials have a limited range of heat tolerance, and road 
buckling occurs with sustained temperatures above 90°F. Bridges are 
particularly vulnerable to extended high temperatures, which stress 
bridge integrity.”

• “Planes have more difficulty taking off at high air temperatures. This is 
more acute at high altitude airports like DIA. Runways may need to be 
lengthened, and DIA could have summer cargo losses as high as 19% 
by 2030.”

• “Although virtually any aspect of Colorado’s economy could be affected 
by changes in the climate, specific industries that rely on natural 
resources—agriculture, tourism and recreation, and mining and 
extraction—are particularly vulnerable.”

• A current Denver Office of Emergency Management goal is to increase 
micro-grid back up power systems for critical facilities.
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Critical Infrastructure, Supply Chains, and Climate Change

Flooding poses risk to real estate assets

Data Sources: 2017 Denver Hazard Mitigation Plan

• “There are 134 critical facilities in the 
100-year flood plain (1% annual chance 
Zone) and 117 critical facilities in the 
500-year flood plain (0.2% Annual 
Chance Zone).”

• “Buildings in the floodplain are 
susceptible to damages by rising waters; 
damages could also require costly and 
time-consuming clean-up during the 
recovery process.  Flood recovery can 
take years for affected communities to 
be rebuilt, depending on the severity of 
the flood.”

• “In Denver, there are 1,846 buildings in 
the 100-year flood plain and 4,906 
buildings in the 500-year flood plain.”



EQUITY AND CLIMATE 
CHANGE
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Climate Science, Vulnerability, and Equity

Some Communities in Denver are 
Disproportionately Vulnerable 
• Vehicle ownership, income levels, disability, and lack of 

neighborhood green infrastructure (shading, green space) can 
render areas more vulnerable to extreme heat.  

• Multi-family affordable housing is more likely to rely on unfiltered
natural ventilation than market rate multifamily housing (due to 
apartment size and cost). This increases vulnerability to poor air 
quality.

• “The health risks and impacts of climate change are not 
equally or fairly distributed across communities. The impacts 
of climate change on health are significantly moderated by 
individual and community vulnerability and resilience. Two critical 
components of climate vulnerability are pre-existing health status 
and living conditions”

Data Sources: 2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study, Denver Parks and Rec Game Plan for a Health City, Group14, Denver 
Department of Environmental Health, Climate Change, Health, and Equity – American Public Health Association 

“Climate change disproportionately impacts low 
income communities and communities of color”
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Climate Science, Vulnerability, and Equity

Data Sources: Denver Department of Environmental Health

Many of the same neighborhoods that have a high vulnerability to extreme heat are also are in the 100-/500-year flood plain and have worse air quality.

There is a significant overlap between neighborhoods with multiple climate change vulnerabilities and multiple obstacles to success.

Obstacles to Success Heat Vulnerability Flood Plain



RESILIENCE FRAMEWORK
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100 Resilient Cities Framework

Data Sources: 100 Resilient Cities

Many peer municipalities have embraced the 100 Resilient Cities Framework
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Resources

• Denver Department of Environmental Health
• Denver Parks and Rec Game Plan for a Health City
• CMIPS Climate Models, ORNL (National Lab)
• Heat Island Group, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 2019
• 2015 Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study
• Scorched: Extreme Heat and Real Estate (ULI)
• Denver Office of Emergency Management
• Denver Department of Transportation and Infrastructure
• NOAA
• Climate Central
• North American Electric Reliability Corporation
• Hydrologic and Erosion Responses of Burned Watersheds, Moody et al, USGS
• https://www.watereducationcolorado.org/publications-and-radio/headwaters-magazine/summer-2014-flooded/coming-home/
• https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-018-0236-4
• http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aaac65/pdf
• https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4066233-OIG-17-110-Sep17.html
• Denver Water
• 2017 Denver Hazard Mitigation Plan
• Climate Change and Health in Colorado, Constible et al, 2018, NRDC.
• American Lung Association
• Colorado Children’s Campaign
• EPA 2009
• Peel et al. 2005.
• Denver Post, 1/30/2020
• 100 Resilient Cities
• Denver Office of Children's Affairs
• Climate, Health and Equity, American Public Health Association

https://www.watereducationcolorado.org/publications-and-radio/headwaters-magazine/summer-2014-flooded/coming-home/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-018-0236-4
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aaac65/pdf
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4066233-OIG-17-110-Sep17.html
https://www.apha.org/-/media/files/pdf/topics/climate/climate_health_equity.ashx?la=en&hash=14D2F64530F1505EAE7AB16A9F9827250EAD6C79
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APPENDIX 4. Public and Stakeholder Input Methodologies 
Engagement Methodology 
Understanding the critical importance of community engagement in this process, the consulting team 
created a community engagement process that included the following components:  

1. Two rounds of Meetings in a Box; 
2. Three Social Justice and Equity Site Visits; 
3. Five Stakeholder Advisory Group Meetings; 
4. Six Community-based Facilitated Sessions; and  
5. Consider.it Online Engagement Tool  

The goal was to both go broad and go deep, understanding that community will buy into and help 
implement community plans that they have helped to build and shape.  

Meetings in a Box 
To explore needs and opportunities we chose to use a dispersed method known as Meetings in a Box 
(MIBs). MIBs are a nationally recognized model used in public participation to reach and connect with 
community members that often don’t engage in these processes. By mobilizing the meetings into the 
hands of community members instead of only offering a limited set of public meetings at a certain place 
and time, participation is increased, along with ownership of the process. While initially designed to 
engage Millennials, MIBs have proven to be an effective method for engaging with a broader, diverse set 
of community members, whose voices are often under-represented.   

All Task Force members were asked to hold at least one MIB with their respective constituents. The City’s 
Climate Action, Sustainability, and Resiliency’s listserve of over 10,000 residents was sent information on 
how to host their own MIB. Additionally, any community member who expressed a desire to hold one 
was also provided the materials (including pens, sticky notes, a discussion board, a facilitator script, and 
response forms). Materials were provided in English and Spanish. Those who could not attend a Task 
Force meeting to pick up materials were provided a centralized location to do so, and the consulting team 
also hand-delivered materials to individuals throughout the City. If requested, gift cards of $75 were 
provided for hosts to purchase snacks or meals for participants. 

The first round of MIBs were held to explore the challenges, barriers, and opportunities that participants 
and our communities may face in addressing climate change. Videos that provided context on the climate 
crisis were shown and participants were asked a series of questions in response. The MIB also covered 
the potential future and the individuals’ role in helping create a sustainable city. Almost 250 residents 
participated in Round One.  

The second round of MIBs were different than round one. Whereas Round One focused on challenges 
Denver residents would face with the climate crisis, Round Two provided space for thinking through 
interventions and solutions. Round Two also emphasized the need for high impact, systemic change to 
achieve science-based climate goals, rather than only individual action. In the seventeen MIB Round 2 
Discussion Summaries, facilitators reported over 100 participants attending meetings. On final tally, 80 
participants completed the survey. It should also be pointed out that this second round of MIBs began at 
the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak in Colorado, and continued through the first week of the City’s 
shelter-in-place order. This halted many planned discussions from happening, decreased participation for 
those that went forward using virtual formats, and were made easier by those with better access to 
technology.   
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Social Justice and Equity Site Visits 
The purpose of social justice and equity site visits was to help the task force understand the impact of 
climate change on communities directly affected in their own words and to provide an opportunity for 
direct communication. After the initial round of Meetings in a Box, it also became clear that further 
understanding business, labor, and entrepreneurship would be important as well. The site visits were also 
designed to invite affiliate agencies to share in the process and to give a platform for affected groups to 
share their experience with this unfolding challenge. The consulting team designed and began planning 
site visits across the city to explore the following: 

1. Sun Valley and the West Side: Sun Valley is an energy burdened community that also experiences 
high rates of asthma and high flood and heat risk. Other communities included Valverde, 
Westwood, and Athmar Park. The Latinx and Immigrant communities were to be tapped and a 
tour of the eco district work, including DHA housing, flood facilities, and engaging youth had been 
planned.  

2. Elyria Swansea and Northeast Side: These communities have a high-income burden and air 
quality issues along with historical Environmental Justice issues related to industry and the impact 
on soils. There has been some energy improvement work there. A tour of Growhaus and Stock 
Show complex was in the process of being established. 

3. Business, Labor, and Entrepreneurship: This event was to give Task Force members the 
opportunity to hear from business, labor, and entrepreneurial representatives. 

Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 these site visits had to be canceled.  

Stakeholder Advisory Groups 
In an effort to dig deeper with a small subset of stakeholders, the consulting team planned and executed 
five stakeholder advisory group (SAGs) meetings. These meetings engaged the groups most impacted by 
climate change and the potential policies and revenue generation solutions in order to inform the 
process. Groups ranged in size from four to over 20, with almost 40 individuals participating in total. The 
following groups of people were identified as critical voices in this process: 

1. Climate Justice and Equity: To better understand the challenges around justice and equity as we 
respond to climate change and to give a voice to those who often do not have a voice in these 
types of processes. and who have developed some of the most innovative solutions to solving 
problems. 

2. Workforce: Members of groups that will need to address workforce challenges as we respond to 
climate change. They represented the people who will have to build the infrastructure, change 
jobs, learn new skills, etc. Knowing the needs of our shifting workforce is incredibly important for 
the task force to consider.  

3. Business and Industry: Better understand the needs, challenges, and solution propositions of the 
business and industry community as the city moves forward with plans to tackle climate change.  

4. Youth and Climate Advocates: Members that will be the most long-term impacted by climate 
change and how our city moves processes forward – therefore the “most invested” group.  

5. Climate Vulnerable People: To give a voice to those who could be most impacted by climate 
change and who often do not have a voice in these types of processes. 

Initially, SAGs were to be held in person with food provided to increase participation and break down 
social barriers. They were also scheduled during days and times that the consulting team felt would be 
most likely to see participation from each group. Invitees were selected from a variety of sources, 
including, but not limited to: those who applied to be on the Task Force but were not selected; those who 
are known and involved in climate conversations throughout the city; personal connections of City staff, 
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the consulting team, and Task Force members. Due to COVID-19, these were shifted to a Zoom meetings. 
This decreased participation for some groups, and new scheduling conflicts as a result of the onset of 
COVID 19 response led to more cross-over between these five groups than initially planned. Participants 
and invitees were later tapped for participation in the online forum descried below.  

Community Engagement Sessions 
Initially, in an effort to engage diverse community members across Denver to provide input into potential 
solutions and revenue sources needed for addressing Climate Change six public meetings were planned 
around Denver. Participants from Meetings in a Box and Stakeholder Advisory Group discussions were 
going to be encouraged to join the general public in what was to be the culminating conversation on 
priorities and funding. Community “Liaisons” were to be hired to increase participation from certain 
underrepresented communities. Each city council member identified locations that would yield diverse 
participation and were set to provide an introduction to the session. The design of these meetings was an 
intentional way to continue to strengthen community through meaningful, humanizing 
connection/interaction. Simultaneous translation was to occur. In coordination with city council 
members, the following in-person community engagement sessions had been planned:  

1. South High School – hosted by Councilwoman Black, Councilman Kashmann, and Council 
President Clark 

2. Swansea Rec Center – hosted by Councilwoman CdeBaca and Councilwoman Ortega 
3. Montbello Rec Center/Montbello Campus – hosted by Councilman Herndon and Councilwoman 

Gilmore 
4. Site determination in process – hosted by Councilwoman Sandoval and Councilwoman Torres 
5. Christ Church Methodist – hosted by Councilwoman Sawyer and Councilman Hinds 
6. Church of All Saints – hosted by Councilman Flynn and Council President Clark 

It became clear that these meetings had to be canceled due to the social distance requirements 
established in mid-March when COVID-19 hit Colorado. For this reason, we pivoted to use an online 
forum.  

Consider.It Online Community Engagement  
The decision to use this approach was made after the COVID-19 pandemic emerged and required a shift 
to a remote approach to engagement. The Consider.It online forum platform was selected as the best fit 
for the engagement goals, allowing real time displays of poll question responses and greater 
understanding of the rationale behind those opinions through narrative “pro” and “con” statements.  

The City’s solid waste text message system was used to tap into over 70,000 households, asking them to 
participate. Additionally, the City’s Climate Action, Sustainability, and Resiliency’s listserve of over 10,000 
residents was sent information periodically throughout the duration urging participation. Including 
diverse voices – across neighborhoods, city council districts, racial/ethnic identification, and income levels 
– was an important goal in this effort. It was also a big challenge, given that not everyone has a computer, 
tablet or smart phone for participating; language and literacy can also be a barrier to participating; and 
the usual strategies for overcoming these barriers are all in-person approaches, which were not an option 
given COVID- 19 social distancing requirements. The project team and partners promoted access to wi-fi 
and computers to help bridge digital divides, conducted outreach in a variety of ways (including emails, 
social media, videos and even a Facebook live event), and offered direct phone support to anyone in 
need. At least half of these efforts were conducted in Spanish as well as English to promote participation 
throughout Denver and by diverse groups. The site itself uses google translate so that participants can 
read proposals and comments in their native language as well as respond in their native language.  
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In addition, Community Liaisons from Spanish speaking, immigrant, African American, and other 
underrepresented populations in Denver were hired to reach out to their communities to encourage 
participation. Additionally, Community “Energizers” were identified and asked to share social media tiles 
and communication with their networks, again to increase participation from individuals who traditionally 
are underrepresented in these types of processes. 

The online forum was initially populated with a selection of proposals for which the task force was 
seeking public input. Community members were also invited to add their own proposals on the site. 
Anyone who created an account on the site could then rate them on a sliding scale from oppose to 
support and could add comments and/or “agree with” others’ comments by including them as their own.  

The project team moderated the site at all times ensuring no user was breaking the code of conduct 
agreed to upon sign up. They also answered questions and asked questions of participants in order to 
gain additional specifics or clarity and to increase user engagement. The total number of participants 
exceeded projected participation at the originally planned in- person public meetings. From April 20 
through May 4, 2020, Google Analytics reports that 3,686 unique individuals visited 
DenverClimateAction.Consider.It and made over 9,000 pageviews. 814 people creating accounts in order 
to actively participate in the forum.  
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Executive Summary 
 
I. Overview 
The primary purpose of the MIB method is to engage community members in meaningful 
discussion with their peers, led by their peers and community leaders.  This vibrant 
discussion environment offers the ideation, critical thinking, and collaborative context 
necessary for a community to arrive at the best solutions and decisions possible, not to 
identify the statistical significance of a single word or opinion. We believe this is a unique and 
powerful opportunity for public participation. 
Some diverse audiences were reached during this first round of MIBs, but it was certainly not 
at the breadth expected to truly elevate the participation of the entire community. The 
focused distribution of the kits to those already involved in the Task Force process in some 
way, might be the key reason this came to be. The raw demographic data collected by the 
survey is presented earlier, uninhibited by further interpretation (p. 3 – 5). 

II. Sentiments About the Climate Crisis 
While in general there was a clear sense of urgency among all participants across 
demographics to take action (see p. 6 for more), three respondent personalities (and in 
some way group personalities as most meetings seemed to have only one or two personality 
types gathered) began to emerge at this point in the surveys and conversation summaries: 

x The everyday community member, familiar to the issue of Climate Change, unsure about 
what to do about it or what others should be doing about it beyond some personal action, 
and ready to gain more education or understanding about what to do next. 

x The confident community member, feeling content in the everyday actions of reducing 
impact such as composting, recycling, utilizing alternative forms of transportation by 
choice, gardening, talking about the climate crisis, and questioning why others and the City 
aren’t already doing more to change and address impacts. 

x The expert community member, arriving to these discussions well prepared with 
scalable solutions, and/or with an intimate understanding of how efforts in mitigation, 
adaptation, and resiliency would impact their business or way of life, and a general 
skepticism about the overall Climate Action process, with a robust eagerness to participate 
in the process at a more advanced and meaningful level. 

III.  Transitioning Homes and Businesses 
Using a slider on a scale of 1 to 5 when asked about the importance of transition, the average 
rating for this question was a 4, indicating high importance, though not full consensus on 
the issue. 
Themes included: 1) it’s not enough and not soon enough, coupled by doubt that it could be 
accomplished no matter what the timeline, 2) concern about the negative impact to residents 
and 3) concern about the negative impact to certain industries, and 4) a “no resistance” theme 
which immediately turned to solution-oriented conversations. 
Participants were asked how easy it would be to transition their homes to all-electric heating. 
Using a slider on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being impossible, and 5 being no problem at all. The 
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average rating for this question was under a 3, identifying that it would be harder than 
it would be easy to make this transition. Most skepticism in the comments relate to cost, 
time, and knowledge about ‘how to.’ Challenges were distributed amongst five options given. 

IV. Transportation 
Using a slider on a scale of 1 to 5 when asked about the importance of transitioning 
transportation, the average rating for this question was also just over a 4, indicating high 
importance, though once again, not full consensus on the issue. 
Themes included: 1) the cost of solutions, 2) the scalability of solutions, 3) inclusiveness 
amidst options, 4) equity, 5) the need for a range of more robust and diverse transportation 
solutions, and 6) the importance of recognizing that different methods of transportation are a 
need for some and a privilege to others (those that have to take the bus and those that can 
choose to take the bus). 
Participants were asked how easy it would be for them and their families to travel only by 
electric vehicles, public transit or people-powered modes. Using a slider on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 
being impossible, and 5 no problem at all. The average rating for this question was once 
again just under a 3, identifying that it would be harder than it would be easy to make 
this transition.  Skepticism in the comments section relate to convenience, accessibility and 
availability, knowing options, equitable distribution, cost and expense to implement and for 
individuals, needing larger vehicles for work, frequency of charging stations, safety issues, and 
the challenge of changing personal habits. Challenges were distributed amongst the six 
options given. 

V. Resource Efficiency 
Quantitative data was not collected about the importance or perceived challenge of this 
category, but similar themes were seen that appeared in earlier sections including: 1) this 
is needed and doable, 2) incentivize Commercial Real Estate owners and developers to pursue 
greener buildings, and 3) challenges of implementing these measures, with cost as a particular 
barrier, and regulation as a potential carrot. The deeper dive into the overall challenges 
associated with all potential initiatives further describes this section as well. 

VI. Challenges 
Participants were asked, “considering the potential future, what challenges might these 
initiatives mean for you and/or within your households and for your communities? As well as 
your business or your place of work? 
 
Challenges that were identified included: 
x Individuals 

1. Options must be affordable and meet individual needs,  
2. There must be engagement and buy in,  
3. There needs to be education and we must raise awareness,  
4. How do we get people to change their habits, and  
5. Recognizing that raising taxes for lower income citizens should be avoided. 

x Systemic  
1. How to fund it … expensive and [we] have limited financial resources,  
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2. While there is an "appetite" to be part of the solution, there is an unwillingness for new 
taxes without addressing the regulatory barriers,  

3. There will be systemic barriers for low to middle income residents,  
4. The need for a diversified workforce,  
5. Regulation and incentives despite a lack of resources, and  
6. The potential negative impact on industries such as being punished for a truck fleet hauling 

solar panels. 

VII. Opportunities 
The responses to the opportunity questions were extensive and comprehensive, far too much 
to adequately capture here in a summary of summaries, but some predominant themes are 
important to highlight: 
 

1. An abundant and dedicated energy to ensure that the right solutions are put into place with 
a sense of urgency 

2. A table of contents for a climate-conscious lifestyle 
3. The bigger, more complicated issues are still overwhelming and it appears that until we get 

more engagement with these simpler tasks it is hard to think about how to more forward 
4. The paradigm needs to be flipped: Make the environmental thing to do the easiest and 

cheapest 
5. Opportunities seemed to focus on community benefits - building neighborhood strength, 

collaboration, simplifying lifestyles, and [reducing] stress 
6. It remains that unless the most marginalized are included, they will be left out and left to 

bare the brunt of the changes 
7. In terms of opportunities, there is potential if we do this right to have a more connected 

and equitable society. 

What Facilitators Can Do Next 
A myriad of feedback has been offered about the MIBs to better design and facilitate the 
process for Round 2 and future versions of this method.  Much of this is being incorporated 
into that design for Round 2.  There was one particular response that seemed noteworthy for 
current and future facilitators, which we will work to address in the design as well, “there 
was concern that only those who are already active are taking part in these kinds of 
discussions. We are wondering how to engage someone new. Maybe at our next meeting 
ask each person to bring someone new who they think is not as engaged.” 
 
Conclusion and Next Steps 
Among the nearly 250 people who participated in the first round of these meetings, the 
outlook for taking impactful climate action is daunting, to say the least. The heavy lift that is 
needed to make an impact is made even more challenging by looming questions about 
whether any of our efforts will make a difference. Given that the impacts we seek grow more 
challenging the longer it takes to get to aggressive action and following the spirit of one group 
that “focused on HOW to achieve [the transition],”the next step is to consider how to reach the 
goals the task force identifies, ideally including plans to overcome the array of challenges 
identified in the first round, including: cost and affordability for all; convenience, availability 
and accessibility of options; information about options and how to participate; safety, and the 
needs of specific groups.  
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Overview 
In February of 2020, Denver’s Climate Action Task Force, with the help of the Civic Consulting 
Network, helped mobilize the first part of its public engagement strategy, Meetings-in-a-Box 
(MIBs). MIBs are a nationally recognized engagement model used to reach and connect with 
community members that often don’t engage in public meetings. By mobilizing the meetings 
into the hands of community members instead of only offering a limited set of public meetings 
at a certain place and time, participation is increased, along with ownership of the process.  
MIBs have proven to be an effective method for engaging a broad, diverse set of community 
members, especially people whose voices are often under-represented.  Some diverse 
audiences were reached during the first round of MIBs in this project, but it was not as diverse 
as hoped to truly elevate the participation of the entire community. The focused distribution 
of the kits to those already involved in the process in some way might be the key reason this 
came to be. The raw demographic data collected by the survey is presented uninhibited by 
further interpretation (p. 3 – 5), so that Task Force members can form their own opinions 
about where additional focus might need to be emphasized when planning for other parts of 
the strategy (much of which is already being considered as planning for public meetings and 
other focused group discussion continues).  
Following the demographic information, this report takes a closer look at the themes that 
emerged during each of the four parts of the MIB conversations. These themes were 
unearthed through careful reading of every facilitator summary and every comment in every 
survey.  For further redundancy, any submitted photos of discussion boards were investigated 
to be sure that identified themes were what individuals and groups were documenting during 
the process as well. This latter method truly proved to be redundant. 
By using the words and summaries quoted directly from participants in surveys and facilitator 
summaries, we hope to accurately describe the overarching themes that arose during the 28 
confirmed MIBs that drew at least 247 participants1. While not every individual comment nor 
every summative paragraph can be included in a brief thematic summary, we brought 
forward those quotes that seemed to not only speak for themselves but many others as well.  
We hope that by complimenting direct quotes from participants and facilitators with the more 
quantitative data presented by certain questions asked in the survey, less of the information is 
skewed by subjective analysis. 
Last, it is critically important to understand that both the MIB process and the data collected 
were not designed for coding to achieve a statistical analysis. The primary purpose of MIBs is 
to engage community members in meaningful discussion with their peers, led by their peers 
and community leaders.  This vibrant discussion environment offers the ideation, critical 
thinking, and collaborative context necessary for a community to arrive at the best solutions 
and decisions possible, not to identify the statistical significance of a single word or opinion. 
We believe this is a unique and powerful opportunity in public participation. 
 

 
1 This is the total number of opened surveys. The consultant team anticipates more attended meetings without 
opening a survey and that more meetings were held than what’s accounted for in summaries. 
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I. Trends in Participation 
It’s important to remember that Meetings-in-a-Box are not a one-size-fits-all method, and 
these small group discussions are part of a broader public engagement strategy. Some of these 
sectors are represented on the task force and in Stakeholder Advisory / Affinity Groups, while 
others will likely have a higher participation rate at public meetings.  Two questions to ask: 1) 
Are we engaging under-represented groups? 2) If not, how can we build on this baseline of 
participation? In other words, who do we need to make extra effort to reach in the next round 
of MIBS, in affinity group discussions and at public meetings, and what are the best ways to do 
that for each identified group? 
 
Sector Representation 
Keep in mind that in this question one participant could self-select representing more than 
one sector. No one sector represented a majority, though 32% of participants represented 
some type of nonprofit or public entity, and more than 1 in 4 participants represented parents 
of young children. As shown in Figure 1, the remaining groups could be divided into two 
categories:  

1. Sectors represented by 13 – 25% of participants = Energy industry, local workers, 
environment and conservation advocates, and health workers. 

2. Sectors represented by 10% or less of participants = Real estate and development, 
transportation, faith communities, people with varying abilities, people with compromised 
immune systems, and people experiencing homelessness, and ‘other’ which included 
students, educators, and agricultural. 

 
Figure 1. Sectors Represented 
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Other Demographics 
Figures 2-6 further describe characteristics of the people who participated, presented without 
interpretation. 
 
Figure 2. Age Representation 

 
 
Figure 3. Education Levels 

 
 
Figure 4. Income Distribution 
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Figure 5. Participation by Ethnicity 

 
 
Figure 6. Zip Code Representation (Range ~ 80239 = 3 participants, 80206 = 19 participants) 
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II. Sentiments About the Climate Crisis 
After watching the videos, participants were 
asked how worried they were about climate 
change.  Using a slider on a scale of 1 to 5, the 
average rating was a four, with the median at 
4.25. This was represented in the discussions 
and sticky notes by words with negative 
connotations such as fear, anxiety, depression, 
frustration, crisis, daunting, doom, hopeless, and 
helpless. Given the nature of the videos, many 
survey responses highlighted general climate 
change, natural disasters, and ocean related 
issues (sea level rise and severe hurricanes) 
within the category of the “two things that most 
worried them.” 
It is important to note at this point in the 
summary that the content of the videos 
disrupted the small group conversations. While there was a general sense of urgency and 
despair about climate change, there was also:  

x a sense of frustration at the perceived level of inaction by city leaders (and the need to raise 
the issue to the top),  

x ambiguity about what is actually happening in Denver (what’s happening now versus what is 
proposed or being considered), and  

x general questioning about whether efforts can be appropriately enacted in a timely 
manner.  

Some of these conversations also expressed a need to better highlight the urgency of the 
situation, skepticism about the focus on individual actions in the videos as opposed to the 
larger more systemic actions that are needed, and a call for broader education about the 
topic, especially about the impacts of climate change specific to Denver and Colorado. 
While in general there was a clear sense of urgency among all participants across 
demographics to take action, three respondent personalities (and in some way group 
personalities as most meetings seemed to have only one or two personality types gathered) 
began to emerge at this point in the surveys and conversation summaries: 

1) The everyday community member, familiar to the issue of Climate Change, unsure about 
what to do about it or what others should be doing about it beyond some personal action, 
and ready to gain more education or understanding about what to do next. 

2) The confident community member, feeling content in the everyday actions of reducing 
impact such as composting, recycling, utilizing alternative forms of transportation by 
choice, gardening, talking about the climate crisis, and questioning why others and the City 
aren’t already doing more to change and address impacts. 

3) The expert community member, arriving to these discussions well prepared with 
scalable solutions, and/or with an intimate understanding of how efforts in mitigation, 
adaptation, and resiliency would impact their business or way of life, and a general 
skepticism about the overall Climate Action process, with a robust eagerness to participate 
in the process at a more advanced and meaningful level. 
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This is by no means to limit the nuance, variability, or broad diversity represented by nearly 
250 participants. Instead, these three respondent personalities might offer some way to 
consider the varying levels of experience and knowledge coming to this process, and the 
different ways they might be engaged now and in the future. It is also a way to see the 
interconnected lives of the community and to highlight the complex solutions needed. 
 
III. Transitioning Homes and Businesses 
Importance 
Participants were asked during the 
conversation and in the survey how 
important it was for transitioning 
homes and businesses to be heated 
by electricity from renewable energy. 
Using a slider on a scale of 1 to 5, the 
average rating for this question was a 
4, with the median at 4.5, indicating 
high importance, though not full 
consensus on the issue.   
One discussion leader summarized 
their conversation by noting their 
agreement that it’s “necessary but it 
seems like a big change. How can we 
get there? Feeling that 2050 is too 
long to wait, but skepticism we can 
even get there by then.” This 
juxtaposition that it’s not enough 
and not soon enough, coupled by 
doubt that it could be 
accomplished no matter what the 
timeline, best characterized many of the responses during this part. 
For example, one participant asked, “what happens to all the old gas appliances?” Similarly, 
another group of expert community members observed, “as a group of extremely energy 
conscious people who work with the electric utility, I think this was a major point of contention. 
While we all see the value of converting to electric, many of us saw the potential for waste, and 
potential inefficiencies in achieving efficiency through converting to electric.” 
Yet another group commented similarly that there’s, “not enough infrastructure; not large 
enough labor force; time consuming and costly to homeowners and business owners; 
interference in private life while construction happens; causes a lot of new materials in the 
dump.” Not only did these responses point out skepticism about the system to implement the 
transition, but it also began articulating another common theme about the impact to Denver 
residents and different members of the community. 
One group’s comments and questions underscored the theme of impact to residents, which 
was echoed by others, “Will there be assistance to help low income? I worked hard for my house 
and car: I know you aren't asking me to give up something that I spent all my life trying to 
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obtain? It might be possible for 'young folks' to bike and walk, but I have to keep my job to pay 
my bills. What happens if electricity goes out? What are back-up plans for folks?"  
A third theme looked more closely at the impact on specific industries, when one 
facilitator pointed out that it was “not practical for restaurants who prefer to cook on fire,” 
while another group similarly pointed out the “many problems within the restaurant industry 
for this.” It seems these conversations could be drawn out more during Round 2 when similar 
groups are asked to define what supports they might need to make the transition, or how else 
they can be incentivized or supported to make the switch. 
Last, a fourth theme could be characterized as “no resistance,” which immediately 
turned to solution-oriented conversations. This theme is best demonstrated by a facilitator 
summary that wrote their group was, “focused on HOW to achieve [the transition]. People need 
more information about how to do it and what is the cost. They talked about all the older homes 
in Denver and the need for tax incentives or rebates in order for people to be able to afford the 
full total cost; the need for regulations to require all new development to be electric.” 

Challenges 
Participants were asked how easy it 
would be to transition their homes to 
all-electric heating. Using a slider on 
a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being impossible, 
and 5 being no problem at all. The 
average rating for this question was 
under a 3, with the median at 3, 
identifying that it would be slightly 
harder than it would be easy on 
average to make this transition.  
Though there might be a ‘will’ for this 
transition, as identified in the 
‘importance’ section above, it is not 
perceived as an easy action or 
strategy to undergo without knowing 
more about the support systems. 
Most skepticism in the comments 
relate to cost, time, and knowledge 
about ‘how to.’ 
A look at the distribution of the 
reasoning for this rating helps tells more of the story of why this would be difficult (see Figure 
7 on next page).  Participants were able to choose more than one reason when asked, “If any, 
what challenges would you face in making this transition in your home?”  
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Figure 7. Challenges in Transitioning Homes and Businesses 

 
 
IV. Transportation 
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recognizes the third major theme found in these conversations, the need for a range of 
“more robust” transportation solutions, including making current options more reliable 
and accessible, and how we will “invest in approaches to change behaviors so people use 
[public] transit more.” 
One particular conversation illustrated the privilege assumed in owning personal cars, thus 
recognizing the need for diverse solutions: “All but one of the participants used mass 
transportation, (the RTD bus). None of these women using RTD owned a car. The one exception 
was a woman who stated that she would love to use mass transit but she needed to be at work at 
a certain time and must use her car for work-related travel during the day.  This drew an 
immediate response from other participants, ‘Riding the bus is not a luxury for us.  It’s how 
we have to get around.’ ” 
 
Challenges 
Participants were asked how easy it would be for them and their families to travel only by 
electric vehicles, public transit or people-powered modes. Using a slider on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 
being impossible, and 5 being no problem at all. The average rating for this question was once 
again just under a 3, with the median at 3, identifying that it would be slightly harder than it 
would be easy on average to make this transition.   
Congruent with the outcomes of the 
questions about transitioning to electricity, 
though there might be a ‘will’ for this 
transition, as identified in the ‘importance’ 
section above, it is not perceived as an 
easy action or strategy to undergo without 
knowing more about the support systems 
that will be put into place or how a diverse 
set of options will be handled. Skepticism 
in the comments section relate to 
convenience, accessibility and availability, 
knowing options, equitable distribution, 
cost and expense to implement and for 
individuals, needing larger vehicles for 
work, frequency of charging stations, 
safety issues, and the challenge of 
changing personal habits. 
 
A look at the distribution of the reasoning for this rating helps tell more of the story of why 
this would be difficult (see Figure 8 on the next page).  Participants were able to choose more 
than one reason when asked, “If any, what challenges would you face in traveling only by 
electric vehicles, public transit or people-powered modes?”  
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Figure 8. Challenges with Transportation 
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VI. A Closer Look at Challenges 
Since the focus of this first round of Meetings-in-a-Box was about identifying challenges, more 
time was spent during the conversations exploring the nature of these challenges than what 
was represented in the survey questions.  While there is some redundancy to the responses 
above specific to transitioning to electricity and new transportation options, the quotes that 
emerged from this portion of the conversations are important to share.  
Participants were asked, “considering the potential future, what challenges might these 
initiatives mean for you and/or within your households and for your communities?” 
The following is representative of responses recorded: 

“The options must be affordable for people to actually implement. Options must also meet the 
individual needs of people.” 

“Our group feels that the biggest challenge is engaging the citizenry. We feel that our group did 
not represent Denver and that there are a lot of people who are not engage or do not care about 
these issue for all kinds of reasons. You even see this in Boulder where city council pushes 
something but the person remodeling their house does not what to do xyz because of added cost 
or other reasons. So the biggest challenge is engagement and buy in.” 

Challenges include: ”the lack of resources, how to educate people, how to fund it, how to get 
people to change their habits.” 

Challenges include: “Cost, ability to pay for it, and raising taxes for lower income citizens. 
Raising awareness about why the city would do these programs. Getting people to individually 
participate.” 

“The efforts to live more sustainably are expensive and [we] have limited financial resources. 
Recycling resources are more readily available in some neighborhoods (e.g., curbside pickup for 
discarded items in more prosperous neighborhoods) while [many of us] need transportation to 
travel greater distances to recycling centers.” 

“What happens if a storm knocks out electrical grid? Food cut off? Does City have a plan for 
designated available spots in EVERY community that will share resources: energy saving, 
emergency calls, clean water, food agents with local access?” 

Participants were also asked, “considering the potential future, what challenges might 
these initiatives cause for your business or your place of work?” The following is 
representative of responses recorded: 

“Fear that the identified actions would be too small and meaningless. While there is an 
"appetite" to be part of the solution, there is an unwillingness for new taxes without 
addressing the regulatory barriers (building codes), land use policies and decisions that 
preserve climate-damaging single-family home zoning that also limit the effectiveness of public 
transportation (low density is a public transit negative).” 

 “COSTS, barriers for low to middle income.” 

 “We need a workforce to meet the needs of that new economy.” 

 “Conversion to electric has expensive upfront costs. This may be a difficult measure without 
regulation and incentives.” 
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 “From a culture standpoint, even small measures like water conservation, energy saving, 
require habit changes in both business and residential population.” 

 “Worried that the lack of [EV] trucks currently on market will mean they will be punished for 
their fleet that is necessary for hauling solar panels to job sites.” 

 “Cost and human labor: might need to lay-off people to afford to do these expensive changes. 
May have to close business for a while during construction.” 

VII. Opportunities 
In an effort to close this first round of Meetings-in-a-Box conversations at a transition 
point to Round 2, participants were asked, “What are residents already doing? What 
are the opportunities of these initiatives? 

There were 356 comments in the survey responding to this last question which offered a set 
of open-ended text boxes, backed by comprehensive paragraphs in the Facilitator Summaries, 
pictures that could not capture all of the sticky notes on the discussion boards, and additional 
pages of notes submitted outside of the intended data collection methods. The responses here 
were not only about opportunities, but a general repository for anything that was not covered 
by the questions asked or the conversations shared.  
Many of these responses reflected the three-respondent/group personalities described in part 
2, while also re-iterating and re-stating many of the themes that were discussed during earlier 
sections of the conversations. This demonstrated a high level of advocacy for ideas and points 
of view shared, and a collective commitment to the topic, matched by an abundant and 
dedicated energy to ensure that the right solutions are put into a place with a sense of 
urgency.   
In addition to a consistent mention of solar, the responses read, rightfully so, like a table of 
contents for a climate-conscious lifestyle: 
Energy efficient appliances • Small conversion of lawn to native plants • Small growing of own 
vegetables • LED lights • Smart system watering • Filtered water on shower heads • Filtered 
water in kitchen – no water bottles • Recycling • Compost through city • Metered showers • 
Smart heating and cooling thermostat • Automatic lights off system when not in the room • 
Building an app that shares eco-friendly products, behaviors, services and getting points for 
using them- verification system with scans of bar code upon purchase. • Neighborhood Block 
competitions with rewards for most positive changed behaviors. • Getting Registered 
Neighborhood Organizations more involved in outreach at events, in facilitating meeting that 
can be shared with the city for transforming communities, by getting city speakers or other 
professionals to discuss changes being made, new practices being implemented. • Car share 
throughout neighborhoods - Companies that pick up employees with their fleet. 

Others were more focused, but got at the same point, “[The group] already uses public transit, 
lives in high density housing and composts. [The group] believes they are doing more than the 
average person.” And some offered yet another layer of self-awareness about their individual 
contributions, “This was a group of people who take climate and pollution seriously. Almost 
everyone drives electric or hybrid vehicles. High RTD use. We all compost and work to reduce our 
water use. We could have gone on for a very long time and didn't think it was worth our 
time.” 
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Several groups tackled similar lists of activities, “The belief here was to start with the small 
attainable things: removing single use plastics from our lives, stop accepting plastic bags and 
bring your own (bag, bottle, … create a can tax), trying to be more energy conscious and 
efficient. Composting and recycling. Figuring out markets other than China for our waste,” etc. 
but then moved to the greater dilemma, stressed and discussed by many groups throughout 
the entire conversation, “the bigger, more complicated issues are still overwhelming and it 
appears that until we get more engagement with these simpler tasks it is hard to think 
about how to move forward.” 

In considering how to scale individual actions beyond those already involved, another 
response offered, “People are good. They are well-intentioned, and many will go out of their way 
to do what they feel is right. They will even inconvenience themselves to a degree. But a huge 
problem is that the most environmental/climate worthy actions are difficult while damaging 
actions are easy to do. The paradigm needs to be flipped: Make the environmental thing to 
do the easiest and cheapest.” 
Meanwhile, an opportunity with an overall theme of strengthening neighborhoods and 
communities emerged. Representing several others, one group offered, “opportunities 
seemed to focus on community benefits - building neighborhood strength, collaboration, 
simplifying lifestyles, and [reducing] stress.” The hope that the Climate Action plan could 
potentially strengthen Denver and its many neighborhoods and communities was clearly on 
numerous participants’ minds. 
Additionally, several groups and responses also underscored the access, ability, and equity 
involved in responding to the climate crisis.  A facilitator summarized, “[there was] a huge 
focus on transportation, commute and quality of life. That said, there was the recognition of 
Maslow's hierarchy of needs and how there is privilege in being able to respond.” Another 
group similarly offered, “Large parts of this conversation revolved around societal and cultural 
adaptation. There will be greater emphasis on neighbors helping neighbors, hopefully, and 
moving away from a conversation of scarcity to abundance. But it remains that unless the 
most marginalized are included, they will be left out and left to bare the brunt of the 
changes.” This concept came up in the closing several times and, as hopefully demonstrated 
in this summary, occurred at several points throughout the discussions.  
One particular answer stood out in its brevity and profundity that likely gets at the intention 
of just about everyone that participated, “in terms of opportunities, there is potential if we 
do this right to have a more connected and equitable society.” 

Conclusion and Next Steps 
Among the nearly 250 people who participated in the first round of these meetings, the 
outlook for taking impactful climate action is daunting, to say the least. The heavy lift that is 
needed to make an impact is made even more challenging by looming questions about 
whether any of our efforts will make a difference. Given that the impacts we seek grow more 
challenging the longer it takes to get to aggressive action and following the spirit of one group 
that “focused on HOW to achieve [the transition],”the next step is to consider how to reach the 
goals the task force identifies, ideally including plans to overcome the array of challenges 
identified in the first round, including: 

x Cost and affordability for all, 
x Convenience, availability and accessibility of options, 
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x Information about options and how to participate,  
x Safety, and 
x Needs of specific groups. 

On this last point, to be thorough in our understanding of the challenging facing Denver 
community members if they are to be full partners in taking action on climate change, we 
need to ensure that we are hearing from everyone. Therefore, the immediate next step should 
be identifying who else needs to be reached in the next round of community discussions and 
how best to do so, while also identifying the specific questions various groups need to be 
asked to understand how solutions can be developed best to meet that full array of needs. 
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I. Executive Summary 
 
Approach 
The Meetings-in-a-Box (MIB) method engages small groups of community members in 
meaningful discussion among their peers, each one led by a peer in the community who has 
volunteered to serve as host and discussion facilitator.  This vibrant discussion environment 
offers the ideation, critical thinking, and collaborative context necessary for a community to 
arrive at the best solutions and decisions possible. We believe this is a unique and powerful 
opportunity to understand community perspectives, though it should be noted that the results 
should not be taken as a statistically valid representation of what all Denver community 
members think.  
 
In this second round of MIBs, we explored participants’ perspectives about different types of 
solutions to address climate change and the potential impacts of these solutions on their lives 
and the lives of fellow community members. We also sought to understand what types of 
support services people would need to have in place for a solution to be successful throughout 
Denver. 
 
Key Themes and “Conditions” 
As shown in the charts on pages 11-14 of this report, there is general support for the different 
types of solutions that were shared with participants. However, that support comes with 
conditions, and those six conditions constitute the most important themes heard in this 
round of small group conversations. Following is a succinct look at those conditions: 
 
Equity. Discussion and concern for equitable solutions appeared 
often throughout the responses to all questions in the facilitator 
summaries and participant surveys. “Support our most 
vulnerable communities” appeared frequently in comments, 
consistently requesting that the impacts of any solution on 
Denver’s most vulnerable communities be well understood and mitigated. Many also called 
for action to create “green infrastructure for all.”  
 
Specifically in participant survey question 12, which asked directly about support for Denver’s 
most vulnerable communities, 40% of participants mentioned outreach, education, and the 
direct involvement of the most vulnerable communities in decisions to be included in any 
strategy or solution.  Nearly half of the question 12 participants mentioned the need for 
incentive-based programs and financial support that would greatly reduce the cost-burden on 
vulnerable communities. Green infrastructure including, but not limited to green spaces, 
green building programs, green jobs, transportation with support programs, and solid waste, 
were connected often to discussions of equitable solutions. Lastly, small businesses were also 
often referred to when discussing equitable outcomes and the need to ensure that small 
businesses are not negatively impacted either. 
 
While demographics of participants will be illustrated later, it should be noted here that most 
participants that completed the survey identified as white and/or being from middle to high 
income. This indicates that community members may be actively looking to support one 
another and not just looking out for their own self-interest. 

Support our most 
vulnerable 
communities 
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Specificity. In facilitator summaries and survey 
responses, participants asked again and again for the city 
to give the public more detailed, concrete options with 
clear strategies and/or implementation plans to help 
them better understand the options and give more 
accurate feedback. The need for more specificity 
regarding solutions and plans has broad implications for the next phase of the public 
outreach process and the online forum.  
 
Education. Education was one of the most frequently 
used words in reports from MIB discussions. Many 
identified the need for a public education campaign 
about how the new solutions work. While this relates to 
“specificity” of proposals mentioned above, many of 
these comments were really talking about once 
solutions are ready to launch. For instance, one 
participant said that “broad, frequent, and impactful 
education about new solutions must go hand-in-hand 
with implementation.” Additionally, one facilitator emphasized the need for extensive 
education around the city about the “cost of doing nothing.” 
 
Cost Clarity and Incentives. Similar to the two themes above, participants were eager to 
understand how solutions would be complemented by incentives.  As discussed in the theme 
of equity, participants wanted to better understand the cost burden of options for addressing 
climate change in order to give more reliable input on these options. For instance, participants 
referenced solar panels and the need to make panels affordable and accessible to the most 
vulnerable communities, including eliminating taxes on solar panels. Similar to Round 1, there 
was a notable level of detailed and nuanced thinking, specifically about how programs 
would work and what cost burdens could unintentionally arise. Anticipated costs of 
implementing climate strategies and clarity about the relative benefits offered through 
participation incentives will help people give more in-depth insights to this process. 
 
Transportation. The topic of transportation was specifically prompted by discussion 
questions, but participants returned to it frequently during discussions and survey responses.  
Specifically, three themes emerged:  

1) Bike and pedestrian-only streets with green 
spaces, with the appropriate infrastructure to 
support this shift in mobility, are desirable. 

2) There is need for increased public transit 
options that are more convenient, accessible 
and affordable, and participants suggest that 
Denver purchase more services from RTD and offer transportation for free or at a reduced rate. 

3) Careful attention is paid to incentives and infrastructure for electric vehicles, including 
increasing charging stations, especially for the most vulnerable communities and in 
neighborhoods without garages. 

Give the public more 
detailed, concrete options 

  

 “…broad, frequent, and 
impactful education about 
new solutions must go 
hand-in-hand with 
implementation.”  
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2. Increased public transit options 
3. Incentives and infrastructure for 
electric vehicles 
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Waste and Consumption. Many conversation groups discussed “pay as you throw models” as 
well as more convenient and more regular trash/composting/recycling behaviors and service. 
There was also discussion about more efficient water use (water being pointed out as a major 
crisis point), and improvement to the city’s policies regarding water use and landscaping that 
would create more consistency and improved health and safety for Denver residents. 
 
Index 
In addition to the inter-related aspects of the themes mentioned above, specific attention is 
given to these key subject areas again on the following pages: 

x Participant Demographics (pp. 6-7)  
x Equity (throughout; focused pp. 8, 15)  
x Education, Specificity, and Cost Clarity (pp. 9, 15) 
x Emissions, Public Health, Green Infrastructure, Waste and Consumption (pp. 9-11) 
x Participants’ Support of Solutions and Perceptions about Impact (pp. 11-14) 
x Denver as Innovative Leader: Transportation, Renewable Energy, & Solid Waste (pp. 16) 
x A Community Culture of Action (pp. 17) 
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II. MIB Approach and Demographic Trends  
It’s important to remember that Meetings-in-a-Box is not a one-size-fits-all method, and these 
small group discussions are part of a broader public engagement strategy. Some of these 
sectors are represented on the task force and in stakeholder advisory group discussions, 
while others will likely have a higher participation rate during the public forum. For the public 
forum, it is critically important that we continue to engage under-represented groups and find 
new ways to help these communities participate.  
 
It should also be pointed out that this second round of MIBs began at the beginning of the 
COVID-19 outbreak in Colorado and continued through the first week of Mayor Hancock’s 
shelter-in-place order.  This halted many planned discussions from happening, decreased 
participation for those that went forward using virtual formats, and were made easier by 
those with better access to technology. Fortunately for the upcoming online public forum, the 
technology divide is being bridged throughout the city and will hopefully not be the same 
impediment as it was in this round of MIBs. 
 
MIB Participation 
In the seventeen MIB Round 2 Discussion Summaries, facilitators reported over 100 
participants attending meetings. Eighty (80) participants completed the survey. All voices are 
heard at least through the facilitator summaries, even though not all participated in the 
individual surveys. 
 
…by Sector 
Keep in mind that in this question, participants could select representing more than one 
sector. No single sector represented a majority, though more than 1 in 3 participants 
considered themselves an advocate for conservation. More than 1 in 4 participants 
represented parents of young children, and more than 1 in 4 represented a nonprofit or public 
entity (the latter was a notable decrease from Round 1). As shown in Figure 1 on the next 
page, the remaining groups were each represented by less than 20% of participants with only 
one person representing the transportation industry and no one experiencing homelessness 
participating during Round 2.  

 More than 1 in 3 
participants considered 
themselves an advocate 
for conservation. 
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Figure 1. Sectors Represented

 
Other Demographics 
Figures 2-6 further describe characteristics of the people who participated. These figures are 
presented without interpretation. 
 
Figure 2. Age Representation 

 
 
Figure 3. Education Levels 
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Figure 4. Income Distribution 

 
Figure 5. Participation by Ethnicity 

 
 
 

Figure 6. Zip Code Distribution 
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III. Themes from Facilitator Summaries  
 
General  
The following summarizes key themes from MIB discussions, as described by the discussion 
hosts/facilitators.  Ideally, this is examined in complement to the participant surveys to get an 
overall feel, content, and tone of the conversations. 
 
In the seventeen conversations that were reported, all 
facilitators referenced having a productive conversation 
in some way.  About half of the discussions explicitly 
demonstrated hope and optimism about the potential for 
positive impacts from this process, while more than two-
thirds expressed a sense of urgency about this crisis, 
heightened by COVID-19. One group talked extensively 
about none of these solutions being enough, emblematic of the anxiety that ran through 
several conversations in this and the previous round. In Round 1, viewpoints appeared to be 
fairly consistent within each group. In Round 2 discussions, at least half of the conversations 
seemed to offer diverse viewpoints and different perspectives among participants.   
 
Discussion Themes 
While some conversations addressed specific climate change solutions, MIB discussions 
tended to focus on how solutions should be implemented. Therefore, the remainder of this 
section first describes the three meta-themes that emerged from these discussions – Equity, 
Specificity and Education – then offers summaries of participants’ responses to specific 
solution options.  
 
Equity. With the exception of one group, there was broad energy in the conversations 
regarding questions concerning the cost burden of new solutions, access for vulnerable 
communities to new programs or the resulting negative impacts on those same communities, 
and the potential negative impacts on local businesses. More than half of the conversations 
mentioned the need for financial incentives to be built into any solution to assist communities 
and businesses.  The idea of utilizing penalties was also raised, but with caution, asking that 
undue burden on individuals and businesses be 
addressed. Additionally, almost all of the groups 
elevated the need to consider how solutions would 
“compound the impact” on already vulnerable 
communities. A “new green infrastructure for all” was 
echoed by most. 
 
With this in mind, two facilitators offered similar 
sentiments, “Please choose actions that help people do 
what they already want to do.  This will build long-term 
support for action on climate change. Leave forced 
actions to later, when there is support for the goal … doing this the wrong way could impact 
the most vulnerable communities.” Emerging from these conversations on equity, access, and 
impact came a clear need for more specificity. 
 

More than two-thirds 
expressed a sense of 

urgency about this crisis.  

  

Almost all…elevated the 
need to consider how 

solutions would 
“compound the impact” 
on already vulnerable 

communities.  
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Specificity. Equally as common in the conversations and comments came the request for more 
specificity in the solutions that were being presented, which may be the reason so much of the 
discussions focused on how to implement solutions generally.  Participants seemed to crave 
more information in order to really be able to judge or have an effective opinion on the topics 
and questions being asked. Similar to Round 1 of the MIBs, though much less pronounced, 
there was some frustration with the questions being asked during these discussions. One 
facilitator wrote, “What will these [solutions] actually look like when implementing?” And 
another wrote, “We could support this but we would 
need to know how it’s going to happen.”  
 
Repeated in a similar way by at least two other 
facilitators, one wrote, “I think it’s time to plan with 
actions, analysis of unintended consequences, costs, 
schedule, accountability, and structure. Time to more precisely synch up the public outreach 
with the products of the task force.” The need for more specificity regarding solutions and 
plans has broad implications for the next phase of the public engagement process and the 
online forum. It will be very important to have specific solutions on the table with enough 
information about how they will be implemented and what impacts are anticipated when 
inviting the broader public to participate in the online forum. 
 
Education. Education, the last of the three meta-themes, 
was reported in some way by more than three-fourths of 
the facilitators. As one person noted, “we need toolkits 
to educate businesses, youth, and community members” 
about programs, changes, incentives, and solutions. It 
was clear that whatever comes out of this process needs 
to be accompanied by what one facilitator observed as a “statewide marketing campaign,” or 
as another described, “a public education campaign about how the new solutions work”. 
Additionally, one facilitator emphasized the need for extensive education around the city 
about the “cost of doing nothing.”  That might be a needed addition given the broad requests 
for more specificity about the solutions to better understand the impacts and the 
implementation process. 
 
Emissions: Transportation, Buildings, and Renewable Energy. When asked about reducing 
emissions, one facilitator spoke extensively for their group that they felt “EVs (electric 
vehicles) are the most effective route” to reducing emissions. More than half of the groups 
spent a good bit of time talking about transportation, with particular attention paid to the 
necessity of thinking through the appropriate green infrastructure for access and supports, 
(EV charging stations, bike-only blocks, the pros and cons of congestion pricing, and the 
overall benefits and challenges of density, especially given the potential for new public 
opinion in a COVID-19-sensitive world to density and travel).   
 
One facilitator summarized, “If we actually want people to stop driving, we have to create a 
world-class transit system.”  While another facilitator remarked on behalf of their group, “The 
second largest end-use (31% of all carbon) is transportation. Helping Denverites switch to 
electric vehicles is far and away the most effective strategy for the city in tackling climate 

“What will these 
[solutions] actually look 

like when implementing?” 

  

Need for “a public 
education campaign 
about how the new 

solutions work” 
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change.”  A facilitator observed, “Denver is not at all ready. Denver is particularly ignoring the 
needs of disabled and lower-income residents who will need to charge in public because they 
don’t have a garage, where most EV owners charge now.” Issues of access, equity, and impact 
arose again and again, which is why it emerged at the top of this section on themes. 
 
One-third of the groups had particular conversation focus around building and housing, 
particularly exploring the pros and cons of requirements for new and old buildings, and 
residential and commercial buildings. Zoning regulations and questions arose, as did the 
impacts that costs could have on builders and Denver’s most vulnerable communities.  
 
A quarter of the groups explicitly discussed utilities and renewable energy, with one facilitator 
observing that, “all reliable data shows [that] electrical production is the largest source of 
carbon, and Xcel is making major progress on that.” Others surface the need for specificity in 
this area, “Where is the [energy] coming from?” And another wrote, “We need more education 
to homeowners [about these programs].” 
 
Public Health, Resiliency and Adaptation. While questions in this MIB 2 process specifically 
identified resiliency and adaptation, discussions were overall integrated and focused on 
resiliency and adaptation through the above themes. That being said, the connections made to 
the current COVID-19 crisis (as discussed earlier), and general emergency preparedness, are 
worth noting. Specifically, one summary included comments on the need for “cooling centers” 
in the face of intense heat waves.  While another highlighted, once again, the need for 
extensive education to the public about the City’s emergency response plans, speculating that 
no one knows what the plans are in advance. This underscores the need for education to 
accompany all solutions. 
 
Green Infrastructure, Consumption and Waste. During MIB 1, composting and recycling 
were mentioned often, most frequently in long lists of how residents and communities could 
take action. While one-third of facilitators explicitly mentioned discussion on consumption 
and waste, or green infrastructure, there was less emphasis (or specific enough 
understanding) about these themes in Round 2. Additionally, it is likely that “Green 
Infrastructure” is also integrated into many community 
members’ minds with systems to reduce emissions 
including transportation, building, renewable energy, 
and personal action. 
 
In terms of consumption, two facilitators pointed out 
some city policy inconsistencies that appeared 
frustrating to participants. One wrote, “One participant 
[in our group] is water conscious and doesn’t water her lawn in the summer to conserve 
water. She got a letter from the city saying her lawn wasn’t green enough.” While another 
facilitator shared questions from their group’s conversation: 
 

Why are public taxes and funding from ballots used to manage our land with toxic chemicals and 
synthetic fertilizers? Many people are trying to protect nature and while the department of Park and 
Recreation is not caring for our soil. Carbon sequestration can come from large open spaces, parks, golf 
courses and land around churches and large office buildings. We need more healthy land care that other 

City policy 
inconsistencies…[one 

participant] got a letter 
from the city saying her 

lawn wasn’t green enough.    
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communities are getting. Non-toxic neighborhoods and non-toxic communities are popping up 
throughout our nation – why not here? 
 

This brings to light once again the need for specificity to accompany any proposal about 
solutions. The intricacies and interconnected impacts and needs of any solution requires 
consistent consideration by departments, residents, and communities throughout the city. 
 
IV. Participants’ Perceptions about Solutions and Perceived Impacts  
Figures 7-18 display participant responses to the questions asked about specific solutions. 
There was overall support for the proposed solutions, but with conditions on many of them.  
Specifically, extensive education and efforts to mitigate the negative impacts solutions could 
have on vulnerable communities arose as key ways to address participants’ “support with 
conditions” perspectives on these potential climate change solutions. 
 
Figure 7:  Most Participants Unconditionally Support Large Building Energy Reduction Requirements  
(Survey question: Do you support requiring existing large buildings to reduce their energy consumption or greenhouse gas emissions to meet a 
certain target over time?)  

 
Figure 8:  Participants Identify Both Community Benefits and Burdens with Energy Reduction Requirements    
(Survey question: How might requiring existing large buildings to reduce their energy consumption or greenhouse gas emissions to meet a target 
over time affect you or your community?)  
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Figure 9:  Most Participants Unconditionally Support Switching to Renewable Energy    
(Survey question: Do you support switching to renewable energy for electricity?)  

 
Figure 10:  Participants Identify Both Community Benefit and Burden with Switching to Renewable Energy  
(Survey question: How might switching to renewable energy for electricity affect you or your fellow community members?)  

  
Figure 11:  Most Participants Conditionally Support Bike/Pedestrian Only Areas    
(Survey question: Do you support restricting some streets within the city to bikes and pedestrian only?)  

 
Figure 12:  Participants Identify More Burden than Benefit with Bike/Pedestrian Only Solutions   
(Survey question: How might restricting some streets within the city to bikes and pedestrian only affect you or your fellow community members?)
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Figure 13:  Most Participants Unconditionally Waste Reduction Requirements in Large Buildings  
(Survey question: Do you support requiring room for recycling, composting, and trash services at large buildings, such as multifamily housing, 
businesses, and schools?)  

 
Figure 14:  Participants Identify More Benefit than Burden with Waste Reduction Requirements  
(Survey question: How might requiring room for recycling, composting, and trash services at large buildings, affect you or your fellow community 
members?)  
 

 
Figure 15:  Most Participants Conditionally Support Congestion Pricing  
(Survey question: Do you support implementing congestion pricing which would charge a fee for vehicles entering certain high use areas of the 
city (like toll roads)?)  

 
Figure 16:  Participants Identify Much More Burden than Benefit with Congestion Pricing  
(Survey question: How might implementing congestion pricing affect you or your community members?)  
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Figure 17:  Most Participants Unconditionally Support New Construction Requirements  
(Survey question: Do you support requiring all new construction to be highly efficient and generate zero emissions?)  

 
Figure 18:  Participants Identify Much More Benefit than Burden with New Construction Requirements 
(Survey question: How might requiring all new construction to be highly efficient and generate zero emissions affect you or your fellow 
community members?)  
 

 
 
Comments and Conditions 
Consistent with what facilitators reported in their summaries, comments under each of these 
questions requested specificity about what the solutions would entail.  What would the 
implementation really look like? What will the solutions actually be? Where will the cost burdens 
exist? Participants also questioned the efficacy of some solutions, like pedestrian and bike only 
streets. Will it really have a net positive impact? Will it have negative impacts on business? Will 
cars end up driving around more?   
 
Some conditions were surfaced, though they likely would’ve been more detailed if they had 
more understanding of what the solutions would entail. One person did note that “tolls have 
to go to a fund to further emission reduction, not the general fund.” It seems clear that there 
might be “general support with conditions,” but those conditions ask for an acute level 
of specificity so policies and solutions can be clearly understood and carefully 
evaluated. More detailed feedback is possible when more information is offered. 
 
Other conditions were offered at the meta level, with many surfacing the common themes 
about equity, noting that “things like congestion pricing could hurt the most vulnerable 
communities.” While yet another wrote that all solutions and plans “must be carried out with 
laser-like precision” to avoid extensive negative impacts – presumably for vulnerable 
communities and beyond.   
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V. Supports 
The survey asked two questions about support services that would be needed if solutions 
were put in place to 1) reduce carbon emissions and 2) help Denver become a more resilient 
and adaptable city. For some participants, it’s possible that the two topics are not 
differentiated in people’s minds. If the topics are differentiated, the outcome is much the 
same, given that responses to both questions were nearly identical. 
 
Education. In both questions, education was cited between 46 and 48% of the time as the 
most important support that could be put into place, and the word was used more than any 
other key word. Some referred to education by talking about public awareness campaigns, 
marketing strategies, city branding, workshops, toolkits, and school programs. Motivation, 
and specifically peer/community motivation often appeared alongside education, illustrating 
the overall need for a general cultural shift. Examples of public announcements and behavior 
shifts that have taken place in response to the rapidly changing COVID-19 situation provided 
rich comparisons of the mediums and approaches that could be taken. All told, it is clear that 
participants believe that broad, frequent, and impactful education about new solutions must 
go hand-in-hand with implementation. 
 
Cost Clarity and Incentives. Related (sometimes inextricably linked) to education, and equal 
in prominence, participants asserted that clarity about the cost burden of different solutions 
was going to be key to fully evaluate them. They also noted that education, incentives, tax 
breaks, and financial support would be necessary to get any program off the ground, such as:  

x Renewable energy programs (discussed in 40% of 
surveys), 

x New transportation (discussed in 20% of surveys),  
x Green infrastructure (discussed in 20% of the surveys),  
x Consumption/waste challenges (discussed in 15% of 

the surveys), or  
x Building initiatives (discussed in 10% of surveys).   

Some did mention financial penalties, but as a second line 
of action after incentives were in place. Both low-
income/vulnerable communities and the small business community were mentioned as being 
in particular need of clarity about costs and in need of incentives to make any program 
equitable. The building community also frequently called out the need to understand cost.  
 
Shifting to funding for these solutions, particular time was spent addressing the problems 
caused by taxation based on property value instead of on land and how that disincentivizes 
improvements like solar panels. Two other voices echoed concerns about congestion pricing, 
surfacing the conversations about the negative impact on vulnerable communities and the 
likelihood that, while it might reduce congestion, it does not reduce emissions. Among others, 
they also wanted to know if those fees would support additional green transportation or go 
into the general fund.  
 
 
  

 Education, incentives, tax 
breaks, and financial 
support would be 
necessary to get any 
program off the ground 
advocate for 
conservation. 
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VI. Ending on a Note of Leadership and Hope 
 
Denver Leading as a Green City  
To gain further clarity about participants’ perspectives and to help prioritize solutions based 
on opinion, the survey asked, “What one solution that you heard during the conversation do 
you think will have the most impact in helping Denver become an innovative leader as a green 
city?” While this offered some redundant responses to earlier answers and comments, it also 
provided a more nuanced understanding about perspectives in several key areas. 
 
Transportation. More than 30% of participants mentioned transportation, with three 
consistent themes:  

1) Create bike and pedestrian-only streets with green spaces and the appropriate infrastructure;  
2) Increase public transit options, making them more convenient, accessible and affordable 

(specifically suggesting that Denver purchase more services from RTD and offer transportation 
for free or at a reduced rate); and  

3) Pay careful attention to incentives and strategies used for electric vehicles, including 
increasing charging stations, especially for the most vulnerable communities and in 
neighborhoods without garages.   

It is also important to note that “congestion pricing,” was not selected by any participant as an 
answer to this question. It has emerged as a least desirable solution among those that were 
suggested to MIB participants. 
 
Renewable Energy. Mentioned by approximately 20% of participants in response to this 
question, participants most frequently referenced solar panels and the need to make panels 
affordable and accessible to the most vulnerable communities, including eliminating taxing 
solar panels.  
 
An additional 8% of participants mentioned the need or desire for green buildings. Those 
comments were also often about solar panels and overall efficiency of buildings. 
 
Consumption and Waste. Mentioned by approximately 15% of participants in response to 
this question, participants discussed “pay as you throw models,” as well as more convenient 
and more regular trash/composting/recycling behaviors and service. There was also 
discussion about more efficient water use (water being pointed out as a major crisis point), as 
well as charging more for less-green products and 
reducing overall waste in buildings. 
 
Ending with Hope 
The survey concluded with a question to generate a sense 
of participants’ support for action, and their overall 
optimism “What’s one solution that you heard tonight 
that makes you the most hopeful?” Participants were asked to pick one solution, but many 
responses included two and three solutions, which were all counted. While only 60% of 
participants answered this question, comments affirmed the earlier discussions. Additionally, 
several responses offered a new insight about the “culture” needed behind any climate action 
in Denver. 

 Where participants 
thought Denver could 
provide leadership, they 
also found hope. 
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Affirmed Priorities. Where participants thought Denver could provide leadership, they also 
found hope. If they talked about Denver providing leadership on changes in transportation 
and green infrastructure, they also noted it as giving them hope. The same holds true for 
renewable energy (with emphasis on solar panels), increased and more successful recycling 
and compost services, and green buildings.  
 
A New Culture of Action. While some comments about hope were seen in response to earlier 
questions and in facilitator summaries, there was a unique emphasis in this question around a 
culture of action. More than 35% of participants offered comments about needing 
“teamwork,” to make these plans successful or that “taking action” community-wide is now 
necessary. Another two participants identified a hope for the city to “set targets and then 
allow communities to innovate solutions around those targets.” Others reiterated the need to 
carefully assess the impact of any solution to mitigate negative impacts on the most 
vulnerable communities, and such a process gave them hope in the overall strategy. At least 
one other participant pointed out hope for this to create a circular economy within Denver 
that would have positive impacts.  
 
Finally, the comment section provided space for several thank you notes, appreciation for this 
process, and affirmation of discussion facilitators. Clearly, participants also felt good about the 
engagement, as reported in facilitator summaries. Keeping this momentum as part of any 
climate action will be key to its success. 
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Denver Climate Action – Stakeholder Advisory 
Groups 
All Group Summary  

Overview 
Five Stakeholder Advisory Groups (SAG) were conducted during the week of March 16, 2020. Groups 
ranged in size from four to over 20, with almost 40 individuals participating in total. The following 
groups of people were identified as critical voices in this process: 

1. Climate Justice and Equity 
2. Workforce 
3. Business and Industry  
4. Youth and Climate Advocate 
5. Climate Vulnerable People  

Summaries for each group have been created. The following pages summarize themes from all groups.  

Identified Concerns, Stakeholder Needs 
It was obvious that SAG participants are concerned about climate change and its impacts on health, the 
environment, and business. Participants are worried about overall quality of life in Colorado and believe 
that if climate change isn’t addressed it will lead to a sicker population, increase in costs (for insurance, 
food, and building materials), and even economic instability with individuals and businesses leaving the 
state and others not entering or vacationing. Specifically, participants are worried about air quality and 
water scarcity, which have health implications on asthma and event food shortages, respectively. Almost 
all groups described how each impact of climate change is compounded, and there is concern that one 
more dramatic climate event would cause their communities and businesses to collapse.  
 
Many were also worried about how climate change impacts vulnerable communities more frequently 
and with more intensity. There is concern about systemic racial and economic inequity in Denver, with 
many participants feeling that Denver needs to put most vulnerable residents at the center of whatever 
solutions, policies, initiatives are established.  

Carbon Reduction, Adaptation, and Resiliency Solution Ideas 
Participants had numerous ideas for additional ways to reduce carbon emissions and increase 
adaptation and resiliency. Transit improvements (such as increased RTD routes and free public transit) 
and training for new green economy jobs were themes in multiple groups. Not surprisingly, the 
workforce and business and industry groups were heavily focused on Buildings and Homes and 
Transportation. Climate justice and equity, and youth and climate activists really focused on taking an 
asset-based approach, empowering communities to create and implement their own solutions, with 
financial support from the city.  
 
Across all groups, a mix of community-driven and system-driven actions appear to be desirable. Local 
leadership and decision-making seems important to create change at the neighborhood level, like 
providing education to help make sustainability a habit, leading local green infrastructure development 
and helping to plan and support implementation of conversion of homes and local business buildings to 
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reduce emissions and be more resilient to climate change. These efforts would need to be financially 
supported by the city. In addition to providing funding, other system-driven roles that appeared 
desirable across stakeholder groups are focused on citywide infrastructure and larger business and 
industry changes, including advancing green economic development and helping to create training to 
take advantage of new job opportunities. 
 
Some unique solutions emerged from these groups that are worth calling out. Specifically, some of these 
ideas include: 

● Install solar labs in schools 
● Have solar companies work with unions for re-training 
● Improve living conditions in high impact neighborhoods while also adapting to and reducing 

harm from climate change 
● Neighborhood specific “Carbon Reduction Response Team” 

 
There was a split amongst the groups on whether to use more of a “requirement” or “incentive” 
approach. About half the groups were strongly in favor of “requirements” with fines for those who do 
not comply. However, the other half of the groups believe that incentives would be enough, suggesting 
that most people and businesses want to do the right thing and sometimes need additional support to 
be able to do so. Equity was raised as a concern on the “requirement” approach. For both small 
businesses and vulnerable communities, there is fear that requirements will be too expensive to 
implement, even if there is desire to do so.  
 
Additional specific solutions can be found in the individual Stakeholder Advisory Group summaries.  

Concerns 
As mentioned previously, cost and equity were the biggest concerns raised by participants (i.e. costs to 
retrofit buildings, to switch to electric, to upgrade homes to ensure better air quality, etc.). The business 
community expressed a desire to make the needed changes but expressed concerns about the costs 
associated with doing so – which they then will pass onto the consumer. There were concerns about 
equity in Denver’s communities of color and low-income communities – with these communities feeling 
that they take the brunt of harm that carbon emissions have on the environment. Participants from 
communities of color and communities with lower incomes expressed a desire to be included in all 
stages of climate solution development and to be given priority access to incentives to improve 
resilience to climate change effects where it is needed most.  
 
A tension exists around whose burden it is to act; while most indicate desire to participate and help 
reach desired outcomes, most also point to others to pay for it. The business and industry groups 
pointed to government to pay for changes they need to make (“incentives equivalent to costs”) or they 
would pass costs onto the consumers. Those representing the workforce pointed to employers to take 
responsibility in some cases (i.e. “come up with a plan for employee transportation”), while others, such 
as young people and climate activists, called for accountability by business and industry. Lastly, for some 
of the lower income and communities of color participants, there was a concern that it would be difficult for these 
communities to focus on climate action when basic needs, such as affordable housing, are not being addressed 
first.  
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Denver Climate Action – Workforce Stakeholder 
Advisory Group 
Meeting Summary 03-16-2020 

Overview 
o Purpose: This SAG consisted of members of groups that will need to address workforce 

challenges as we respond to climate change. They represented the people who will have to build 
the infrastructure, change jobs, learn new skills, etc. Knowing the needs of our shifting 
workforce will be incredibly important for the task force to consider.  

o Participants: Eight members of the workforce development community joined the call. 
Participants ranged from pipefitters to solar companies to real estate.  

o Main Question: How can the city support businesses and individuals with the transition and 
shifts in their job? 

Identified Concerns, Stakeholder Needs 
Participants were asked to think about some challenges or hardships they, their families, and their 
communities would face if no action was taken on climate change. Answers included: 

o Water 
o Food pricing/farming  
o Businesses/Employees 
o Physical health (heat exhaustion, activity levels, children) 
o Mental health (anxiety, guilt) 

When asked about hardships the workforce they represent would have, participants were concerned 
generally about how each impact of climate change is compounded and, for many, there is concern that 
one more dramatic climate event would cause their businesses and their communities to collapse.  

Carbon Reduction, Adaptation, and Resiliency Solution Ideas 
Participants were presented with some initial ideas from the Task Force on ways to reduce carbon 
emissions and were then asked to add possible solutions. Their additions included:  

o Transportation: Require companies to come up with a plan for employee transportation; create 
alternative means for travel; free RTD; increase public transportation routes (instead of 
decreasing which is currently occurring)  

o Electricity Supply: Require solar panels on all roofs; install solar labs in schools 
o Buildings and Homes: Think about new software and technology for large community buildings; 

give incentives for alternative heating not just energy assistance  
o Other: increase efforts towards carbon capture technology (could both save and create jobs)  

Concerns 
Participants were asked to share concerns they have about some of the potential solutions to reduce 
carbon emissions. These concerns were: 

o Sometimes commercial building owners or tenants do not have control of their buildings to 
implement requirements. (i.e. surgical centers are required to have certain HVAC systems to 
meet licensing requirements).  
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o Some industries have high energy needs in order to meet their production needs.  
o There is a need to clearly separate what the state can and will do and what the city can and will 

do. 

Workforce Specific Issues 
Participants discussed the following ways in which the city could support businesses and individuals with 
the transition and shifts in their job as part of implementing climate change solutions: 

o Communication: have more conversations to share what businesses and industries are doing 
and other opportunities that exist 

o Training: be proactive in creating workforce training programs for fields that are going to be 
important in the future (i.e. solar, electric vehicles, etc.) and create links to city hiring; high 
school trade programming in these fields  

o Transitioning: Just Transition programs that are part of the community; better funding for the 
Office of Just Transitions; increase Just Transition laws and regulations  

o Industry Ownership: solar companies need to work with the local unions to recruit and train 
people (i.e. IBEW 68 and IBEW 111 have training facilities) 
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Denver Climate Action 
Youth and Climate Advocates Stakeholder Advisory Group 
Meeting Summary 03-18-2020 

Overview 
o Purpose: This consisted of members that will be the most long-term impacted by climate change 

and how our city moves processes forward – therefore the “most invested” group.  
o Participants: Twenty members of the community that either represent Colorado youth or 

climate activation. Participants included youth advocates, program directors and coordinators, 
climate change experts, and community members.  

o Main Question: What are some groundbreaking and innovative ideas you have to address these 
challenges? 

Identified Concerns, Stakeholder Needs 
Participants were asked to think about some challenges or hardships they, their families, and their 
communities would face if no action was taken on climate change. Answers included: 

o Hopelessness/anger/depression from perceived lack of protection for “our families” 
o Desire for accountability for big businesses and industry 
o Farmers’ and other smaller businesses lack of control over market pricing 
o The fear of embracing new ways of being (i.e. community embracing more walking/biking, 

cultural/behavior changes in motorized transportation, etc.) 
o Government and elected officials not having courageous enough conversations with those in 

control of the capitalist systems 
 
When asked about hardships that may be experienced by the businesses and communities they 
represent, participants were concerned about the following: 

o Affordability (organic products, benefits need to outweigh the costs 
o Social justice and accountability (for big business’s harmful practices, people of color are 

continuously dealing with the symptoms of climate change, public safety concerns, public health 
deterioration 

o Victimization and overt discrimination of black and brown communities (eruptions, retaliations, 
and continued marginalization of people of color, lack of trust, increased tension) 

o Opportunity development (real and fully supported tools and opportunities to care for and 
enable individuals to have economic ownership, community buy-in) 

 
“Oftentimes people of color and those on the frontlines of climate chaos spend over 80% of their time 
fighting off the imposition of bad ideas. So much energy, money, and legislation goes into those 
struggles, which obstructs our abilities to enact so many of the good ideas we know exist.”  

Carbon Reduction, Adaptation, and Resiliency Solution Ideas 
Participants were presented with some initial ideas from the Task Force on ways to reduce carbon 
emissions and were then asked to add possible solutions. Their additions included:  

o Denver Emissions: neighborhood specific Carbon Reduction Response Teams led and hired from 
within zip codes consistently labeled as high-need to find solutions specific to their 
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neighborhood; sue or use other legal processes against big polluters (i.e. Suncore); contract with 
a systems expert for an assessment to make data-informed decisions  

o Buildings & Homes: funding dedicated for communities of color to weatherproof homes; ensure 
homes and apartments in vulnerable neighborhoods are being upgraded to have cooling 

o Resiliency & Adaptation: more direct support to resilience building from within existing 
community infrastructure; building the economic sustainability of historically marginalized 
communities through this effort specifically 

o Public Health: gather specific data on toxic environment impacts (i.e. asthma for African 
American and neighborhoods like Globeville/Elyria/Swansea, migrant communities’ deaths due 
to pesticides, etc.); prevent negative health outcomes for communities of color to promote 
health equity and better health outcomes; develop proactive and holistic medical solutions for 
youth and other populations  

o Green Infrastructure: funding dedicated for communities of color to do things like grow their 
own food, re-landscape their lawns 

o Other: use Asset Based Community Development to activate community voice and stop 
separation between technical “experts” and those who are experts due to lived experience; 
impose economic sanctions on the state for inaction or other high-level pressure; RFPs with a 
call to minority business; build a specific program for minority businesses to prepare for and be 
ready to execute on coming prime contracts; support work already happening in communities 
(i.e. economics, health, sciences, regenerative farming, social services, etc.)  
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Denver Climate Action – Business and Industry 
Stakeholder Advisory Group 
Meeting Summary 03-20-2020 

Overview 
o Purpose: To better understand the needs, challenges, and solution propositions of the business 

and industry community as the city moves forward with plans to tackle climate change.  
o Participants: 16 members of the business community joined the call. Participants ranged from 

developers, to energy companies, to law firms.  
o Main Question: The task force has discussed bringing economic development through 

sustainability and climate action. How could solutions be structured to support a sustainable 
economy that also supports business through the transitions?  

Identified Concerns, Stakeholder Needs 
Participants were asked to think about some challenges or hardships they, their families, and their 
communities would face if no action was taken on climate change. Answers included: 

o Less snowpack (will affect tourism / aviation industries)  
o Increased fires (poor air quality)  
o Physical health (poor air quality, asthma, health inequities) 
o Water shortages/Floods 
o Wildlife changes (will affect grazing) 
o Lower quality of life 

 
When asked about hardships anticipated for the businesses and industries they represent, participants 
were concerned about rising costs resulting from climate change events. Examples included:  

o Business insurance (more expensive to insure buildings because of flooding and wildfires) 
o Personnel costs (increase in health insurance cost due to a sicker population) 
o Affordability and attraction of Colorado living (difficult to keep tenants in place (residential and 

commercial), loss of workforce) 
o Material costs (containment to improve indoor air quality, faucets to manage water flow) 

Carbon Reduction, Adaptation, and Resiliency Solution Ideas 
Participants were presented with some initial ideas from the Task Force on ways to reduce carbon 
emissions and were then asked to add possible solutions. Their additions included:  

o Transportation: fleet electrification  
o Electricity Supply: reinforcing industrial roofs to allow for solar panels  
o Buildings and Homes: embodied carbon offset requirement to encourage existing building reuse 

instead of demolition and rebuild; incentives equivalent to costs (i.e. tax exemptions to finance 
new-construction and existing building energy/sustainability upgrades); gap and creative 
financing options to help with building retrofits and new construction; have a 50% CWM 
requirement for construction waste; incentivizing Fit Well/Well Build with the user in mind; 
LEED type recognition program that isn’t as expensive; benchmark all building and use data 
when creating incentives; replace LEED with new standards; work with general contractors on 
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ways to increase efficiencies (i.e. one fork lift, one vertical conveyer, reduce number of 
deliveries) 

o Resiliency and Adaptation: teach sustainability in schools; create internships in green fields; 
create trade programs/pathways for youth; ensure K-12 schools understand different career 
paths (engineers, project managers, etc.) 

o Consumption & waste: a recycling/compost service requirement; recycling curriculum in all 
schools; charging for using plastics (bags and containers); shift to reusable containers 

o Other: improved technology for scalability of some of the solutions 

Concerns 
During the conversation, participants were asked to share concerns they have about some of the 
potential solutions to reduce carbon emissions. There were two main concerns raised. The first was 
around the costs, especially to retrofit existing buildings. The business and industry community warned 
the task force that these costs eventually will be passed onto the consumer, making living and working 
in Denver unaffordable. The other main concern raised by the industry and business community group 
was around the words “require” or “mandate”. Participants expressed a desire to do their part to 
combat climate change but strongly suggested using an incentive approach.  
 
Lastly, the group raised concerns about equity, especially for small businesses, should requirements be 
put in place (i.e. small restaurants who use a lot of natural gas). “I’d be concerned with inadvertently 
harming the livelihoods of those we might be trying to otherwise help.” 
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Denver Climate Action  
Climate Justice and Equity & Climate Vulnerable 
Stakeholder Advisory Groups 
Meeting Summary 03-16-2020 and 03-19-2020 

Overview 
o Purpose: To better understand the challenges around justice and equity as we respond to 

climate change and to give a voice to those who often do not have a voice in these types of 
processes and who have developed some of the most innovative solutions to solving problems. 

o Participants: Thirteen members of the climate justice and equity communities joined the calls. 
Most were either community organizers or service providers. Given the similarities in the 
participants of these two meetings, the summaries have been combined.  

o Main Question: How can we build a more equitable city through these solutions while ensuring 
that vulnerable, low income, and communities of color have the support they need to adopt 
these changes? 

Identified Concerns, Stakeholder Needs 
Participants were asked to think about some challenges or hardships they, their families, and their 
communities would face if no action was taken on climate change. Answers included: 

o Increased costs (energy, water, insurance, health) 
o Heath issues (increased temperatures and a lack of air conditioning, poor air quality, asthma 

concerns, mental health impacts) 
o Unsafe building and living conditions (low quality living conditions) 
o Under-resourced populations (pushed out of the city)  
o Water scarcity 

 
When asked about hardships the population they represent would have, participants were concerned 
about a number of different things, including:  

o Business Resiliency: businesses owned by people of color fighting for sustainability as they 
become pillars of society; paradigm shift from being money-centered to community-centered; 
break down barriers upheld by city government (i.e. procurement and purchase orders, lack of 
stipends, etc.); displacement pressures 

o Low-Income Communities: ill-equipped to tolerate multiple, complex issues; improve 
application process for participants via centralized documentation systems; widespread lack of 
access (technology); need for social networks for preventative measures; need for community 
leaders to lead and build climate resilience 

o Health and Safety: community health and safety, school attendance, lack of access to healthy 
food, sustainable food systems 

Carbon Reduction, Adaptation, and Resiliency Solution Ideas 
Participants were presented with some initial ideas from the Task Force on ways to reduce carbon 
emissions and were then asked to add possible solutions. Their additions included:  
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o Buildings & Homes: improve the conditions of community housing (i.e. air quality, electric hot 
water, etc.); expose and address the everyday challenges of living in affordable housing; 
implement a load sharing approach (commercial and residential building compatibility); 
incorporate vocational and trade schools in city building projects 

o Transportation: Increase access to public transit/remedy bus routes and trails  
o Electricity Supply: build energy sources away from vulnerable communities; ensure energy is 

affordable 
o Public Health: mental health programming; begin developing social infrastructure to 

deconcentrate ills and side effects of poverty  
o Green infrastructure: pavement reduction; community garden creation and ownership 
o Other: work on full-service grocery store access; create “Healthy Zones” in marginalized 

communities; keep communities and accompanying culture thriving amidst gentrification 
threats; buying into sustainability via workforce development and job creation; more funding for 
community-based programs; teach energy conservation methods to kickstart paradigm shifts 
and behavioral changes in underserved communities 

Climate Justice and Equity Specific Issues 
Participants from these two groups discussed a desire to include communities, especially those most 
vulnerable or with the greatest need, in all stages of climate solution development, from the 
conversations around change/needs to designing the systems (especially doing this with those most 
vulnerable at the center) to implementation. There is a need to foster trust between community and 
city/municipalities/community partners, which can be accomplished if the city evokes input, improves 
marketing and communication, hires within the community, taps into current grassroots 
groups/leaders/local ambassadors, and recognizes that there are differences in starting/access points. 
Participants also noted the difficulty of communities of color and low-income communities focusing on 
climate action when there are so many other basic needs that are not being met, such as affordable 
housing.  
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Denver Climate Action 
Sustainability Advisory Council 
Meeting in a Box Summary 02-19-2020 

Barriers and Obstacles  
The Sustainability Advisory Council was asked what barriers and obstacles may exist in Denver that are 

holding back the City’s progress on reducing GHG emissions. Their answers fell into the following 
categories:  

o Public Opinion: not enough community engagement, buy in, or community pressure; lack of 

public will; lack of community understanding of the “cost of doing nothing”; no sense of 

urgency;  

o Transportation: inadequate, unreliable, infrequent public transportation; urban sprawl 

outpacing public transportation; single occupancy vehicles; car culture; lack of safe/effective 

bike and walking paths;  

o Political Will and Leadership: lack of bold leadership; heavy oil and gas influence;  

o Business: lack of mandates/incentives for businesses to care/participate; lack of coordination 

o Population: homelessness; development and population growth; insufficient density;  

o Funding: budget constraints; competing priorities (economic growth vs reducing GHG 

emissions); emissions from construction due to population growth and gentrification  

o Other: leveraging technology; inflexible permitting; lack of outside and air quality monitoring of 

oil and gas production surrounding the city 

Carbon Reduction, Adaptation, and Resiliency Solution Ideas 
Council members were asked what solutions or programs they would suggest Denver implement/adopt 

to more quickly reduce greenhouse gas emissions, adapt to climate change and implement resiliency. 

Their solution answers were to:   

o Buildings & Homes: require all new development to be solar, EV, and storage ready; change 

new building codes for efficiencies (i.e. no new gas lines); include resiliency requirements in 

building code; residential PACE financing 

o Transportation: robust alternative transportation options throughout city; free public 

transportation/bus service; enhance bike infrastructure and safety; rapid adaptation of electric 

cars; ban single occupancy vehicles; force all commuters to leave their car home at least one day 

per week; employer paid or supported commute options 

o Consumption & Waste: require less plastic waste in manufacturing; require “reusable first”, 

disposables only on request; free composting; zero waste ordinance; 100% recyclable or 

compostable consumer goods required in city; ban single use plastics and Styrofoam; economic 

incentives for waste diversion 

o Electricity Supply: increase solar incentives; develop renewable natural gas and pilot hydrogen 

option; 100% clean energy through grid; adopt DoD mandate onsite powered microgrids  

o Public Health: eat less meat; transition to plant-based diet; increase urban food production 

o Green Infrastructure: improve quality of green spaces/habitat/soil; plant a ton of drought-

tolerant trees; set aside certain percentage of land for open space/ green space 
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o Other: develop a tech hub to research new carbon-free technology; develop flexibility in 

regulations to allow and incentivize innovation; create and fund an innovation department; 

Create incentives for businesses to adopt renewable energy and/or water conservation efforts; 

engage chambers of commerce; require businesses to get green score that leads to fines or a 

monetary incentive 

Funding Mechanisms 
Council members were asked what potential funding mechanisms they might suggest or they have seen 

other cities implement to ensure Denver has the proper financial backing to achieve its goals. Their 

answers were:  

o Bonds: green bonds; rainbow bonds 

o Trade: offset program (credits companies can buy or donate)  

o Taxes and Fees: 1% real estate transaction tax; carbon tax/energy tax on business (annual 

escalator); fees/tax for biggest impactors; Japanese Hometown tax; sales or property tax; high 

consumption tax for yearly purchases exceeding a certain amount 

o Financing: long term futures financing with high fees if goals aren’t met; lack of transformational 
financing 

o Job Transition: Green New Deal; job transition support 

o Resource Pricing: water pricing to reflect scarcity  

Concerns 
The biggest concerns shared by this group centered around equity and urgency. Members shared 

concerns about the structural barriers that are in place preventing equity, the ability to ensure 

communities of color and low-income communities voices are heard, and that the unintended 

consequences of solutions are considered (especially for those who will be the most impacted). 

Concerns around the sincerity of the city’s efforts in this area were also expressed, with members 
feeling unclear if there will be follow through, if there is a true desire (and political will) for bold action, 

and if proper buy in across all city agencies and departments has been or can be achieved. Other 

concerned were raised around the influence of lobbyists (from oil and gas), communication about the 

problem and needed immediate solutions, and the funding needed to implement bold solutions.  
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Executive Summary 
Community Support for Climate Action in Denver 

This report is intended for Denver’s Climate Action Task Force, offering its members insights into 
design principles that community members would like to see in the final task force 

recommendations, priority action items based on the most favorable proposals and funding 

preferences. Highlights are provided in this summary document, and details can be found in the 

additional report sections as listed in the Table of Contents. 

Approach and Participation 
This report summarizes the community priorities and preferences gleaned from proposal ratings 

and comments in the online forum, DenverClimateAction.Consider.it. The decision to use this 

approach was made after the COVID-19 pandemic emerged and required a shift to a remote 

approach to engagement. The Consider.It online forum platform 

was selected as the best fit for the engagement goals, allowing real 

time displays of poll question responses and greater 

understanding of the rationale behind those opinions through 

narrative “pro” and “con” statements.  

Including diverse voices – across neighborhoods, city council 

districts, racial/ethnic identification, and income levels – was an important goal in this effort. It was 

also a big challenge, given that not everyone has a computer, tablet or smart phone for 

participating; language and literacy can also be a barrier to participating; and the usual strategies 

for overcoming these barriers are all in-person approaches, which were not an option given COVID-

19 social distancing requirements. The project team and partners promoted access to wi-fi and 

computers to help bridge digital divides, conducted outreach in a variety of ways (including emails, 

social media, videos and even a Facebook live event), and offered direct phone support to anyone in 

need. At least half of these efforts were conducted in Spanish as well as English to promote 

participation throughout Denver and by diverse groups. 

Participation 
The total number of participants exceeded projected participation at the originally planned in-

person public meetings, with more than 2,400 people visiting the site from the greater Denver area 

and 814 people creating accounts in order to actively participate in the forum. Despite significant 

effort to boost participation among lower income community members, communities of color, 

immigrant and refugee community members, as well as across all neighborhoods, participation was 

dominated by moderate to higher income and white participants, which correlates to greater 

participation by higher income neighborhoods. Many participants were sensitive to and thoughtful 

of equity factors, which showed up in response to the very first questions on the overarching goal 

drafted by the task force, and throughout each category of proposals on the site. It is important to 

note that opinions gathered from this site are informative, not declarative, and may not mirror 

public opinion if a scientific poll were to be done. 

What are Denver community 
members’ priorities for action, 
and which funding 
mechanism(s) will work best? 

- Online forum research questions  

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/
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Orientation to Task Force Goals 
The first two questions on the forum were designed to understand participants’ orientation to the 
goals, gauging how people’s beliefs about the urgency and equity aspects of the goals might 

influence their proposal responses.  Two patterns emerged across the responses to all proposals:  

1. Participants that supported the urgency aspect of the goal tended to more strongly support 
each proposal than those that opposed it, and  

2. Participants that supported the equity aspect of the goal also tended to more strongly 
support each proposal than those that opposed it. However, the strength of support was 
typically 5-10 points lower on the normalized support scale among the group of people who 
supported the equity aspect of the goal than the group that supported the urgency aspect. 
This may be a reflection of the equity concerns 
frequently addressed on the site.  

Proposal Evaluation Approach 
The online forum was initially populated with a selection of proposals for which the task force was 

seeking public input. Community members were also invited to add their own proposals on the site. 

Anyone who created an account on the site could then rate them on a sliding scale from oppose to 

support and could add comments and/or “agree with” others’ comments by including them as their 
own.  

The responses produced ratings for each proposal on a scale of -1 (completely oppose) to 1 

(completely support). Final ratings were downloaded from the forum the day after the forum closed 

and were normalized to a 0-100% scale for ease of understanding. The scale was then divided into 

quintiles, with the top quintile (80-100%) identified as strong support (4-star rating) and the 

second quintile from the top (60-79%) identified as moderate support (3-star rating). The rating 

system continues from there, with the bottom quintile (0-19%) receiving zero stars. Additionally, 

proposals that did not garner enough participation were not given a star rating – see each report 

for the applied minimum participation levels. 

The narrative comments were analyzed for common themes, which were shared along with any 

additional information shared on the forum about each proposal. Themes were shared in 

summaries of topical reports from each section of the forum, which were then reviewed for 

potential design principles. The consultant team’s assessment of high priority design principles, 

according to public preferences, are shared below, for the task force’s consideration when reflecting 

on the results shared in the full report. 

Priority Design Principles 
Each of the remaining tabs in this report explores community responses to climate action 

proposals, by category, and each segment identifies major themes and messages gathered through 

comments on each proposal. Four priority design principles for all climate action plans were 

identified by reviewing the major themes and messages within each of these topical reports.  

 

… if someone believes climate 
action is urgent, they are more likely 
to support climate action proposals.  
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Design Principle #1: Be impactful.  

This principle came up in nearly all categories, including the goals (Tabs 2 and 3). The essential 

message is this: There is a long way to go to reach desired outcomes, so make sure every goal set 

and every action planned is going to be impactful. When the likely impact of a proposal is clear and 

that impact is likely to be substantial, there tends to be stronger support for it, as most clearly 

shown in the Buildings and Homes and Opportunity Reports (Tabs 5 and 10). Additionally, the 

Electricity Report (Tab 6) found that participants wanted to see stronger proposals with greater 

impact than the community believes will result from the set of proposals shared on the forum. 

Design Principle #2: Improve lives. 

While working toward net-zero emissions, normalized sustainability practices and changes that 

support greater resilience to climate change, present opportunities to also address actions that will 

improve people’s quality of life. Proposals in both the Buildings and Homes and Consumption and 

Waste Reports (Tabs 5 and 7) which were able to clearly show quality of life impacts, in addition to 

climate impacts, garnered more attention and support. The Adaptation and Opportunity Reports 

(Tabs 8 and 10) also showed support for proposals which would generate more living wage jobs 

and care for the transition of workers from jobs in polluting industries.  

Design Principle #3: Share responsibilities.  

The Sustainability Goals and Adaptation Reports (Tabs 3 and 8) added a collective action lens to 

getting to impact, reflecting community members’ acknowledgement that we will only reach 
desired outcomes when everyone shares in the responsibilities. There is a role for everyone, 

participants say, though they are mindful that some people and businesses will need support in 

order to do their part.     

Design Principle #4: Ensure equity – in multiple ways. 

Equity is the second most important principle to incorporate in climate action plans, immediately 

following the determination that a proposed action will be impactful. (Principles 2 and 3 above can 

be considered sub-elements of being impactful.) Many participants expressed a great deal of 

support for including equity features in action plans, though they frequently also want to ensure 

that impact is made – the combination garners more support. The Sustainability Goals, Electricity 

and Opportunity sections (Tabs 3, 6 and 10) all speak to the need to integrate equity considerations 

generally. Some specific aspects of equity that are important to include in planning as well are: 

a) Address environmental racism by prioritizing action in neighborhoods where more 
communities of color reside and where residents are suffering greater impacts from 
polluting industries and activities. (See Tab Adaptation Report – Tab 3.) 

b) Enable communities to act in their own best interest. Give support, tools, resources, 
guidance – otherwise, let local communities lead in ways they know best without too much 
central control (take empowerment approach). (See Tab Adaptation Report – Tab 3.) 

c) Consider different lifestyles, abilities and needs when designing individual strategies 
and across the full package of action plans. This was particularly important in the 
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Transportation section (Tab 4), where mobility is inextricably linked to equity, whether 
addressing cost, modes of transportation, or streetscape design. 

d) Mitigate cost of action for small businesses and people with lower incomes. Most people 
recognize and/or are concerned about the high cost of the level of climate action that is 
needed to make a difference – whether those costs are direct for homeowners and other 
property owners (like changing waste practices suggested in Consumption and Waste – Tab  
7), a potential transfer of costs from developers to consumers (like concern that shifting 
energy sources will drive up housing costs in the Buildings and Homes Report – Tab 5), 
potentially untenable overhead costs borne by small businesses for developing and tracking 
sustainability goals (Tab 3), fees described in the Transportation Report (Tab 4) or other 
fees and taxes suggested in the Funding Report (Tab 9). Subsidies, exemptions, and other 
kinds of financial support are recommended for inclusion in all climate action plans when 
people, neighborhoods, and businesses couldn’t otherwise participate without significant 
challenges to their ability to make ends meet. 

Priority Action Items 
Following are “Most Favored Proposals” excerpts from each sub-report that found strong support 

(4-star ratings) for one or more proposals, except Funding, which is addressed in the next section of 

this summary. They are shared here as the list of priority action items within each climate action 

category, though virtually all of them require more development. The task force and city should be 

mindful of the additional details provided in each section as well as the design principles described 

above to guide further development.  

Transportation (Tab 4) 
x Increase the frequency and geographical coverage of public bus and light rail service along 

key transportation routes. (86% support) 
o Related proposal: Improve public transportation to all neighborhoods. Promote new 

ideas for this- not just light rail. Other cities have used smaller, on demand buses. 
(82% support) 

x Implement bus rapid transit on major corridors, allowing buses to operate more like a rail 
system. (85% support) 

o Related proposal: Add dedicated offset bus lane on S. Lincoln street from I-25 North 
to reduce delays of the RTD buses. (82% support) 

x Provide free or reduced fares for some people, such as those with low-incomes, youth, and 
seniors. (84%) 

x Shift how street space is used: dedicated bus and bike lanes, car-free and car-lite streets, as 
well as on-street bike and scooter parking. (82% support), plus related proposals: 

o Restore Tree Lawn space along streets with inferior Site Amenity (ROW space) and 
re-build the urban canopy. (90% support) 

o Improve walkability in South Central Neighborhoods. Improve sidewalks, bus 
shelters, and cross walks. (88% support) 

o Increase safe storage areas for bikes in public, residential communities and offices. 
(87% support) 

o Build out biker and pedestrian infrastructure. (88% support) 
o Expand the use of Open Streets. (84% support) 
o Better infrastructure and wayfinding to City trails. (82% support) 
o Denver should build out the bike lane and sidewalk networks for all neighborhoods 
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within 5 years. (81% support) 
o Create Neighborhood Mobility Hubs that serve the first and last mile trips to rail 

stations and other transit services. (80% support) 
x Allow for high density and mixed commercial and residential zoning near public 

transportation, with affordability requirements. (80% support) 

Buildings and Homes (Tab 5) 
x Develop incentive programs for low-income households and affordable housing providers. 

(81% support) 
x Create job programs to support clean energy transition. (80% support) 

Consumption and Waste (Tab 7) 
x Establish requirements for all businesses, schools, universities, prisons and multifamily 

buildings to divert waste, such as through recycling and composting. (86% support) 
x Coordinate regionally to establish programs and policies that support a circular economy 

for waste products, such as funding for local and regional end markets that use waste 
materials to create new products, or research that creates new processes to recycle waste 
materials. (85% support) 

x Require Denver infrastructure projects to meet reduced carbon emissions standards for 
construction materials and to reuse, recycle, or compost construction waste when 
economically viable. (84% support) 

x Require minimum waste diversion rate for construction and demolition as part of building 
codes and ensure viable end markets. (80% support) 

Adaptation (Tab 8) 
x Change zoning and building codes to incentivize buildings and landscapes that are low 

energy use, low water use and storm resistant. (84% support) 
x Encourage and provide incentives to transition to native planting. (84% support) 
x Focus on organic land care practices (use of non-toxic products). (83% support) 

Opportunity (Tab 10) 
x For economic recovery: Invest in an affordable, expanded, and carbon-free bus system. (87% 

support) 
x For economic recovery: Invest in reconfiguring streets to be shared streets while vastly 

expanding the use of bicycles, e-bikes and walking. (87% support) 
x For equity and social connection: Establish additional small parks in all neighborhoods. 

(82% support) 

Funding Preferences 

While many participants expressed concern about the anticipated high cost of many of the 

proposals shared on the forum, some also expressed understanding that the proposals don’t quite 

go far enough to achieve the impact that is needed. Getting to impact will require significant 

funding, and getting to equity will require even more.  

Generating public revenue at the level that is needed is unlikely to be popular from any source – 

unless “someone else” is paying for it. Collectively, the words cost, funding, and money show up 298 

times in comments on proposals and discussions among participants. That is among the most 
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frequent references on the forum – and almost as many as climate, environment, and pollution 

combined (351) – and most of these comments are concerns. The fact that cost and funding sources 

are top worries on people’s minds when they think about climate action is the backdrop against 

which the funding preferences expressed in the online forum may be understood.  

Following are key design principles to aid in developing a reasonable funding package to support an 

enhanced climate action plan, as derived from key messages learned from funding proposal 

discussions: 

 Equity: Help people with lower incomes and small businesses pay for required changes (or 
make them useful incentives), and avoid regressive taxes and fees.  

 Connection between funding source and climate change: Ensure that the funding 
source(s) selected makes sense for funding climate action. The strongest connections with 
the most support seem to be aimed at putting the burden of funding on polluters, those of 
industries and individual behaviors that contribute most to pollution and climate change. 

 Need for specifics: Enhance proposals with more details, and bring those under serious 
consideration back to affected communities to gather additional input, if that input will help 
to make the funding mechanism(s) work best for people who struggle the most. 

Top Funding Proposals 

The proposals that garnered the strongest support (4-star ratings) included a pollution fee on 

industrial polluters and increasing parking fees at downtown meters. These proposals both appear 

to relate to the second funding design feature listed above. See Tab 9 for more details on these and 

other funding proposals. 

Conclusion 
The input gathered through the online climate forum, which was built with reflections on learning 

from each of the Meetings-in-a-Box (MIB) and Stakeholder Advisory Group (SAG) discussions held 

in the prior two months, is informative for enhancing the task force recommendations. The task 

force should add detail to solutions so they are understandable, select the most impactful strategies, 

design implementation with a strong equity lens, and recommend highly relevant funding sources 

that avoid impact on community members without means to pay.  
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Online Forum Approach & Participation 
Community Support for Climate Action in Denver 

This report provides an overview of the DenverClimateAction.Consider.It online forum approach 

and participation. It includes background information to contextualize it within the broader work of 

the Denver Climate Action Task Force, an overview of the online forum approach, information 

about participation levels and characteristics, including their views on the urgency and equity 

aspects of the overarching climate action goal developed by the task force and the relationship 

between those views, and rest of the views expressed in the forum.  

Background 
Denver’s Climate Action Task Force was assembled for the first time in January 2020 to advise the 

city in its efforts to strengthen local action on climate change in order to meet targets 

recommended through the best available climate science.  More specifically, the task force charge is 

to: 

x Engage Denver’s communities in defining goals, gaps, solutions, and investment 
opportunities. 

x Review goals, current work, and gaps 

x Recommend the policies and solutions needed to meet the goals equitably 

x Recommend investment opportunities 

In February through early April, three sets of small community meetings (community-hosted 

meetings referred to as “Meetings-in-a-Box” (MIBs) and facilitated Stakeholder Advisory Group 

(SAG) discussions) gathered initial input to help the task force develop a draft set of proposed 

recommendations. Specifically, they gathered information including community and stakeholder 

perspectives on why it is important to take action on climate change, assets and challenges involved 

in taking local action, and insights into the kinds of strategies that will work best in Denver.  

Plans were also underway to hold a series of community-engaged site visits and six in-person 

community meetings when the COVID-19 pandemic emerged, and in-person gatherings were 

banned. The site visits had to be cancelled, and the remaining MIB and SAG engagements were 

shifted to online meetings via Zoom software. Something different was needed to replace the in-

person public meetings, which were being designed to engage 

larger groups of people and gather more in-depth and detailed 

feedback on the array of proposals the task force was developing, 

ultimately seeking input into priority action items and preferred 

funding mechanisms. 

Approach 
It was determined that an online forum would be used in place of the in-person public meetings, 

and the Consider.It platform was selected as the best fit for the engagement goals, allowing both 

What are Denver community 
members’ priorities for action, 
and which funding 
mechanism(s) will work best? 

- Online forum research questions  

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/
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real time displays of poll question responses 

and potential for greater understanding of 

what’s  behind those opinions through 

narrative “pro” and “con” statements, as 

shown to the right in the sample taken from 

this project.  

Including diverse voices – across 
neighborhoods and city council districts 
and by racial/ethnic identification and 
income levels – was an important goal in 
this effort.  

x To maximize accessibility, 
generally, new resources that came in response to social distancing and subsequent stay-
at-home orders were leveraged. Denver Public Schools (DPS) distributed computers to DPS 

students’ homes in an effort to support at-home learning, so most homes with school-age 

children would have access to a computer interface for the site. The site could also be 

accessed on smart phones and tablets. Xfinity made wifi hotspots available for free to 

everyone, so more people could access the internet without having to pay for it. These two 

efforts were promoted to help community members access the forum.  It was also verified 

in advance that the site is accessible for people who use screen readers to engage with the 

content. 

x To include an array of voices from locations around the city, council offices created 

video messages from each council member on why talking about climate change now is 

important and why it was important to participate. These videos were incorporated into the 

online forum and into email messages and e-newsletters sent to community members in 

each council district. They were also promoted through social media sites hosted by 

Denver’s Climate Action, Sustainability and Resiliency Office. These were sent in advance of 

the forum and at key points throughout the originally planned 10-day period, April 20-30, 

including toward the end to promote participation on extended days, through May 4, 2020. 

Text messages went out to 70,000 waste services users, and three local news outlets ran 

information from the city’s media release as well. 

x To encourage participation across racial and ethnic groups in the community, the 

consultant team recruited and worked with eight trusted community liaisons and 25 lighter 

touch community “energizers” to conduct outreach through their networks. A stock email in 

both English and Spanish language, a stock newsletter blurb, and a series of social media 

tiles were shared with them to support their outreach efforts. Several of them also created 

and distributed their own messages, like a video aimed at engaging African immigrants and 

refugees and a Facebook live event to discuss the forum and show how participation in the 

forum works. A set of introductory and inspirational videos were also created to support 

people as they engaged in the online forum, including an instructional video using both 

Spanish and English text, two task force videos about the project (one in English and one in 

Spanish), and a video to inspire creative thinking about equity, social connection, and 

economic recovery while also taking bold action on climate change. Finally, it was verified 

that Google Translate was embedded in the forum, which would help with real-time 

translation of forum discussions, even though imperfect. 
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Participation 
From April 20 through May 4, 2020, Google Analytics reports that 3,686 unique individuals visited 

DenverClimateAction.Consider.It and made over 9,000 pageviews. A handful of these visitors (65) 

came from outside the United States, with more than 2,400 coming from the greater Denver area 

and hundreds more participating from devices along the front range between Colorado Springs and 

Fort Collins. The vast majority explored the site in English, though 20 used Google Translate to view 

the site in Spanish, and on average, they spent just over two minutes on the site per session across 

nearly 6,000 sessions (5,914 to be exact). 

Within the broader array of spectators identified through Google 

Analytics, 814 individuals created accounts in order to participate 

in rating and commenting on proposals. This participation grew 

steadily through the end of the originally planned 10-day period, 

slowing but still growing over the added days – see Figure AP-1. 

 

More detailed data on these participants are available through Consider.It’s administrator 

dashboard, as described below. 

Participant Type 
Most participants (81%) identified as Denver residents, followed by representatives of local 

businesses (19%), local non-profits (18%), government agencies in Denver (9%) and task force 

members (3%). Note that these figures do not equal 100% because participants were asked to 

identify the viewpoint from which they were primarily participating and if they also identify with 

other affiliations on the list. For example, someone could primarily participate as a resident and 

indicate that they also own or work for a private business in Denver. Nearly three out of four 

participants (70%) said they were primarily participating as Denver residents. 

76

157
187

296

444

501

558

618

706

776

814

Figure AP-1: Total Users Counted Each Weekday Morning - Climbed 
Steadily, then Slowed/Leveled Off in Final Weekend 

814 individuals created 
Consider.It accounts in order to 

participate in rating and 
commenting on proposals 

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/
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Residential Zip Code 

Participants reported being from 96 different zip codes. Figure AP-2 shows the number of people 

participating from the top 15 Denver zip codes, according to their relative location within the City 

and County of Denver. Approximately two-thirds of participants report being from one of these 15 

zip codes. The largest concentration of participants (112) identified being from central Denver zip 

codes (80206, 80203, 80218, 80202), followed closely by east Denver participants (80220, 80209, 

80222). 

 

 

A full list of participant counts by zip code is available upon request. 

Race/Ethnicity 

Most participants (74%) identified as White when they created their accounts. Hispanic/Latinx 

community members were significantly underrepresented among participants. They made up only 

about 4% of participants, yet they represented nearly 30% of Denver residents in 2018, according 

to the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey yet.   

 

2

3

16

28

30

30

99

606

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander

American Indian or Alaska Native

Asian or Asian American

Black or African American

Hispanic or Latinx

Multiple Races

Prefer not to answer

White

Figure AP-3: Count of Participants by Reported 
Race/Ethnicity

Figure AP-2: Number of Participants 
among top 15 most engaged zip codes 

– by relative location across Denver 
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Income Level 

More than one-quarter of participants did not want to identify their income level. This was the 

largest group responding to this question, and the smallest group by far was the lowest income 

range, under $10,000 per year.    

 

Orientation to Task Force Goals 
Data were not sufficient to identify any significant differences across participant demographics 

related to their responses to climate action proposals. However, the first two questions on the 

forum were asked to understand participants’ orientation to the goals, gauging how people’s beliefs 
about the urgency and equity aspects of the goals might influence their proposal responses. Two 

patterns emerged across the responses to all proposals. 

First, participants that supported the urgency aspect of the goal tended to more strongly support 

each proposal than those that opposed it.  For instance, if respondents said they support the 

urgency aspect of the task force’s overarching goal (68% of these respondents), they strongly 
supported the fossil fuel tax proposal (97% support rating). If they opposed the urgency aspect of 

the goal (16% of these respondents), they strongly opposed this funding proposal (13% support 

rating). This degree of difference in opinions among these two groups of respondents was similar 

for all proposals. 

Second, participants that supported the equity aspect of the goal also tended to more strongly 

support each proposal than those that opposed it. However, the strength of support was typically 

lower among the group of people who supported the equity aspect of the goal than the group that 

supported the urgency aspect. For instance, if respondents said they support the equity aspect of 

the goal (63% of these respondents), they strongly supported the fossil fuel tax proposal (90% 

support rating). If they opposed the equity aspect (14% of these respondents), they strongly 

opposed this proposal (7% support rating). In nearly every case, proposal ratings (on the 

normalized scale) were 5-10 points lower among people who supported the equity factor than 

among those who supported the urgency factor. This may reflect the equity concerns frequently 

addressed on the site. Following are detailed summaries of responses to the goal questions. 

213

13

105

207

147

129

Prefer not to answer

Less than $10,000

$10,000-$49,999

$50,000 - $99,999

$100,000 - $149,999

$150,000 or more

Figure AP-4: Count of Participants by Income Level
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363 participants responded to this question and gave it strong support, approximately 84%. The 

most common messages among the 102 comments on this question include:  

x The situation is beyond urgent yet possible to make an impact, as science says and as we 
have experienced in air quality before and since the COVID-19 pandemic emerged. This is 

represented across approximately 28 comments and many more agreements with those 

comments. 

x The urgency of the situation compels action. While some debated who should lead climate 

action (federal versus local versus private), most addressed the need for local action at least 

as part of the solution. Several commenters noted that multiple levels of action are needed, 

from personal to federal. This showed up across 21 comments, with many more 

participants in agreement. 

x We are worried about air quality and public health if we fail to act locally (or hoping for 
positive results in the areas as a result of taking action), but we also are worried about the 
financial burden of taking action. Approximately 14 comments addressed each of these 

commonly expressed concerns. 

x Some of us don’t buy into the notion that human behavior is driving climate change or that 
it exists at all. Skepticism about whether or not climate change is real drives most 

opposition to this aspect of the goal and is linked to disdain for “liberal politics” – 

represented across approximately 10 comments with 19 people in agreement.  

 

  

(n=363) 
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292 participants responded to this question and gave it moderate support on the high side of the 3-

star rating range, approximately 76%. The most common messages among the 64 comments on this 

question include:  

x Our finances are not equal. Many participants (approximately 26) acknowledged that 

finances are not equal across households and businesses and not all have the ability to pay 

more money in taxes, fees or direct expenses to put these ideas into action.  

x We share a desire to make an impact, but we don’t understand equity in climate action 
in the same way. Across most comments on this page (approximately 39, with many more 

in agreement), there is significant tension between acting for impact and acting with equity 

– some see urgency as paramount and believe that all will benefit from the results, while 

others see the necessity of acting with equity in order for everyone to benefit.   

x We want everyone to reap the benefits of climate action. This rang true across at least 

nine comments with 16 agreements. 

  

(n=292) 
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Proposal Evaluation Approach 
The online forum was initially populated with a selection of proposals for which the task force was 

seeking public input. Community members were also invited to add their own proposals on the site. 

Anyone who created an account on the site could then rate them on a sliding scale from oppose to 

support and could add comments and/or “agree with” others’ comments by including them as their 
own.  

The responses produced ratings for each proposal on a scale of -1 (completely oppose) to 1 

(completely support). Final ratings were downloaded from the forum the day after the forum closed 

and were normalized to a 0-100% scale for ease of understanding. The scale was then divided into 

quintiles, with the top quintile (80-100%) identified as strong support (4-star rating) and the 

second quintile from the top (60-79%) identified as moderate support (3-star rating). The rating 

system continues from there, with the bottom quintile (0-19%) receiving zero stars. Additionally, 

proposals that did not garner enough participation were not given a star rating – see each report 

for the applied minimum participation levels. 

The narrative comments were analyzed for common themes, which were shared along with any 

additional information shared on the forum about each proposal. Themes were shared in 

summaries of topical reports from each section of the forum, which were then reviewed for 

potential design principles.  

The summary information shared on participants’ response to the urgency and equity aspects of 
the task force’s overarching goal statement reflects these proposal evaluation components. Each of 

the report sections that follow are organized in the same way, generally following the same 

evaluation and reporting approach (see each section for any variations that may exist). 
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Sustainability Goals Report 
Community Support for Climate Action 

This report has been prepared for Denver’s Climate Action Task Force to consider public input into 
sustainability goals for Denver. Only two questions were asked about this topic on the forum, and 
no additional proposals were made in this section. Below are brief highlights of key messages from 
the online discussion on this topic, followed by more detailed descriptions of the two proposals. 
They are presented in order of favorability (most to least), though both received moderate support 
ratings, both at the high end of the range for 3-star proposals.  

 

Major Themes and Messages 
There is really just one major theme across these two proposals, with one key sub-theme in one 
proposal that shouldn’t be overlooked:  

Impact: The big message across both of these proposals is about getting to impact. Setting goals, 
leading and getting recognition are all good things in most participants’ minds, but ultimately, 
people want to see these efforts made worthwhile and make a difference. Suggestions for 
improvement to the first of these proposals tend to be about ways to get to that impact with an 
equity lens, from ensuring that goals are meaningful for hyperlocal needs to supporting 
neighborhoods and small businesses to be able to participate and take action.  
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal, and no additional 
information was provided. 
 
Overview of opinions: 227 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 
approximately 75%. The score earns the concept three out of four stars, as indicated above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  About one-quarter of the commenters 
expressed interest in getting to collective action in order to make an impact, and some see 
neighborhood and business goal-setting as a means of getting there. As one participant said, “While 
individually, our challenge may seem insurmountable, it is only through our individual 
contributions that we will overcome this challenge.” And another said, “Everyone needs to be part 
of the solution and everyone needs to participate in setting and achieving goals.”  
 
The importance of establishing a local agency and say in what they will do is another reason people 
expressed support for this approach.  As two people agreed, “Setting goals allows a community to 
participate and allows them meaningful goals,” and five others agreed, “Groups from various 
businesses and neighborhoods can convey what is most important to their population and set goals 
that are more meaningful and realistic.” 
 
Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: There was limited opposition 
expressed in the comments, though various people expressed concerns about how this would work, 
if it might not be feasible for some neighborhoods and businesses, if some would set superficial 
goals to get out of responsibility, and if it might be better to have them devise plans to get to a 
common citywide goal for neighborhoods and/or businesses. Some also addressed ‘what’s next?’ – 
getting from goals to action – and advised that resources will be needed to do this equitably across 
neighborhoods and small businesses. 
   

(n=227) 
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Following is a checklist of suggestions for improvement for task force consideration: 
 Set city-wide goals. “Setting neighborhood-specific goals and tracking them is a huge 

amount of time and effort.  Why are neighborhood-specific goals better than city-wide?” (12 
agreed)  

 Allow for neighborhood customization. “Create broad, standard goals for neighborhoods.  
Each neighborhood can adjust/add goals for their specific needs and residents.  Aligned 
goals and not recreating the work.” (10 agreed) “Each neighborhood is working with 
different resources, settings, and populations. Hyper-local plans that are grounded in city-
wide initiatives and goals are more likely to succeed.” (17 agreed) 

 To address concerns about business overhead involved in doing this, establish business 
districts, and have them establish district-level sustainability plans. “I think businesses of a 
certain size should have to provide a sustainability plan, but perhaps Denver should start to 
more fully adopt formal business districts, and have those districts create collective 
sustainability plans, rather than putting the pressure on each individual business 
(particularly small ones with less capacity) to create a full sustainability plan. Collective 
action in these districts would be more likely to succeed anyway, since they would be able 
to collaborate on things like composting initiatives, collective solar purchasing, and other 
cost-splitting and cooperative measures.” (7 agreed to parent comment – agreement not 
possible at this level) 

 Ensure that it is possible to get to action. “Setting goals is the first step. We also need to 
ensure that we meet those goals. We've been setting (but not meeting) sustainability goals 
for half a century.” (3 agreed) See two specific suggestions below: 

o “Voluntary goals are nice but will ultimately fail. We need mandates from the city, 
along with support and resources so undue burden is not placed on residents and 
businesses.” (2 agreed) 

o “Establish a voluntary "score" program for green actions per household and 
business. Like a video game or credit score, you'd have bragging rights and it would 
peer pressure others…Give green action an established, verifiable, accurate, 
bragging rights recognition system with an app. For businesses, connect it to their 
Google rating, like with a green dot or green map icon. All the solutions in this plan 
can have a set of points for how effective they are. Make it compoundable, like you 
have to add 3 significant actions annually to keep your initial standing. Like my 
friend who avoids driving, calls 311 to turn in [idling] trucks or when she sees ROW 
broken sprinkler flooding the gutter, volunteers at the local school with her clean 
background check, sponsors internet for a low income family,  telecommutes, has 
solar panels, minimizes AC use, Adopts a Park, buys bulk, composts, xeriscapes, 
plants pollinators, gives eco gifts, supports Xcel's wind effort and got her employer 
to allow 50% telecommute, and sources local recycled materials would have a high 
Green score. Do a Green Score for businesses, and one for Green Denver Kids too.  
Got Green? How Green Can You Go? It's just bragging rights, in an effort to reward 
and pressure people to go green in many ways that add up.” (3 agreed) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal, and no additional 
information was provided. 
 
Overview of opinions: 239 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support at 74%. 
Again, this is a three-star proposal.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified: At least half of the comments (26) express 
support for the underlying notion that Denver should lead on this issue, take action, and most 
importantly, make the impact that is needed. As one person wrote: “If we're good enough to be 
recognized, then we are good enough to make a difference. This is a good, high bar to set for 
ourselves.” (2 agreed) And another: “Let's lead by example by enacting policies that will actually 
deliver on our pollution reduction goals.” (7 agreed) 
 
Some also recognize the value of recognition as a goal, saying it can help spur shared leadership, 
attract resources, and again, make an impact. For at least one-quarter of commenters, it’s all about 
impact in the end. “Being a national leader and a hub for sustainable economic development and 
innovation is very important, but recognition of that is only important if it can help others to 
action.” (5 agreed) Eleven people also agreed: “Recognition as a leader can bring resources to help 
get the job done, and help other cities co-learn and co-create with us in a community of practice.” 
 
Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Others questioned seeking 
recognition. They suggest that recognition shouldn’t be the goal, rather the bonus when warranted. 
Seven people agreed with this representative comment: “If we were worthy of recognition that 
would be great! But let's focus on doing the actions that deserve recognition, not trying to directly 
pursue recognition for its own sake”. 

 

(n=239) 
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Transportation Report 
Community Support for Climate Action 

This report has been prepared for Denver’s Climate Action Task Force to consider public input into 
action that may be taken regarding Transportation in Denver as they prepare their 

recommendations to the city. It begins with a brief overview of the results of the online discussion 

on this topic, highlighting most favored proposals and major themes and messages. More detailed 

descriptions of proposals follow. Task Force transportation proposals were organized by a common 

thread on the Consider.It forum and are presented by those threads here, and then in order of 

favorability – most favorable to least – within that thread.  

Additionally, the majority of the community-submitted proposals related specifically to at least one 

Task Force proposal, so for ease of reading and seeing the interconnection between many proposals 

in this Transportation Report, those “Connected Proposals,” are included as part of Task Force 

proposal summaries. Proposals that engaged at least 50 participants and received at least a 

moderate support rating were included in the summaries. A table of all other proposals is included 

at the end. 

Most Favored Proposals  
There were several transportation proposals from the task Force and the community that garnered 

strong support (4-star ratings). The four-star proposals are shared here in the same order as they 

appear in the summary, with Task Force proposals in bold, and those connected community 

proposals just below in plain font: 

PART 1: MAKE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ACCESSIBLE, AFFORDABLE, RELIABLE, AND 
CONVENIENT  

x Increase the frequency and geographical coverage of public bus and light rail service 
along key transportation routes. 

o Improve public transportation to all neighborhoods. Promote new ideas for this- not 

just light rail. Other cities have used smaller, on demand buses. 

x Implement bus rapid transit on major corridors, allowing buses to operate more like 
a rail system. 

o Add dedicated offset bus lane on S. Lincoln street from I-25 north to reduce delays 

of the RTD buses. 

x Provide free or reduced fares for some people, such as those with low-incomes, 
youth, and seniors.  

    
PART 2: ENCOURAGE EMISSIONS-FREE AND MULTI-MODAL TRANSPORTATION 

x Shift how street space is used: dedicated bus and bike lanes, car-free and car-lite 
streets, as well as on-street bike and scooter parking.  

o Restore Tree Lawn space along streets with inferior Site Amenity (ROW space) and 

re-build the urban canopy. 

o Improve walkability in South Central Neighborhoods. Improve sidewalks, bus 

shelters, and cross walks.  

o Increase safe storage areas for bikes in public, residential communities and offices.  

o Build out biker and pedestrian infrastructure.  
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o Expand the use of Open Streets. 

o Better infrastructure and wayfinding to City trails. 

o Denver should build out the bike lane and sidewalk networks for all neighborhoods 

within 5 years.  

o Create Neighborhood Mobility Hubs that serve the first and last mile trips to rail 

stations and other transit services.  
x Allow for high density and mixed commercial and residential zoning near public 

transportation, with affordability requirements.  
 
PART 3: INCENTIVE PROGRAMS TO ENCOURAGE THE USE OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

x No four-star proposals in this last section 

 

Major Themes and Messages 
Following are major themes identified across these proposals:  

Integration: Many of these proposals are inextricably linked, by implementing one proposal it will 

function better if others are implemented alongside of it.  For example, there was significant 

conversation around safety for bike riders (and pedestrians). If bike safety is increased, then more 

people might want a bike, and a bike voucher program would make more sense, increasing 

equitable access to affordable transportation.  Additionally, if neighborhoods and streets are well-

designed, (or re-designed with bikers and pedestrians in mind) then bikes become a viable form of 

micro mobility, and fewer people would take short trips by car. 

Equity: In a variety of different ways, participants pointed out that how community members get 

around safely, timely, and affordably is fundamental to creating an accessible and low-emissions 

city. Vouchers for electric vehicles and reduced fares on mass transit are viable solutions, but the 

design of streets and neighborhoods is fundamental.  At each turn, potential negative impacts can 

burden frontline communities the most.  Participants often noted that the proposal itself might be 

good, but the details of how it would be carried out would matter greatly.   

Diverse Options: There was a noticeably vocal bike-advocacy contingency in several of the key 

transportation proposals.  While many community members supported an increase in bike safety, 

bike commuting, and bike support services, it was made clear that for many community members, 

even at its safest and most convenient, biking would not be a viable form of mobility. Given the 

myriad of voices, lifestyles, and transportation needs that were shared in this forum, it is clear that 

the future strategy should include mobility options that are viable for all community members in a 

four-season city, to reduce their carbon footprint and still get from one point to the next safely, and 

with ease. 
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PART 1: MAKE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ACCESSIBLE,  
AFFORDABLE, RELIABLE, AND CONVENIENT 

 

 

 
 
Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It was 

discussed by both Meetings-in-a-Box and Stakeholder Advisory Groups with particular attention 

paid to the benefits of making the city more accessible and more equitable.  The Group 14 analysis 

offers that this is a low-to-medium-cost, medium-to-high-impact solution. 
 
Overview of opinions: 254 participants rated this policy and gave it strong support, approximately 

86%. The score earns the concept four out of four stars, as indicated above.  

 

Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 19 pro considerations, which 

tended to echo one another, this proposal gained strong affirmation. The pro statements with the 

largest agreements that also best represented other comments overall included: 

x Adding frequency is great. Once the frequency of public transit is every 10 minutes or less, 

people don't have to worry about a schedule. Short waits make transit more viable for 

everyone. (44 agreed over three considerations) 

x Several statements brought up a similar point: “I've wondered about a move for RTD to just 

manage regional light rail and longer bus routes (like between Denver and Boulder), and 

leaving local routes to each separate city.” (20 agreed over four similar considerations) 

x More public transit means less cars emitting pollution and wearing down our roads. (7 

agreed) 

x This will help people without cars get and keep jobs. Unreliable public transportation is a 

huge employment barrier for individuals who do not drive. (4 agreed) 

 

(n=254) 
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Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Opposed by 13 opposition 

consideration, this proposal drew a lot of discussion overall. There were questions overall about 

supply and demand and understanding the actual need in Denver overall, in addition to questioning 

RTDs “current state.” Considerations with the highest agreements included: 
x RTD have already gotten into a fix trying to accommodate all geographies, this should focus 

on dense areas that make sense. (15 agreed over 3 comments) 

x Adding geographic reach is great, but we'll get more ROI with increasing frequency in more 

densely populate areas. (13 agreed) 

x I don't think you can focus on both frequency & geography - have to pick one, or solve the 

problem of the last mile - getting people to the stations. (8 agreed) 

 

Connected Proposals: Submitted by Community Participants 
 

“Improve public transportation to all neighborhoods. Promote new ideas for this- not just 
light rail. Other cities have used smaller, on-demand buses.”  

x 70 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate-to-strong 

support, approximately 82%. The score earns the concept four out of 

four stars.   

x Key pro consideration: We have a need in this city for smaller buses that can reach all 

neighborhoods and travel on all streets (4 agreed) 

x Key opposition consideration: I agree with this except for the "on-demand" part. I strongly 

support expanding bus frequency instead of light rail, but the buses don't need to be on-

demand. (6 agreed) 

 

“Demand that RTD end the purchase of fossil fuel buses and that electrified buses are first 
used in highest populous areas.”  
 

x 82 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 

approximately 79%. The score earns the concept three out of four stars.  

x Not entirely connected to frequency and geography, but related extensively to RTD as a 

service provider, which came up in considerations for the Task Force proposal. 

Considerations also illuminated some innovative ideas related to implementation.  

x Considerations included: “More and smaller electric vans could substitute large buses that 

are often largely empty. We should do the same with school buses.” “Should be combined 

with switching the electricity grid to be reliant on renewable sources.” 

  

(n=70) 

 

 

(n=82) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force, with the 

further description of, “Bus Rapid Transit is a bus-only lane on-street system that acts like a subway 

system except that it is above the ground and uses buses. Its advantage is that it can move a lot of 

people fast without the expense of building a metro. Because it operates with bus-only lanes the 

buses can move faster than traffic, and traffic lights can be timed to give priority to the buses. There 

are fewer stops so the bus can move passengers long distances quickly. BRT is planned for Colfax 

Avenue and a broader system could include Denver's main arterials.” The Group 14 analysis offered 

that this is a high-cost, moderately high-impact solution. 

 
Overview of opinions: 245 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate to strong support, 

approximately 85%. The score earns the concept four out of four stars, as indicated above.  

 

Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 18 pro statements, participants 

discussed how this might be implemented, the impact it would have on ridership, and whether or 

not it was the most important action. The pro statements with the largest agreements included: 

x Speedy buses that are not stuck in traffic are more efficient and will be used by more 

people. (20 agreed over two similar considerations) 

x Cities that invested in BRT witnessed a decrease in carbon emissions w/ dramatic 

improvements to local air quality. BRT is the equivalent of taking 20,000–40,000 cars off the 

road. (18 agreed) 

x When there is a clear and regular schedule, it is easier to rely on a service. (15 agreed) 
 
Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Opposed by 14 opposition 

considerations, several “cons” were looking at the overall implementation and making additional 
suggestions, not necessarily blocking the proposal.  Statements included:  

x How will the buses be powered? Can we look at hybrid/alternative fuels to make sure that 

by adding more buses we'll decrease our carbon emissions and pollutants? (15 agreed) 

(n=245) 

 

 

https://www.intelligenttransport.com/transport-news/89071/new-brt-guide-tells-u-s-cities-how-buses-can-help-fight-climate-change/
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x It's been widely demonstrated both here in Denver and around the country that public 

transit is a loss leader. Government projects to "encourage" greener choices by people don’t 
work. (8 agreed) 

x BRT systems can negatively impact pedestrians and cyclists if not designed correctly. (4 

agreed) 

 
Connected Proposal: Submitted by a Community Participant 
 

“Add dedicated offset bus lane on S. Lincoln street from I-25 north to reduce delays of the 
RTD buses.”  

x 56 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate-to-strong support, 

approximately 82%. The score earns the concept four out of four stars.  

x Connected directly to BRT as a specific corridor to add to the system.  

x Pro considerations included: “If we focus more on moving people rather than moving cars - 

it is the appropriate decision. Bus delays in this area are due to the congestion created by 

cars. Congestion is actually a good thing for traffic calming: slow traffic speeds, fewer 

deaths.  

x Opposition considerations included: “Rob Peter to pay Paul. The dedicated lane can be 

achieved only by taking away a lane for cars, which would increase delays and congestion in 

the remaining lanes of traffic.” 

  

(n=56) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It was 

discussed by Meetings-in-a-Box extensively, as well as Stakeholder Advisory Groups as an option 

that would increase ridership, create equity, and reduce emissions. Group 14 identified this as a 

low-to-medium-cost, high-impact solution.  

 
Overview of opinions: 248 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate to strong support, 

approximately 84%. The score earns the concept four out of four stars, as indicated above.  

 

Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 25 pro statements, this proposal 

created support and questions in the pro and opposition statements as to why it wasn’t free for 
everyone.  There were questions about the studies that were done to arrive at this proposal.  

Overall, the pro statements with the largest agreements that also best represented sentiments 

overall included: 

x In order for more people to take transit regularly, it needs to be either cheaper or faster 

than driving -- or, ideally, both. (18 agreed) 

x We should have a goal to make transit free for everyone. It should become the primary 

mode of transportation outside of bikes and walking. (13 agreed) 

x We already provide a heavy subsidy to drivers, but not to public transport riders. This could 

help bridge that gap. (11 agreed) 

x Until our working class in Denver can afford to live near where they work, we’d be smart to 
make getting to lower wage jobs easier. (8 agreed) 

 
Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Opposed by 12 opposition 

statements, this proposal drew out similar discussions in both pro and opposition threads. 

Concerns about RTD’s financial ability to do this, and questions regarding why it was free for some 
and not everybody, rose to the top. The opposition statements with the largest agreements that also 

best represented sentiments overall included: 

(n=248) 
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x RTD needs the revenue, so I can support some "reduced" fares, but "free" isn't helping to 

keep the service viable. (6 agreed) 

x This is more about helping the transit-dependent reduce travel costs. Great idea, but what 

does that have to do with climate change? The choice rider should be our focus. (5 agreed) 

x RTD cannot handle the job now. Unreliable service, continuing shortage of workers. I would 

not want to count on them to get me to work and back. (3 agreed) 

 

Understanding how the City and RTD would handle the costs, and getting clarity about whether or 

not this would increase ridership came up in later comments as well.  Other participants seemed 

adverse that some would get free or discounted rates but not everyone. It seems that participants 

are asking for clarity about the deeper climate mitigation and equity impacts, and the research 

behind those impacts.  

 

 
Connected Proposal: Submitted by a Community Participant 
 

“Affordable costs for bus and light rail fares. Have a wider area for bus service for all 
citizens.”  
 

x 60 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 

approximately 79%. The score earns the concept three out of four stars. 

x It’s a very similar proposal as to what was put forward by the task force with the slight 

difference being about overall “affordability,” and not identifying any particular 
beneficiaries.  

x There were no additional pro or opposition comments made other than descriptor: 

x Affordability of transit is pivotal. Free transit is ideal. The cost of subsidizing public transit 

fares is much lower than what we spend subsidizing personal vehicle use. 

 
  

(n=60) 
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PART 2: ENCOURAGE EMISSIONS-FREE AND 
MULTI-MODAL TRANSPORTATION  

 

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. The 

Group 14 analysis observed that this was a low-cost, medium-to-high-impact solution. 
 
Overview of opinions: 249 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate-to-strong support, 

approximately 82%. The score earns the concept four out of four stars, as indicated above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 32 pro statements, participants 

affirmed the policy overall while much of the conversation centered around making it safer for 

cycling and bike commuting. Overall, the pro statements with the largest agreements that also best 

represented sentiments overall included:  

x The public right of way has been dominated by the private automobile. It is absolutely 

necessary to rebalance how we allocate that space. (23 agreed) 

x A huge barrier to cycling in Denver is the fact that there are very few safe places to do so. 

Car-free or car-light roads have worked in other cities. (22 agreed) 

x Just a 20% increase in cycling can cut CO2 emissions by 10%. We need to make it easier, 

safer, and more comfortable to encourage citizens to use sustainable transport. (12 agreed) 

x What is being described here is called a Complete Street, and I'm hoping Denver 

implements them ASAP, instead of relying on traffic engineering fixes that just move cars. 

(10 agreed)  

Additionally, participants discussed safety issues including both reckless drivers and cyclists, 

parents’ fear of kids biking because of safety concerns, the need for more off-street bike paths (such 

as Cherry Creek), the concept of shared streets, the necessity to address parking issues, and some 

(n=249) 
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debate about how many people are actually interested in cycling with a common thread of reducing 

space we devote to cars overall. 

 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Overall, the 10 opposition 

considerations posed questions about bike commuting in bad weather, the actual desire for bike 

commuting, and the issues of access for vulnerable communities unable to get around by bike. 

Overall, the opposition statements with the largest agreements that also best represented 

sentiments overall included:  

x The mobile elderly and disabled often need closer drop off points. Forcing people to foot 

traffic or bikes eliminates a huge portion of the population to business access. (10 agreed 

over a number of similar considerations). 

x I support this statement, but we also have to account for winter weather, and that when 

snow occurs people will shift back to cars; we need streets to be flexible. (6 agreed) 

x We aren't NYC or Manhattan and never will be. This sort of thing only works well in very 

compact urban environments. I think the subway systems in NYC and DC work great. (4 

agreed) 

 
Connected Proposals: Submitted by Community Participants 
The concepts of shifting how street space is used and “Complete Streets” drew a lot of attention 
from forum participants. Three highly rated community-driven proposals are described here, 

related to the Task Force approvals, offering a number of further considerations that will help 

strengthen the strategy of Complete Streets. 

 

Restore Tree Lawn space along streets with inferior Site Amenity (ROW space) and re-build 
the urban canopy. 

x 94 participated, with strong support, 90% 

x Further explanation:  Tree lawns provide a safety buffer from speeding 

traffic & trees help rid the air of pollutants. Downtown Denver is starting to rebuild its 

canopy, but this needs to happen city-wide, especially along polluted, car-centric arterials 

that carry the burden of the interstate traffic and the pollution along with it. 

x Key pro points:   
o Don't forget the urban poor, who need trees, clean air, and shade in their 

neighborhoods. (4 agreed)  

o Tress lessen the heat sink in urban areas and create a drought resistance, carbon 

capturing, water in-fill, tree/shrub/pollinator plant canopy throughout Denver. We 

have too much impermeable, heat-trapping infrastructure! (8 agreed)  

o Green space also lowers the demand for sewage infrastructure, saving money in the 

long term. This is relevant as Denver lies on a floodplain, and has been upgrading its 

sewers.  

x Key opposition: Properties or private businesses can hire someone to take care of the trees 

and surrounding grass area. Individuals are responsible for all private and public street side 

maintenance. (3 agreed) 

 

 

(n=94) 
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Improve walkability in South Central Neighborhoods. Improve sidewalks, bus shelters, and 
cross walks. 

x 65 participated, with strong support, 88% 

x Further explanation: South Broadway, Platte Park, and Baker have 

easy access to everything a person needs. However, crossing the streets and getting to 

grocery stores and restaurants are increasingly dangerous due to highway style conditions 

on Lincoln Street and S. Broadway. Putting pedestrians first would allow a better 

connection to businesses and restaurants by the residents who live there. 

x Key pro points: This is needed all over the city. Some places more than others. Improving 

walkability in dense areas like Lincoln/Broadway is a no-brainer! Most people don't realize 

that a lot of this area does not have adequate ROW for transit shelters.  

x Key opposition: No statements submitted 

“Increase safe storage areas for bikes in public areas, residential communities and offices.” 
x 118 participated, with strong support, 87% 

x Further explanation: Theft of bikes is not acceptable. Few places are 

available to be sure your bike does not get stolen.  

x Why ride a bike if you have nowhere to put it when you get to your destination? 

x Key pro points: 
o Having had a bike stolen from me in downtown Denver makes me a believer in this 

need. Rental lockers near transit hubs, offices and retail areas should be expanded. 

(5 agreed)  

o This is one of the top two reasons I haven't started biking in Denver yet (along with 

unsafe infrastructure). I can't afford to get a bike stolen, so secure storage is pivotal. 

(4 agreed)  

o Cost per parking slot is so much lower for bikes than for cars. This should be a no-

brainer! Please put them under awnings. (3 agreed) 

x Key opposition: No opposition statements submitted 

 

“Prioritize safety over driver convenience and speed - No Turns on Red - No Beg Buttons – 
20mph is Plenty”  

x 79 participated, with moderate support, 74% 

x Further explanation: We cannot make non-car transportation modes 

viable without prioritizing safety for vulnerable road users. I suggest banning turns on red, 

changing demand actuated light signals to timed intervals, eliminating "beg buttons" and 

reducing the speeds on our neighborhood roads to 20mph. 

x Key pro points: If we want to truly encourage sustainable transportation, we have to make 

it easy and safe for people to walk and bike. Absolutely, 100% agree. Our transportation 

system in Denver must prioritize the most vulnerable users - peds & bikes - instead of cars. 

Please also change arterials to 25. (5 pro statements and discussion) 

x Key opposition: This discussion and proposal seemed off-topic for some participants, with 

the statements that “the focus should be on reducing VMT overall,” and “you are adding 
more traffic regulation to a broken system that doesn't enforce the laws already there.” 

(n=65) 

 

 

(n=118) 

 

 

(n=79) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It was 

discussed extensively during both Meetings-in-a-Box conversations and the Stakeholder Advisory 

Groups.  Housing issues, particularly policies that will impact gentrification of neighborhoods and 

accessibility to housing, are a challenge that run much deeper and city-wide. Based on the many 

conversations about this issue, community members underscore the point that any proposal which 

might impact the equity and access of housing, neighborhoods, and community, regardless of 

ratings during this forum, should be examined carefully and co-developed with existing 

communities. The Group 14 analysis observed that this was low-cost, medium-impact solution. 
 
Overview of opinions: 224 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate-to-strong support, 

approximately 80%. The score earns the concept four out of four stars, as indicated above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 15 pro statements, participants 

affirmed the policy overall while much of the conversation also brought up the integrated 

challenges of transportation resources meeting the needs of higher density. Overall, the pro 

statements with the largest agreements that also best represented sentiments overall included:  

x Density and mixed-use will allow for the idea of a "15 minute" city. (14 agreed) 

x A study showed that cities like Denver can cut their climate impact by 1/3 through density 

and transportation policies alone. (13 agreed) 

x Allowing more people to live near places they need to go and services they need to access 

reduces how much people need to drive, helping meet our climate goals. (10 agreed) 

x Being near a light rail station explodes the property value, which means low income folks 

still need to live too far away from such services for them to be useful. (8 agreed) 

 

 

(n=224) 
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Additionally, participants in support of the proposal discussed the need to “run new public 

transportation [to these areas] to make mass transit work for all,” and the hope that this would help 
“save what little green and open space Denver has.” There was additional discussion about 
affordability: “Higher density has proven to reduce rents by increasing supply,” yet it was pointed 
out that “affordability requirements, however, can reduce supply if not well-crafted.” With a final 
conclusion: “Yes, but the details on how, where and why this happens is incredibly important.” 

 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Overall, the 12 opposition 

considerations posed questions about implementation, affordability, and the access to 

transportation, in addition to how this could alter the community make-up. The opposition 

statements with the largest agreements that also best represented sentiments included:  

x If there is to be affordable housing with price controls then the entire building needs to be 

price controlled since Denver has failed on managing individual units. (5 agreed) 

x "Near public transportation" means anywhere in Denver. Not in favor of expanding High 

Density housing throughout Denver and this goal opens that door. (4 agreed) 

x The success of increasing density and mass transit is directly linked to whether the transit 

connects homes and offices. At the moment, this isn't the focus on many planning 

documents. (4 agreed) 

 

Additionally, participants questioned and addressed the role of developers in this process, the 

issues of supply and demand to control rental costs, and the ways in which “Residential R1 zones 

make Denver desirable. Please don't wreck that.”  Other observed that “Density is essential, but 

must be preceded with sufficient transportation programs and investments to give people options 

to cars. Not the case now, so density is resisted.” A final comment culminated in the same place that 
the pro conversation ended: “I think it depends entirely on how this is done. If increasing density 

focuses on preserving historic properties and culture while eliminating parking lots... then, yes.” 

 
Connected Proposals: Submitted by Community Participants 
This proposal brought up a number of community-driven proposals and concepts in regards to 

zoning.  While not necessarily about multi-family housing, the following proposals do bring up 

issues effecting commercial areas and driving, particularly in the downtown vicinity. These offer a 

number of further considerations that might help strengthen creating multi-use and higher density 

communities throughout the city. 

 

Require developers of properties with 50,000 or more square feet to design and implement 
a Transportation Demand Management Plan that will support multi-modal 
access to the facility while minimizing single occupant car trips. 

x 94 participated, with moderate support, 77% 

x Key pro consideration: Easier to enact strict parking maximums and let 

individual companies and employees distribute their trips as is most efficient for them. This 

is critical. The amount of unchecked buildings creating massive congestion (Lowry for 

example) is unconscionable. 

(n=94) 
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x Key opposition consideration: Transportation Demand Management is not nearly as 

effective as managing supply. Workers and residents will be shoved aside to make way for 

tourists and customers parking. 

 
Create a Zero-Emission Vehicle Delivery Zone in downtown Denver with perks to incentivize 
the use of ZE delivery vehicles. 

x 123 participated, with moderate support, 72% 

x Key pro points: 
o This could push delivery vehicles to be smaller electric vehicles 

that would be more compatible on the streets with bikes and pedestrians. (5 

agreed)  

o Couple this with a delivery vehicle drop-off area parking plan (preferential loading 

zones) to help eliminate blocked bikes lanes. (5 agreed) 

x Key opposition (sole consideration, not supported by other participants): This just creates 

more stressful rules, barriers, obstacles, impediments, etc. If you want to promote electric 

vehicles, promote charging infrastructure and EV cost reduction. If the intent is to limit 

delivery conveyance to only ZE in a downtown area, it will fail. Moving companies, trash 

removal, construction delivery don't have many ZE options. Sounds impractical to make an 

extra rule for downtown as long as the overall goal of reducing emissions is met. 

 
Ban private vehicles and create a vehicle free zone in downtown.  

x 137 participated, with moderate support, 72% 

x Further explanation: We cannot make non-car transportation modes 

viable without prioritizing safety for vulnerable road users. I suggest 

banning turns on red, changing demand actuated light signals to timed intervals, 

eliminating "beg buttons" and reducing the speeds on our neighborhood roads to 20mph. 

x Key pro considerations:  
o London reduced pollution by 36 percent by doing something similar with no 

increased pollution around the boundary. (8 agreed)  

o People drive because it is permitted and convenient. Make it less so and they'll find 

other options for getting where they need to go. (5 agreed) 

o This is easy to do and the resiliency this builds in community connectivity far 

outweighs the initial "gripe" of convenience for cars and transport. 

x Key opposition: We want to encourage people to live in denser areas and downtown. If 

they aren't allowed to have their private vehicle there, they may be less likely to make that 

choice. Parking for workers downtown is already a nightmare. (4 agreed)  

 

 

 

 
     

(n=123) 

 

 

(n=137) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It was 

discussed extensively during both Meetings-in-a-Box conversations and the Stakeholder Advisory 

Groups.  Creating affordable and diverse options for transportation that also reduce emissions and 

total VMTs of personal cars arose often. If implemented correctly, it was cited during MIBs as a win-

win for Climate mitigation and creating a more equitable city. The Group 14 analysis observed that 

this was a low-cost, medium-impact solution. 
 
Overview of opinions: 192 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate-to-strong support, 

approximately 77%. The score earns the concept three out of four stars, as indicated above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 13 pro statements, participants 

affirmed the policy overall, while identifying the importance that micro mobility options reduce 

short trips. Overall, the pro statements with the largest agreements that also best represented 

sentiments overall included:  

x Last-mile travel is always the biggest hurdle to overcome, so having a variety of low-cost 

micro mobility option to cover last-mile needs is essential. (12 agreed) 

x Micro mobility allows for transportation modes other than a car. Short trips can be made 

much easier if affordable options are available. (7 agreed) 

x We should have micro mobility options in all neighborhoods. Many lower income 

neighborhoods have been passed over by micro mobility companies both private and 

public. (5 agreed) 

x Micro-mobility offers a lot of promise for reducing car use locally. Streets need to be 

retrofitted to ensure safety so people will choose this option. (4 agreed) 

 

Additionally, participants asked that needs of seniors and disabled also be addressed, while also 

underscoring the effectiveness of micro mobility overall. There was also discussion of how micro 

mobility reduces short car trips, if the public is educated and motivated on the option.   

(n=192) 
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Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Overall, the seven opposition 

considerations posed concerns about safety issues on sidewalks and the overall current behaviors 

of scooter riders. There was less opposition discussion, but the statements with the largest 

agreements that also best represented other sentiments included:  

x Potential hazards on city sidewalks. (3 agreed) 

x To help, they need to be spread out a little more and have designated drop-off/pick-up 

locations. Bus stops of course, but also key intersections or locations. (2 agreed) 

 

Additionally, individual participants added: “Scooter drivers are quite often very rude in both their 

driving and in their encumbrance dumping in the worst places. They look like they need some 

training.” “Will need ways to regulate mixed-use conflicts but worth it.” “Only if for the sake of first 

mile/last mile, not just to have more recreation.” “Scooter people are not bike movement friendly.” 
And the often present: “This may help with the issue but how much will it cost and who will pay?” 

 

Connected Proposals: Submitted by Community Participants 
Micro-mobility was definitely a robust topic on the forum with a lot of discussion, even from 

oppositional considerations. This proposal brought up a number of community-driven proposals, 

which could also be easily integrated and considered with the first Task Force proposal in this 

section as well, “shift how street space is used,” which goes to show how deeply integrated many of 
these proposals are … you likely can’t have one without the other.  The infrastructure for micro 

mobility seemed to be on many participants’ minds, not just in these proposals but throughout the 
Transportation section, often mostly focused on bicycles. All of these were four-star proposals. 

 

Build out biker and pedestrian infrastructure. 
x 86 participated, with strong support, 88% 

x Key pro considerations:  
o It would be great to have some more safe bike/pedestrian-

friendly roads so people can get to their destination carbon-free and not have to 

worry about parking. (6 agreed)  

o The safer and easier people can bike to work, preferably separated from cars, the 

more people will be motivated to do so. (3 agreed) 

x Key opposition considerations: Overall, participants presenting opposition 

considerations brought up confusion about how this might work and the impact on climate 

mitigation. Some questioned the intention behind the support: “All the references posted 

indicate that the primary economic benefit from bicycle projects is in the bicycle-related 

industry. I fail to see how this benefits other industries.” 

 
Expand the use of Open Streets. 

x 122 participated, with moderate-to-strong support, 84%  

x Additional information presented: Designate specific streets as 

people-centric streets to discourage thru traffic and encourage alternative uses for 

pedestrians, cyclists, and other modes of travel. I support this *only* if it applies to all types 

(n=86) 
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of streets in all neighborhoods and prioritizes the arterials, collectors, and local streets in 

the High Injury Network. "Designating specific streets as people-centric streets" is not an 

equitable approach. All streets should be designated as "people-centric," so people can walk 

to the grocery store safely, access transit comfortably, and perform daily activities without 

getting run over or having to dodge speeding cars. That is not the case right now with 

Denver's approach to shared streets. We have racetracks and then we have cul-de-sacs. I 

don't see how this is a fair, sustainable approach long-term, but am willing to stay open to it 

if the approach is expanded to include everyone, particularly those who most need it. 

x Key pro considerations:  
o This could help reduce speeding and make streets safer for everyone. (8 agreed) 

o Open streets give a public space option to those without one nearby (7 agreed) 

o I imagine this would be a hard transition. But the most successful areas of most 

cities are walking corridors. (6 agreed) 

x Key (and relevant) opposition: This may be a good idea downtown. It did not work in 

Cherry Creek and the City approved Fillmore street to be reopened to cars. 
 

Better infrastructure, and Way-Finding to City trails  
x 64 participated, with moderate-to-strong support, 82% 

x Further explanation: The City has a great trail system that connects to 

many neighborhoods and destinations, including downtown. Few people know about the 

trail system, Way-finding both to and from trails is lacking. Micro-mobility (particularly e-

bikes) can expand the range people are willing to travel. The urban trail system could 

become the micro-mobility super highways of the city. No congestion, you get exercise, and 

your travel time is all but guaranteed. 

x Key pro consideration: Way-finding is such an easy and inexpensive way to improve 

mobility. Our trails should be marked at every entrance and connections should be easy to 

navigate. 

x Key opposition: Many of the workers in Denver come from outside the city limits. All these 

proposed changes are not going to work for many (most) of them. 

 

Denver should build out the bike lane and sidewalk networks for all neighborhoods within 5 
years.  

x 118 participated, with moderate-to-strong support, 81% 

x Further explanation: Given that transportation is one of the largest 

sources of CO2 emissions, we should build out our bike lane and sidewalk networks in all 

neighborhoods so citizens can easily and safely move about in the two most sustainable 

ways possible. Not just for people going to work downtown but also for people to access 

their schools, grocery stores, and other retail. This is an aggressive goal but cities like 

Barcelona have built out sustainable transportation networks in the period of only a few 

years. 

 

 

 

(n=64) 

 

 

(n=118) 
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x Key pro considerations: 
o Our two most sustainable transportation networks are not being given priority. It 

will take decades to build them out based on current planning. We need these 

quickly. (9 agreed)  

o One of the best ways to get people out of their car and to make communities more 

livable and walkable. (8 agreed) 

x Key opposition: This strategy has not been shown to be cost effective and a comparable 

result could be achieved by lowering speed limits. Cost and time to implement are both 

factors to consider. From a taxpayer standpoint, this doesn't feel like a wise investment for 

the majority of our city. (5 agreed) 

 

Create Neighborhood Mobility Hubs that serve the first and last mile trips to rail stations and 
other transit services. 

x 82 participated, with moderate-to-strong support, 80% 

x Key pro considerations: 

o Neighborhood mobility hubs should not be uniform in nature and should cater to 

the specific infrastructure present in the neighborhood which the mobility hub is 

serving. The "last mile" problem is a major reason that people do not use public 

transportation. (11 agreed over three considerations)  

o Neighborhood level efforts are a great level of granularity and should have an equity 

lens. 

x Key opposition: This concept works well in densely populated cities. I can't see how it 

would work in the way our city has developed. (3 agreed) 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

(n=82) 

) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It was 

discussed during both Meetings-in-a-Box conversations and most often referred to as congestion 

pricing. As seen in the summary here, a common thread across all discussions about this proposal 

has to do with equity and who will be put at a disadvantage by the proposal. The Group 14 analysis 

observed that this was a low-cost, high-impact solution. 
 
Overview of opinions: 240 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 

approximately 70%. The score earns the concept three out of four stars, as indicated above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 20 pro statements, discussion 

affirmed the concept, “The wear and tear on city streets, which have to accommodate the ever-

increasing regional interstate traffic demand, needs to be paid for by that which is causing it – 

driving,” and looked at how fees might be spent. Overall, the pro statements with the largest 

agreements that also best represented sentiments overall included:  

x We need to realize the true cost of driving, and not subsidize the method of transportation 

that is most detrimental to the planet. (20 agreed) 

x It is a shame that we subsidize driving as much as we do. Those that choose different 

methods still pay for other's driving habits. This needs to be rebalanced. (12 agreed) 

x Fees could be used to support green infrastructure improvements as well as reduce driving. 

(7 agreed) 

 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Overall, the 19 opposition 

considerations asked questions about the equity of the proposal and pointed out several times that 

this would negatively impact Denver’s low-income and most vulnerable communities the most. 

Two others also saw these types of fees as government overreach, and one person wrote that it was 

“nonsensical.” The opposition statements with the largest agreements that also best represented 

sentiments included:  

(n=240) 
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x Punishes poor people, shifts costs to those already struggling instead of redistributing costs 

in a way that makes sense for everyone and the planet … May adversely affect 

disadvantaged communities … This policy could and should only be implemented if transit 

is able to achieve affordability, reliability, effective (grid) connections, and regularity for 

ALL communities. (25 agreed over three considerations) 

x More important is making driving less convenient, not just more expensive. (5 agreed) 

 

Additionally, later conversation before the forum closed included: “How do you compensate for 

those who have no choice but to drive for their job?” And “make other non-car options more 

attractive,” which echoed earlier sentiments as well.  
 

Connected Proposals: Submitted by Community Participants 
This proposal brought up a number of community-driven proposals and concepts in regards to 

zoning.  While not necessarily about multi-family housing, the following proposals do bring up 

issues affecting commercial areas and driving, particularly in the downtown vicinity. These offer a 

number of further considerations that might help strengthen the creating of multi-use and higher 

density communities throughout the city. 

 

“City dollars will not be used to add lanes to roads or highways. We cannot use our 
transportation dollars to expand the mode of transportation that is most detrimental to 
climate change.” 

x 94 participated, with moderate support, 74% 

x Additional information: Induced demand means that adding more 

lanes and roads means more people will be driving. If we are truly 

going to focus on the urgency of climate change, we cannot continue to spend dollars on 

expanding and subsidizing the most detrimental method of transportation that uses the 

most energy. An exception to this would be any lanes dedicated to transit or biking.  

x Key pro considerations:   
o They say a city’s true priorities are found in its budget. If we are truly going to 

practice what we preach, we cannot continue to create more space for single 

occupancy cars. (10 agreed)  

o Absolutely. It is proven that expanding lanes of traffic actually increases congestion 

by 200-300% and does not help traffic at all. No more lane increases! (8 agreed) 

x Key opposition consideration: Good for built out areas. But the north portion of Denver, 

i.e., Green Valley Ranch, will need some additional roadway - It would require a "Complete 

Street" approach to new roadway. (2 agreed) 

  

(n=94) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It might 

also be discussed with the proposal in part 3 of this transportation report regarding vouchers for 

electric cars and electric bikes. It should also likely be studied as an equitable solution that could be 

integrated into prior proposals in part 2 regarding creating more micro mobility options and 

shifting the nature of streets in Denver. Many of the bike advocacy observations are very similar. 

The Group 14 analysis observed that this was a moderately low-cost, low-impact solution. 
 
Overview of opinions: 190 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 

approximately 69%. The score earns the concept three out of four stars, as indicated above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 7 pro statements, those with the 

largest agreements that also best represented affirmation overall included:  

x Biking has less of a climate impact than even buses. If we subsidize buses, we should 

subsidize programs that are more impactful in fighting climate change. (12 agreed) 

x We already provide heavy subsidy to drivers, but not to bike riders. This could help bridge 

that gap. (6 agreed) 

 

Additional, individual participants observed, “We need a system to allow individuals who do not 

have credit cards to use bikeshare. But if the discount requires the type of verifications that RTD 

LiVE does, it won't work.”  
 
Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Similarly, seven opposition 

considerations pushed back on this proposal, with a common theme underscoring the concept of 

just giving bikes away instead of creating a voucher system. The opposition statements with the 

largest agreements that also best represented others included:  

 

(n=190) 
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x Public Transit is cheaper than bike share. Charges can rack up quickly. We should prioritize 

subsidies for public transit passes. (8 agreed) 

x Just give out free bikes to those that need them. (7 agreed over three very similar 

considerations) 

x Biking in the city is dangerous - we would also need more robust protections against people 

getting hit by cars and other vehicles. (5 agreed) 

 

The latter considerations reflect the need to see many of these proposals as an integrated strategy: 

If we create safer and more enjoyable streets with more robust micro mobility options, then more 

people would be inclined to ride a bike, and creating a voucher program (or giving the bikes away) 

would provide more equitable access. 

 

Additional Transportation Proposals from the Community (Relevant to Part 2: Multi-Modal) 
Considering that this Part 2 of the Transportation Report has included many proposals that were 
inextricably linked to one another and which would require change on a larger systemic level, it seems 
fitting to look at a few other community proposals that would affect the overall system.  While they 
don’t connect as directly to the Task Force proposals as the earlier community proposals, these 
certainly reflect multi-modal transportation, the topic of Part 2, in some form. 
 
Implement an Employer-based Trip Reduction requirement similar to the State of 
Washington's Commute Trip Reduction rule that has removed over 32,000 single occupant 
cars from the roads  

x 93 participated, with moderate support, 75% 

x Further explanation:  Working with the Regional Air Quality Council 

and the Denver Regional Council of government to implement ETRP 

regionally since traffic has no borders and we need to maintain an equitable distribution of 

trips reduced. 

x Key pro points:  This could be immediately implemented and would be a pragmatic, cost-

effective way for Denver to start to achieve climate action goals. My employer provides an 

EcoPass. As a result, I'm getting rid of a car. 

x Key opposition: TDM is not as effective as managing supply. If you want fewer drivers, make 

the costs of driving align with what people pay. This would need to be statewide to be 

helpful. Otherwise it will just penalize Denver businesses and employers. 
 
Telecommuting Proposals 
Likely due to COVID-19, three proposals examined telecommuting: 

1. Incentivize teleworking through tax-credits 

x 60 participated, with moderate support, 70%  
2. Make working at home the top mobility strategy  

x 105 participated, with moderate support, 66% 

3. Participate as a City in promoting an increase in telecommuting 
x Only 4 participated, but with strong support, 93% 

Insights from all three proposals:  

(n=93) 

 

 

(combined 

n=169) 
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x Further explanation:  Teleworkers on average are 12% more productive than in-office 

employees, making our businesses more productive and efficient. 

x Key pro: The pandemic has proven that having a large percentage of the population work 

from home is not only feasible, but has dramatically improved air quality and decreased 

traffic congestion. 

x Key opposition: I'm in favor of telework as a strategy, but I wouldn't call it a "top priority," 

at least not from a time & effort standpoint. It definitely should not be the top priority, as it's 

only feasible for a certain privileged percentage of the population [other participants cited 

educators and frontline workers]. (6 agreed) 

 
Air Travel 
Only one proposal submitted by the community mentioned air travel: 

1. Aviation makes up 18% of CO2 emissions but is not addressed in 
the recommendations. DIA and airlines need to contribute towards the solution. 
x Only 66 participated, but with moderate-to-strong support, 82% 

x Only one pro consideration was given without any other discussion or opposition: 

“There are current technologies available to airlines to use sustainable alternative jet 
fuel and creating a mandate to use this will drive more demand and supply.” 

 

Root Cause  
One proposal looked at the root cause of needing transportation. When thinking about impacts on 

neighborhoods or designing micro-mobility options, this might be considered. 

 
“End food deserts to improve health and low carbon transportation costs 
for neighborhoods.”   

x Only 51 participated, but with strong support, 87% 

x Key pro consideration: Having the ability to walk to their neighborhood grocery helps 

with lowering carbon and helps with the health of the neighborhood. Denver is grown up 

enough now to support many corner bodegas [and co-ops added another] with fresh 

produce and protein, bulk items like rice, pasta, nuts, beans and toiletries, not just junk food 

like 7-11s.  

x Key opposition consideration: If we make it easier for businesses to do business in 

Denver, we would not have food deserts. 

 

  

(n=66) 

 

 

(n=51) 
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PART 3: INCENTIVE PROGRAMS TO 
ENCOURAGE THE USE OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

 

 

 
 
Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It was 

discussed in a number of Meetings-in-a-Box conversations as way to increase infrastructure for 

more sustainable lifestyles. Particularly for residents and community members without garages, 

alternate charging options were seen as an absolute necessity to incentivize and encourage EVs. 

Group 14 identified this as a low-cost, highest-impact solution.  

 
Overview of opinions: 207 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 

approximately 78%. The score earns the concept three out of four stars, as indicated above.  

 

Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 14 pro statements, there was 

some debate within the comments about emphasizing electric bikes over cars, and need called out a 

couple of times to focus stations on neighborhoods and areas without garages. The pro statements 

with the largest agreements that also best represented sentiments overall included: 

x If we don't build the infrastructure then we can't ask people to go electric … Building the 

bike infrastructure to make it convenient and pleasant to ride is critical for getting people 

out of cars. (19 agreed over two similar considerations) 

x Increase charging stations at apartments and multi-family housings. (6 agreed) 

x Needs to be comprehensive. We need incentives for private sector to build. Need fast 

charging. (3 agreed) 

 

Other participants wrote that it was “too big an investment for government,” which was later 
articulated in the opposition discussions about needing private incentives or market-driven 

solutions. While other threads continued: “Even without a direct subsidy for vehicle purchase, the 

existence of a network of charging stations makes the transition easier to choose on its own merit.” 

(n=123) 
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And one key conversation around equity and increasing access continued: “Encouraging lots of 

charging stations, especially in garage-less neighborhoods, is the most cost-effective way for Denver 

to reduce trillions of pounds of carbon.” 

 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: With 7 opposition statements, 

some comments and threads that rose up in the pro section were also discussed here. The 

statements with the largest agreements that also best represented this side of the argument overall 

included: 

x Electric vehicles do not resolve problems of storage and sprawl. … Cars are still cars. 

Electric is better than gas but their negative impacts are much more than just emissions. (16 

agreed) 

x Electric cars are only a small step in the right direction. This investment could be better 

allocated. (10 agreed) 

x At $0.26/kilowatt hour, there is enough incentive for the private sector to make this 

happen. i.e., Tesla is introducing a gas station model for charging as a nation-wide network. 

(5 agreed) 

 

Less considered comments posed other important perspectives: “Electric cars do not eliminate 

complete carbon footprint,” as another wrote that, “electricity must be fossil-fuel free for this to 

make sense.” In light of these and similar comments, decisions to support electric vehicles, 
particularly cars, once again need to be backed by more specific reports and research, along with 

clear education about the costs and benefits. 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It was 

discussed during Meetings-in-a-Box and SAGs as a way to increase equitable incentives for 

residents and to increase the access and opportunity of switching to a different vehicle. The Group 

14 analysis observed that this was a moderately-low-cost, low-impact solution. 

 
Overview of opinions: 212 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 

approximately 70%. The score earns the concept three out of four stars, as indicated above.  

 

Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 10 pro statements, this proposal 

provoked a lot of discussion about the benefits of a vehicle subsidy (bikes over cars, human-

powered bikes over electric). While there is support for the policy, it is met with questions about 

this being goal to prioritize. The pro statements with the largest agreements that also best 

represented the discussion included: 

x Electric bikes are 40x more energy efficient than electric cars. We should focus our efforts 

on the most sustainable program, and bikes are much more affordable for everyone. … 
Because the personal car is so heavily subsidized it makes sense that we would add 

incentives to the more efficient mode of transport: the electric bike. (29 agreed over two 

considerations) 

x This is essential for those (many) areas of the city where commuting by mass transit or bike 

is not practical. Every ICE car replaced by an EV helps the climate … like it or not, many 

people still need to drive. (5 agreed and other considerations shared similar ideas) 

 

Additionally, stand-alone considerations that further clarify the proposal approval included: “All 

VMT [vehicle miles traveled] must be electric by 2040 in order for Denver to reach its goal,” to 

which another participant responded, “Sure, but this shouldn't be top priority. Many pollutants 

come from the wheels on the ground, not the tailpipe, and moving folks to electric vehicles will not 

solve congestion.” 

 

(n=212) 
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Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Opposition considerations 

continued the nuance questions and views of the pro statements. The opposition statements with 

the largest agreements that also best represented the discussion included:  

x This creates a lot of cost per vehicle. Additional funds would be needed for charging. It 

would be a lot more effective to use these funds to subsidize use of mass transit. (6 agreed) 

x A municipality should not be subsidizing even more single occupancy vehicle use. (6 

agreed) [and other comments echoed this sentiment and questioned if it is the role of a 

municipality to offer any type of subsidy like this, not just specific to EVs.]  

x Need to consider the end-of-life issues of batteries. (6 agreed) 

x Even with subsidies, this may not be affordable for all. (5 agreed) 

 

Much of the discussion and debate seem to be not so much about giving vouchers, but about giving 

vouchers to electric bikes over electric cars.  Echoing earlier conversation and discussions in the 

pro column, one participant wrote, “I would still like to see more subsidy given to electric bikes 

(particularly cargo bikes) to reduce trips, as electric vehicles will still cause pollution through brake 

dust and tire dust. And because subsidy cost for bikes would be far lower. Bikes over cars, overall 

improvement.” 
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Overview of opinions: 187 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 

approximately 58%. The score earned two out of four stars. This proposal was put forth by the Task 

Force and it is included here because though it only received two stars, a forum participant later 

broke the proposal into parts; one for expanding electrified car share, and one for expanding 

electrified rideshare. The Group 14 analysis observed that this was a low-cost, medium-impact 

solution. While it’s unlikely that not every participant picked up on the nuance, the split did change 

the outcome:  
 
Expand Electrified Carshare (Participant version of the proposal) 

x 102 participated, with moderate support, 68%  

x Key pro points: Rideshares and carshares do not offer the same 

benefits, and thus should be considered separately. We need to  

get to a point where owning a car is not a necessity in Denver. Carshare reduces overall car 

production, and reduces need for impermeable car lots for car storage.  (7 agreed) 

x Key opposition: Invest in public programs like transit, not inaccessible car sharing! (6 

agreed) Carshare isn't sustainable already. The future of carshare will be similar to "Get 

Around" which is peer-to-peer carshare. This requirement would kill what is left.  
 

Expand electrified rideshare (Uber & Lyft) (Participant version) 
x 91 participated with less-than-moderate support, 57%  

x Key pros: Rideshare companies are likely here to stay. It may be worth 

encouraging their transition of existing vehicles to electric vehicles, particularly given their 

high mileage use. (5 agreed) Current ride shares increase pollution by 70%. Go exclusively 

electric. 

x Key opposition: We should require that rideshare be electrified but not incentivize 

expansion. Rideshare adds vehicle miles traveled to our roads, with severe pollution 

impacts, and does little to slow the production and purchasing of many cars. Invest in public 

programs, stop giving handouts to corporations!   

(n=187) 

 

 

(n=102) 

 

 

(n=187) 
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ADDITIONAL TRANSPORTATION PROPOSALS WITH LOW SUPPORT 
AND/OR PARTICIPATION 

Following is a quick reference table by sub-category of additional proposals made on the 

Transportation page that garnered low participation and/or support. 

 

Proposal Participant 
Count 

% 
Support 

SYSTEM 
Make transportation investments based on connecting people to 

places (access), rather than encouraging speed to destinations 

(mobility). 

41 82% 

Implement congestion pricing and use the revenue to fund 

improvements in transit/bike/walk infrastructure & service.  

29 87% 

Reducing public health risk of Public Transportation during a 

pandemic. 

28 81% 

We must focus on emissions reductions from the transportation 

sector, namely via vehicle miles traveled. We should set a goal of 2 

billion VMTs reduced per year.  

25 74% 

Eliminate off street minimum parking requirements. It makes housing 

more affordable and gets more people using sustainable 

transportation.  

20 78% 

Denver should create a voucher/rebate program for purchase of an 

EV, e-bike, or RTD ecopass.  

14 87% 

We must invest big in public transit projects.  13 80% 

Create a centralized card that would connect bike rentals, scooters, 

and vehicles.  

13 78% 

Overall: the policies in the entire transportation section do not add up 

to get us to where we need to go in terms of meeting our carbon 

emissions reductions goals.  

12 68% 

Have an annual celebration of the electrification of Denver's 

transportation sector. 

51 37% 

BUSES 
Denver could purchase or subsidize RTD bus service.  25 74% 

Make Denver Public Schools address their transportation plan. 

Currently they don't offer bus service to the majority of students, 

forcing parents to drive students to school.  

10 96% 

BIKE 
Make sure every child in Denver has access to free bicycle training.  22 81% 

Create and interconnect more protected (comfort) bike lanes 

throughout the city.  

10 99% 

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/make-transportation-investments-based-on-connecting-people-to-places-access-rather-than-encouraging-speed-to-destinations
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/make-transportation-investments-based-on-connecting-people-to-places-access-rather-than-encouraging-speed-to-destinations
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/make-transportation-investments-based-on-connecting-people-to-places-access-rather-than-encouraging-speed-to-destinations
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/implement-congestion-pricing-and-use-the-revenue-to-fund-improvements-in-transitbikewalk-infrastructure-service-transp-in
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/implement-congestion-pricing-and-use-the-revenue-to-fund-improvements-in-transitbikewalk-infrastructure-service-transp-in
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/reducing-public-health-risk-of-public-transportation-during-a-pandemic-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/reducing-public-health-risk-of-public-transportation-during-a-pandemic-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/we-must-focus-on-emissions-reductions-from-the-transportation-sector-namely-via-vehicle-miles-traveled-we-should-set-a-go
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/we-must-focus-on-emissions-reductions-from-the-transportation-sector-namely-via-vehicle-miles-traveled-we-should-set-a-go
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/we-must-focus-on-emissions-reductions-from-the-transportation-sector-namely-via-vehicle-miles-traveled-we-should-set-a-go
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/eliminate-off-street-minimum-parking-requirements-it-makes-housing-more-affordable-and-gets-more-people-using-sustainable
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/eliminate-off-street-minimum-parking-requirements-it-makes-housing-more-affordable-and-gets-more-people-using-sustainable
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/eliminate-off-street-minimum-parking-requirements-it-makes-housing-more-affordable-and-gets-more-people-using-sustainable
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-create-a-voucherrebate-program-for-purchase-of-an-ev-e-bike-or-rtd-ecopass-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-create-a-voucherrebate-program-for-purchase-of-an-ev-e-bike-or-rtd-ecopass-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/we-must-invest-big-in-public-transit-projects-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/create-a-centralized-card-that-would-connect-bike-rentals-scooters-and-vehicles-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/create-a-centralized-card-that-would-connect-bike-rentals-scooters-and-vehicles-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/overall-the-policies-in-the-entire-transporation-section-do-not-add-up-to-get-us-to-where-we-need-to-go-in-terms-of-meeti
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/overall-the-policies-in-the-entire-transporation-section-do-not-add-up-to-get-us-to-where-we-need-to-go-in-terms-of-meeti
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/overall-the-policies-in-the-entire-transporation-section-do-not-add-up-to-get-us-to-where-we-need-to-go-in-terms-of-meeti
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/have-an-annual-celebration-of-the-electrification-of-denvers-transportation-sector-opportunity-other
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/have-an-annual-celebration-of-the-electrification-of-denvers-transportation-sector-opportunity-other
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-could-purchase-or-subsidize-rtd-bus-service-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/make-denver-public-schools-address-their-transportation-plan-currently-they-dont-offer-bus-service-to-the-majority-of-stu
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/make-denver-public-schools-address-their-transportation-plan-currently-they-dont-offer-bus-service-to-the-majority-of-stu
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/make-denver-public-schools-address-their-transportation-plan-currently-they-dont-offer-bus-service-to-the-majority-of-stu
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/make-sure-every-child-in-denver-has-access-to-free-bicycle-training-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/create-and-interconnect-more-protected-comfort-bike-lanes-throughout-the-city-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/create-and-interconnect-more-protected-comfort-bike-lanes-throughout-the-city-transp-innovate
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CARS AND DRIVING 
Put restrictions on days you can fill up your vehicle. 90 33% 

Make parking in metered spaces free to electric vehicles. 57 32% 

Convert Lincoln street between I-25 and 6th street back to two way.  34 60% 

Go back to regulating vehicle registration emissions standards. The 

less a vehicle pollutes, the less it costs to register.  

24 91% 

Stricter Enforcement of Denver's Idling Vehicle Law, or alternative 

measures?  

24 89% 

Denver should increase the number of EV charging stations at 

apartments and multi-family housing. 

22 80% 

Approve car-free neighborhoods. 18 87% 

Improve traffic light flow software. Allowing traffic to flow through 

multiple intersections without having to stop at several red lights on 

the same street. 

16 64% 

Create low or zero-emissions zones where the only vehicles are 

allowed are zero-emissions for light-duty or delivery/freight vehicles.  

15 75% 

Implement a fee for non-electric ride-share trips.  5 100% 

Denver could implement the type of HOV Lane policies that California 

has to encourage EV's.  

3 100% 

Collect energy conducted from cars driving on our highways, use that 

energy to reheat our city, provide lighting.  

2 65% 

License # day restrictions, will implement other uses of mobility. 

Already being done in Costa Rica & China to cut emissions. 

2 59% 

Car transition from gas to electric to use hydrogen, electricity, or 

biofuels, with 5 hydrogen fueling stations (this is being done in 

Copenhagen). 

1 42% 

RAIL 
Build a Denver rail system to compliment the RTD regional system. 77 49% 

Build a subway system for the amount of population in the city of 

Denver and to be linked to a rail system for the front range. 

42 36% 

East Colfax monorail. 37 32% 

MISCELLANEOUS 
End all gas-powered boat motors.  9 54% 

 

  

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/put-restrictions-on-days-you-can-fill-up-your-vehicle-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/make-parking-in-metered-spaces-free-to-electric-vehicles-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/convert-lincoln-street-between-i-25-and-6th-street-back-to-two-way-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/go-back-to-regulating-vehicle-registration-emissions-standards-the-less-a-vehicle-pollutes-the-less-it-costs-to-register-
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/go-back-to-regulating-vehicle-registration-emissions-standards-the-less-a-vehicle-pollutes-the-less-it-costs-to-register-
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/stricter-enforcement-of-denvers-idling-vehicle-law-or-alternative-measures-proposals
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/stricter-enforcement-of-denvers-idling-vehicle-law-or-alternative-measures-proposals
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-increase-the-number-of-ev-charging-stations-at-apartments-and-multi-family-housing-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-increase-the-number-of-ev-charging-stations-at-apartments-and-multi-family-housing-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/approve-car-free-neighborhoods-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/improve-traffic-light-flow-software-allowing-traffic-to-flow-through-multiple-intersections-without-having-to-stop-at-sev
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/improve-traffic-light-flow-software-allowing-traffic-to-flow-through-multiple-intersections-without-having-to-stop-at-sev
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/improve-traffic-light-flow-software-allowing-traffic-to-flow-through-multiple-intersections-without-having-to-stop-at-sev
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/create-low-or-zero-emissions-zones-where-the-only-vehicles-are-allowed-are-zero-emissions-for-light-duty-or-deliveryfreig
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/create-low-or-zero-emissions-zones-where-the-only-vehicles-are-allowed-are-zero-emissions-for-light-duty-or-deliveryfreig
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/implement-a-fee-for-non-electric-ride-share-trips-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-could-implement-the-type-of-hov-lane-policies-that-california-has-to-encourage-evs-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-could-implement-the-type-of-hov-lane-policies-that-california-has-to-encourage-evs-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/collect-energy-conducted-from-cars-driving-on-our-highways-use-that-energy-to-reheat-our-city-provide-lighting-transp-inn
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/collect-energy-conducted-from-cars-driving-on-our-highways-use-that-energy-to-reheat-our-city-provide-lighting-transp-inn
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/license-day-restrictions-will-implement-other-uses-of-mobility-already-being-done-in-costa-rica-china-to-cut-emissions-tr
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/license-day-restrictions-will-implement-other-uses-of-mobility-already-being-done-in-costa-rica-china-to-cut-emissions-tr
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/car-transition-from-gas-to-electric-to-use-hydrogen-electricity-or-biofuels-with-5-hydrogen-fueling-stations-this-is-bein
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/car-transition-from-gas-to-electric-to-use-hydrogen-electricity-or-biofuels-with-5-hydrogen-fueling-stations-this-is-bein
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/car-transition-from-gas-to-electric-to-use-hydrogen-electricity-or-biofuels-with-5-hydrogen-fueling-stations-this-is-bein
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/build-a-denver-rail-system-to-compliment-the-rtd-regional-system-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/build-a-subway-system-for-the-amount-of-population-in-the-city-of-denver-and-to-be-linked-to-a-rail-system-for-the-front-
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/build-a-subway-system-for-the-amount-of-population-in-the-city-of-denver-and-to-be-linked-to-a-rail-system-for-the-front-
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/east-colfax-monorail-transp-innovate
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/end-all-gas-powered-boat-motors-opportunity-other
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Buildings and Homes Report 
Community Support for Climate Action  

This report has been prepared for Denver’s Climate Action Task Force to consider public input into 
climate action related to buildings and homes as they prepare their recommendations to the city. It 
begins with a brief overview of the results of the online discussion, highlighting most favored 
proposals and major themes and messages. Excerpts from Group 14’s report on impacts and cost of 
climate action approaches, as related to buildings and homes, are included for ease of reference as 
the task force considers public input. More detailed descriptions of input on proposals follow, in 
order of favorability (most to least) for those proposals that engaged at least 50 participants and 
received at least a moderate support rating – or were originally proposed by the task force. A table 
with links to all other proposals is included at the end. 

Most Favored Proposals  
The only funding proposals garnering strong support (4-star ratings) included developing incentive 
programs for low-income households and affordable housing providers and creating jobs programs 
to support clean energy transition. Common characteristics of these proposals and responses to 
them include: 

x Equity-oriented solutions 
x Support transition to clean energy 

Major Themes and Messages   
Following are major themes identified across the proposals that garnered the most support (3- to 
4-star ratings).  

Impact and return on investment: Proposals that are known to reduce emissions and/or enhance 
resiliency tend to be supported more strongly, especially if a favorable return on investment. 

Cost – need for support/subsidies: Whenever cost appears to be significant for property owners/ 
buyers, subsidies are strongly recommended to support participation among people with lower 
incomes and small businesses, when applicable.  

Focus on new homes and buildings: Proposals that include changes in regulations for new 
construction produced more favorable responses than improvements to existing buildings, even 
though comments demonstrate understanding about the “greenest building”.  

Effect on housing affordability: Concerns were raised about the potential impact of several 
proposals on housing affordability. Even though participants tended to favor action on new 
construction, they expressed significant concern about increasing housing prices, largely related to 
developers passing on new upfront costs to them.    

Preference for incentives: Participants tended to favor incentive-based change versus 
requirements. 

Quality of Life: Participants appeared to get excited about things that would improve quality of life 
for them and people they care about – from producing living wage jobs to reducing nuisance noise.   
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Relevant Excerpts from Group 14’s Strategy Impact and Investment Report  
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal and was supported in SAG 
discussions.  

Overview of opinions: 129 participants gave their opinion about this policy. It earned a 4-star 
rating, with an average of 81% support.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: There were few comments on this proposal, 
though four people seemed to agree that it makes sense given the greater impacts on lower income 
communities. They said, “Lower income communities are often the most impacted by pollution and 
the climate crisis. For example, 80216 in N Denver is the most polluted zip code in the US.” 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Three people noted access should 
be made possible for everyone: “We need widespread capacity and access to renewables for all, not 
just low income. Build capacity and make this an economic no-brainer for all businesses and 
households.”  

Others suggested the following improvements: 

x “Some tweaks in the typical green split lease should be warranted in the tenants favor. 
Perhaps LEAP should be involved.” 

x “A residential PACE program would help financing but there are obstacles. Attach the 
energy loans to the property, not the person.” 
  

(n=129) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal and was supported in SAG 
discussions. 

Overview of opinions: 133 participants gave their opinion about this policy, with an average of 
80% support. It is the second of two proposals that earned four stars. 

Rationale for support and strengths identified: People appreciate the fact that this proposal 
supports access to more living wage jobs, that it offers protection for workers in transition from 
polluting industries and that training will support faster implementation by getting more qualified 
workers into the field. Participants also seemed to be energized 
about different ways of getting more qualified workers in the field:  

x Offering sustainability scholarships – one participant 
noted, “A guiding example is Santa Fe Community College 
programs in green job training. MANY opportunities right 
now!!” 

x Promoting to young people, including “Every Earth Day, 
infiltrate all public and private schools K-12 & colleges with apps to promote age-
appropriate green action/lifestyle/training/jobs.” 

x Providing “eco-job on-the-job training, eco-trades and small business ways to make your 
business greener” as well as “Green business incubators, paired with colleges & finance 
industry,” which reportedly has worked well in northern Colorado. 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Opposition included one person’s 
pushback on the equity aspect of the proposal, claiming that equity and climate issues should be 
separate, and two in agreement that the private sector should be taking lead on this. Several also 
emphasized that the jobs are needed as well as the training, and another participant noted that 
some of the new jobs are high skill and require years of training, which doesn’t sync with urgency.  

(n=133) 

 

 

“Trades are incredible living wage 
jobs!! College isn't always an 
option. Learning a skilled trade 
offers good wages, a sense of 
pride and self-worth in a growing 
industry with a bright future.” 

-4 Consider.It participants 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal. Training to use new 
technology was also suggested by some SAG participants. 

Overview of opinions: 132 participants gave their opinion about this policy, with an average of 
79% support – the top of the range of support included in 3-star ratings. 

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Participants said that next generation skills are 
needed quickly, and contractors are often an obstacle to getting green designs on the ground, so 
this approach would be useful.  

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: No real opposition to this proposal 
was expressed, though one person noted a potential challenge if construction worker and 
contractor values don’t align with climate action goals. Several suggestions were made to 
strengthen this proposal: 

x Educate builders on energy efficient building techniques 
x Leverage existing programs in trade schools and community colleges 
x Look to New England for examples of contractor training on electric heat pumps 
x Include solar thermal and hybrid solar system training 
x Include consumer education to generate demand 
x Include net-zero changes in building code 

  

(n=132) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal. For increased 
understanding of this proposal, they shared, “‘Net-zero energy’ in buildings means that buildings 
are highly efficient, powered and heated through on and off-site renewable electricity, and have 
smart appliances or controls that mediate peaks in energy demand.” Focusing on new buildings 
versus retrofits was also a recommendation by some SAG participants.  

Overview of opinions: 198 participants gave an average of 74% support for this proposal.   

Rationale for support and strengths identified: The most 
commonly reported strength, identified by 14 participants, is that it is 
“widely shown to be cost-effective for homebuyers, with the increases 
in first costs paid for through reduced energy bills in only a few years. Helps housing affordability.” 
Several also note that it also “makes homes more comfortable, less noisy, and more resilient to 
extreme weather” and “benefits health, by reducing indoor air quality issues, mold, etc.” It is noted 
that this is especially important to limit negative environmental impacts of the fast growth that 
Denver has been experiencing. Some also appreciate the burden of the upfront costs being put on 
the developer and suggest it will support change among the lowest-performing builders. 

Major concerns: Though developers bear the initial cost of this change, there are concerns the 
increased costs would simply be transferred to the end buyer. In fact, the potential increase in the 
cost of purchasing a new home is the most common concern expressed (11 agreed). Additionally, 
several people noted, “This question seems to imply eliminating natural gas furnaces & water 
heaters in new homes. I am concerned that this will really drive up construction costs” (4 agreed). 
Specific concern is also expressed about the upfront investment needed for ground source heat 
pumps and the “economic injustices to low-income residents and will lead to displacement of long-
time community members” (4 agreed). Overall, participants are seeing challenges for many people 
in getting to long-term savings if they can’t afford the upfront costs. 

Additional concerns include technology readiness to support code change, impacts to existing jobs 
and possible worker displacement, more burden placed on newcomers buying new homes, pricing 

(n=198) 

 

 

“Helps housing affordability.” 

-14 Consider.It participants 
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people out of housing (like in CA and WA) and pushing them into suburbs. There also is less 
support for this applying to homes, more support for applying to commercial buildings.  

Suggestions for improvement: There is a long list of suggestions for improvement. The task force 
might consider the following checklist of things to consider when further developing this 
recommendation:  

 “Allowing off-site energy generation to be considered in this equation defrays potential 
costs.” (5 agreed) 

 Look to examples from “1) The Zero Energy Appendix from the upcoming 2021 
International Energy Conservation Code (final and published by the end of this year) 2) The 
Zero Code from New Buildings Institute https://zero-code.org/ 3) the DOE Zero Energy 
Ready Home Program https://www.energy.gov/eere/buildings/zero-energy-ready-homes 
(adopted by Summit County) 4) Boulder and Boulder County's net zero energy 
requirements for large homes >5,000 sq ft (gradually including smaller homes over time)” 
(5 agreed) 

 “Offer grants/subsidies for affordable housing developments” 
 “AND no new/greenfield development. Sprawl is one of the biggest cancers in terms of 

urban GHG emissions. Growth boundaries and increased density should be considered.” 
 “Reduce influence of utilities. Permit wider spread use of PV, wind and geothermal energies. 

Net-metering needs to be brought to par with other states.” 
 “The timeline should be 2030.” 
 “Refine net zero terminology… Generally, I've seen NZE apply to increasing efficiency 30-

40% and then offsetting usage with solar, which doesn't necessarily manage grid impacts. 
Load-shaping should be considered along with load reduction to reduce system costs and 
carbon. It may be useful to consider: NBI's grid friendly building standard, DOE's work on 
grid-interactive efficient buildings, California decarb/electrification pilots like BUILD, 
aligning utility distribution planning with city code authorities” 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal. SAG participants also 
discussed support for going solar, though they did not specifically discuss group buy or co-op 
models.  

Overview of opinions: 149 participants rated this policy, averaging 72% support.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Most commenters (11) expressed support for 
“community solar” or “solar gardens” if they are voluntary. They report that such efforts have been 
“wildly successful” in other cities in the past, and they see this 
proposal as an important part of equitable access to solar energy. 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: One 
participant expressed concerns about who pays for these projects, 
and another expressed skepticism about the savings incurred from switching to solar. Most 
concerns (4) though were about needing to understand the proposal better. In addition to better 
explaining the concept, four participants agreed that there is a need for clearer guidance on solar 
use for renters and HOA owners. The original commenter explained, “It's not impossible now, but 
clarification of virtual net metering would likely be helpful to make it much more accessible. I live in 
a complex with a roof where solar is feasible, but the current legal restrictions mean that rooftop 
solar could only go to offset complex electricity, not shares to individual units.”    

  

(n=149) 

 

 

“…have been wildly successful in 
other cities…” 

-7 Consider.It participants 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal. 

Overview of opinions: 144 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 71%.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Ten participants shared strengths with this 
proposal, indicating it is a worthwhile effort that can encourage owners to improve energy 
efficiency and create new skilled jobs to collect all of the data needed.  

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: More comments address the 
challenges with this proposal, saying it would be labor-intensive” (7), “complicated” (4), “a 
nightmare to manage” (2) and “almost impossible to hit design energy exactly” (2). Six people 
expressed concern about change in tenancy, for example, “A single change in tenant could 
dramatically change usage.” Additionally, three people agreed, “This recommendation could have a 
chilling effect on construction of new builds…if future owners are held responsible for non-
conforming performance of a prior owner’s construction.” (3 
agreed) 

One person noted that this may be more feasible for buildings 
than homes, while another wrote, “That could be very difficult for buildings to do. It is difficult 
enough to get the construction crew to build to design specifications. However, the effort should 
still be made”. Suggestions for improvement include providing more information about how this 
would work and disclosing review periods for buying/selling/leasing buildings.  

Finally, one person said this is “extreme government overreach”, and another suggested letting the 
current benchmarking program do what was intended.   

(n=144) 

 

 

“A single change in tenant could 
dramatically change usage.” 

-4 Consider.It participants 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal and was recommended by 
some SAG participants. 

Overview of opinions: 166 participants rated this policy with moderate support, 70%.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Participants that supported this proposal 
basically agreed that there should be policies in place, with many clearly following the mantra that 
the “greenest building is the one already built.” However, specific policy proposals are needed to 
evaluate this proposal effectively. Some specific suggestions were offered and are described on the 
next page.  

Additionally, seven participants said that this is more thoughtful and achievable than net-zero, is a 
huge job generator (with at least “two or three great companies in Denver that can train people and 
scale up if the business materializes”) and can be cost-effective with a focus on low-hanging fruit.  

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: As shown in the histogram above, 
there were a number of people strongly opposed to this proposal. Some of the reasons for opposing 
it include: 

x Claims that shifts to electric heating runs counter to emission goals, suggesting that it may 
create more reliance on coal due to lack of renewable capacity at the moment (5 agreed) 

x Concern about people’s ability to pay if on fixed incomes (5 agreed) 
x Where the funding will be found (2 agreed) 
x Suggestion that this is getting ahead of things and that change should start with new 

construction (2 agreed) 

(n=166) 
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Many others offered suggestions for what might be included (or not) in new policies – following is 
another checklist of these suggestions for the task force to consider: 

 Consider low-income housing and homeowners who may not be able to afford upgrades, 
and provide subsidies to offset any higher costs incurred (8 agreed) 

 Make policy incentives: “more carrot than stick” (7 agreed) 
o Include incentives for cleaning and servicing AC units: “A global study by The 

Carbon Trust, based in the UK, estimated an average savings in electric in running 
those energy hogs of 20%, possibly as high as 60% for units not recently cleaned.” 

o Link to incentives for historic preservation  
 Consider banning new gas installations or lines (4 agreed) 
 Design policies to make building reuse the easiest choice (3 agreed) 
 Conduct life cycle assessment of each product and before retrofitting buildings (2 similar 

suggestions) 
 Consider how low-hanging fruit can be used to help finance higher fruit, so these efforts can 

combine to get to net-zero  
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal. It was also discussed by 
some SAG and MIB participants. 

Overview of opinions: 173 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 
approximately 70%. The big message appears to be: Solar is great, but on-site doesn’t seem 
important. 

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Support for this proposal, as shown in the 
comments, is grounded in its effect of creating more distributed energy sources, reducing 
dependence on coal and natural gas, and enhancing local resiliency. While some MIB participants 
talked about the need to make solar panels more affordable for vulnerable communities, some 
participants in this forum say it is more affordable now, and it improves the cost of electrification in 
the long run. However, supporters and opponents alike question the need to include on every 
home, saying it is not workable on every home, solar gardens are 
desirable and utility-level energy generation is most efficient.   

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: The 
most common concern expressed is about the increase in housing costs (13 agreed), including costs 
shifted to the end-buyer even if the developer bears the initial cost. Three people also noted a 
concern about this regulation forcing residential and commercial owners to sign undesirable leases 
or to own and maintain their own solar panels.  

 

Participants identified the following ways this proposal could be improved: 

 Mitigate homeowner costs (11 agreed) 

(n=173) 

 

 

Key message: Solar is great, 
but… 
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 Set neighborhood-level goals (9 agreed) 
o “Some homes and buildings will not be well situated for solar, but could benefit from 

others that are. My home has south facing roof and in Summer I can produce more 
than I use. My neighbor may benefit indirectly from that, but they benefit more 
directly from a microgrid or battery bank. Attaching an article on the subject. 
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/12/15/16714146/greener-
more-reliable-more-resilient-grid-microgrids. I think there is a neighborhood in 
New York that is already doing this.” 

 Provide education for skilled implementation (6 agreed), including enhancing local LEED 
programs, rewarding business leaders who go green and working with business coalitions 
to strengthen innovation, partnership – “don't make it harder to do business in Denver 
though.”  

 Define “feasible” (4 agreed) 
 See Boulder 2020 Energy Conservation Code for guidance (2 agreed) 
 Couple with batteries to provide better grid services for Xcel (2 agreed) 
 Follow Boulder model of collecting fees from those who can't fully meet the requirement 

(due to technical infeasibility) and using this for low-income programs 
 Need plan for handling end-of-life solar panels first  
 Remove any unnecessary limits on the number of panels you can put on your roof (if 

applicable) 
 Include rooftops (especially schools and businesses) and parking lots as possible 

community solar areas (though a task force member noted that these are more expensive)  
 
Finally, though not directly related to this proposal for on-site renewable solar, four participants 
agreed that sustainability regulations should be added to zoning, moving away from single family 
zoning.  
 
  

https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/12/15/16714146/greener-more-reliable-more-resilient-grid-microgrids
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/12/15/16714146/greener-more-reliable-more-resilient-grid-microgrids
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Additional information on this proposal: Jeff Neuman-Lee, the author of this proposal, also 
explained that battery-powered push lawnmowers now equal fossil fuel push lawn mowers in 
effectiveness, though he is not aware of electric riding lawn mowers at this time. He suggests 
setting a date for when an existing fossil fuel tool will be confiscated. 

Overview of opinions: 55 participants rated this policy and gave approximately 65% support.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Multiple participants supported this idea, saying 
they would like to get away from the “highly polluting”, “loud, obnoxious, allergen circulating,” lawn 
mowers and leaf blowers that are even uncomfortable for their owners to use, which one person 
said “should have been outlawed years ago”.   

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: One of the supporters also 
suggested, “At least educate, encourage or require landscape maintenance with fossil fueled 
machines to focus operation after dusk, whenever possible.” Another person suggested, “Need more 
available info on TV and the web regarding the free solution to saving water and reducing the use of 
poisons. That is to simply cut your lawn 4 inches long.” 

Suggestions for improvement include starting this effort by transitioning city fleets, shifting to 
banning sale of gas-powered yard tools and working with landscapers to ensure they have the 
equipment they need to do their jobs.  

Note: Similar proposals were also made on this page and received a lower level of participation but 
higher support. They are listed in the table on the last page of the Buildings and Homes report, but 
comments are incorporated above.   

  

(n=55) 
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Additional information on this proposal: In response to a comment on the proposal, the 
proposer furthered explained that a ban is not intended, rather, he suggests a requirement to 
replace fossil fuel-powered units with electric, “with perhaps insistence on efficiency to protect the 
grid.” This proposal is related to the task force proposal to retrofit homes and buildings and was 
supported by some SAG participants. 

Overview of opinions: 59 participants rated this policy, giving it approximately 65% support. 

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Positives shared about this proposal include 
improving indoor and outdoor air quality, encouraging homeowners to upgrade during initial build 
or at the end of life of existing heaters, and eliminating a local source of highly toxic PM2.5 
emissions.  

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: No actual opposition is expressed 
in the comments, though an outright ban is discouraged. Three people agreed, “We shouldn't 
outright ban fossil fuel heaters when they power homes of the impoverished. Encouraging through 
subsidy seems a fine alternative.” Support for both incentives and subsidies is expressed in multiple 
comments. 

Additional suggestions for improvements to the proposal include: 

x “Need to consider tradeoffs between the heat pump variety and the electrical resistance 
variety as there are fuel cost issues (kwh) with the resistance style water heaters.” 

x “Xcel should be giving huge rebates as these are great for load shifting since hot water stays 
hot for a long time throughout the day. Only heat water when electricity is cheap.” 

  

(n=59) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal and was addressed in both 
MIBs and SAGs. 

Overview of opinions: 154 participants rated this policy with 59% support, the top of the range 
for giving proposals only two out of four stars.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Several people noted that this is a “great idea 
if…” No specific rationale for support is offered, and people were quick to move to their concerns 
about this proposal. 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: The 
biggest and most repeated concern is about cost – shared by at least a 
dozen online forum participants and MIB participants. Furthermore, multiple people express 
concern about the return on investment for this strategy. There were also multiple concerns 
expressed about the fact that buildings are different and need to be addressed differently. 
Additional concerns point to the vagueness of the statement, the requirement aspect of it (a hot 
button issue for SAG participants as well), how subsidies may be funded, and what happens to 
historical buildings like churches and museums.  

The most common suggestion for improvement is to offer subsidies to address cost and equity 
concerns for both homeowners and small businesses. Additional suggestions include:  

 Implement this during re-sale (5 agreed)  
 Be more specific, like” require existing homes and buildings to meet performance standards 

by 2025, based on benchmarking results” (2 agreed) 
 Be clear about “standards” referenced and if LEED certification would be required (2 

agreed)  
 Be proactive and incorporate benchmarking: “As interval metering rolls out, there could be 

a partnership where city-permitting data is combined with load profiles to identify 
neighborhoods where contractors should reach out to homeowners or businesses about 

(n=154) 

 

 

Key message: Major cost 
and ROI concerns! 
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proactive upgrades to efficient equipment prior to malfunction (or as soon as it's noticed). 
The Colorado Energy Office could be a partner to manage a project like this and develop 
anonymized data. Denver could use insights from such a project to inform triggers in the 
building lifecycles for requirements. Denver should also encourage utilities to make this 
kind of information directly available to customers to promote informed efficiency 
decisions.” 

 Require contractors to offer efficient options: “Contractors are a primary gate-keeper to 
seeing more efficient equipment deployed in existing buildings. If a building owner 
(residential or commercial) isn't even being offered a more efficient option beyond code by 
their contractor, how can they be expected to achieve a more efficient standard? Rather 
than requiring the building owner achieve a higher standard, start by requiring the 
contractors serving them to offer the opportunity to pursue the higher standard.” 

 Shift to incentives and find a way to align costs and benefits – a message that is consistent 
with SAG participant recommendations. 
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ADDITIONAL BUILDINGS AND HOMES PROPOSALS WITH LOW SUPPORT 
AND/OR PARTICIPATION 
 
Following is a quick reference table of additional proposals made on the Buildings and Homes page 
that garnered low participation and/or support. 

Proposal Participant 
Count % Support 

Creating smart stores that control heating, lighting, 
refrigeration, and energy use in the most efficient way 
possible (have LED lighting adjust to natural light levels 
outside) 

2 98% 

Green Roofing, feasible with the amount of sunshine we 
collect, creating fresh produce & community gardens on 
roofs, can even include chicken/hen coops for fresh eggs. Can 
be built along side the pool roof tops for more elegance. 

4 97% 

A low carbon concrete ordinance such as in Marin  County, 
CA. 5 95% 

Just like pre-sale home/building inspectors, develop network 
of energy-efficiency consultants available to show proven ROI 
on green solutions. Enhance with standardized green 
product/service promotions. 

7 91% 

A comment on the overarching goal of net zero buildings by 
2040: there should be 2025 and 2030 interim goals to make 
sure that we are on track to meeting the 2040 goal 

13 88% 

Study & adopt funded, incentivised programs for 
geothermal+solar energy+solar hot water heated systems at 
large new builds and retrofits (e.g. Schools Den. Water, Parks 
& Rec, Utilities, housing,  etc.) 

14 87% 

Reduce demolition and construction debris going to the 
landfill by prioritizing and adopting policies that better 
support adaptive reuse and the continued use of existing 
buildings 

22 82% 

Allow onsite water reuse and incentivize water efficiency. We 
have less and less water in Colorado, and yet you wouldn't 
know it with our current policies and practices. 

10 80% 

Ask Denver Public Schools and all other schools to start mid-
September and go through June, because the heat of old 
buildings stifles learning at best. 

5 77% 

Eliminate single-family zoning mandates to encourage smart 
growth & compact development. 22 76% 

Ban or limit the use of gas-powered leaf blowers in the city.   42 75% 

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/creating-smart-stores-that-control-heating-lighting-refrigeration-and-energy-use-in-the-most-efficient-way-possible-have-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/creating-smart-stores-that-control-heating-lighting-refrigeration-and-energy-use-in-the-most-efficient-way-possible-have-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/creating-smart-stores-that-control-heating-lighting-refrigeration-and-energy-use-in-the-most-efficient-way-possible-have-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/creating-smart-stores-that-control-heating-lighting-refrigeration-and-energy-use-in-the-most-efficient-way-possible-have-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/green-roofing-feasible-with-the-amount-of-sunshine-we-collect-creating-fresh-produce-community-gardens-on-roofs-can-even-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/green-roofing-feasible-with-the-amount-of-sunshine-we-collect-creating-fresh-produce-community-gardens-on-roofs-can-even-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/green-roofing-feasible-with-the-amount-of-sunshine-we-collect-creating-fresh-produce-community-gardens-on-roofs-can-even-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/green-roofing-feasible-with-the-amount-of-sunshine-we-collect-creating-fresh-produce-community-gardens-on-roofs-can-even-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/a-low-carbon-concrete-ordinance-such-as-in-marin-county-ca-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/a-low-carbon-concrete-ordinance-such-as-in-marin-county-ca-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/just-like-pre-sale-homebuilding-inspectors-develop-network-of-energy-efficiency-consultants-available-to-show-proven-roi-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/just-like-pre-sale-homebuilding-inspectors-develop-network-of-energy-efficiency-consultants-available-to-show-proven-roi-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/just-like-pre-sale-homebuilding-inspectors-develop-network-of-energy-efficiency-consultants-available-to-show-proven-roi-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/just-like-pre-sale-homebuilding-inspectors-develop-network-of-energy-efficiency-consultants-available-to-show-proven-roi-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/a-comment-on-the-overarching-goal-of-net-zero-buildings-by-2040-there-should-be-2025-and-2030-interim-goals-to-make-sure-that-we-are-on-track-to-meeting-the-2040-goal-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/a-comment-on-the-overarching-goal-of-net-zero-buildings-by-2040-there-should-be-2025-and-2030-interim-goals-to-make-sure-that-we-are-on-track-to-meeting-the-2040-goal-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/a-comment-on-the-overarching-goal-of-net-zero-buildings-by-2040-there-should-be-2025-and-2030-interim-goals-to-make-sure-that-we-are-on-track-to-meeting-the-2040-goal-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/study-adopt-funded-incentivised-programs-for-geothermalsolar-energysolar-hot-water-heated-systems-at-large-new-builds-and?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/study-adopt-funded-incentivised-programs-for-geothermalsolar-energysolar-hot-water-heated-systems-at-large-new-builds-and?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/study-adopt-funded-incentivised-programs-for-geothermalsolar-energysolar-hot-water-heated-systems-at-large-new-builds-and?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/study-adopt-funded-incentivised-programs-for-geothermalsolar-energysolar-hot-water-heated-systems-at-large-new-builds-and?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/reduce-demolition-and-construction-debris-going-to-the-landfill-by-prioritizing-and-adopting-policies-that-better-support?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/reduce-demolition-and-construction-debris-going-to-the-landfill-by-prioritizing-and-adopting-policies-that-better-support?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/reduce-demolition-and-construction-debris-going-to-the-landfill-by-prioritizing-and-adopting-policies-that-better-support?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/reduce-demolition-and-construction-debris-going-to-the-landfill-by-prioritizing-and-adopting-policies-that-better-support?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/allow-onsite-water-reuse-and-incentivize-water-efficiency-we-have-less-and-less-water-in-colorado-and-yet-you-wouldnt-know-it-with-our-current-policies-and-practices-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/allow-onsite-water-reuse-and-incentivize-water-efficiency-we-have-less-and-less-water-in-colorado-and-yet-you-wouldnt-know-it-with-our-current-policies-and-practices-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/allow-onsite-water-reuse-and-incentivize-water-efficiency-we-have-less-and-less-water-in-colorado-and-yet-you-wouldnt-know-it-with-our-current-policies-and-practices-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/ask-denver-public-schools-and-all-other-schools-to-start-mid-september-and-go-through-june-because-the-heat-of-old-buildi?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/ask-denver-public-schools-and-all-other-schools-to-start-mid-september-and-go-through-june-because-the-heat-of-old-buildi?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/ask-denver-public-schools-and-all-other-schools-to-start-mid-september-and-go-through-june-because-the-heat-of-old-buildi?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/eliminate-single-family-zoning-mandates-to-encourage-smart-growth-compact-development-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/eliminate-single-family-zoning-mandates-to-encourage-smart-growth-compact-development-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/ban-or-limit-the-use-of-gas-powered-leaf-blowers-in-the-city-opportunity-other?results=true
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Electricity Report 
Community Support for Climate Action 

This report has been prepared for Denver’s Climate Action Task Force to consider public input into 
action that may be taken regarding electricity in Denver as they prepare their recommendations to 

the city. It begins with a brief overview of the results of the online discussion on this topic, 

highlighting most favored proposals and major themes and messages. Excerpts from Group 14’s 
report on impacts and cost of climate action approaches, as related to electricity, are included for 

ease of reference as the task force considers public input. More detailed descriptions of proposals 

follow. They are presented in order of favorability – most favorable to least – for those proposals 

that engaged at least 50 participants and received at least a moderate support rating – or were 

originally proposed by the task force. A table with links to all other proposals is included at the end. 

Most Favored Proposals  
None of the proposals about electricity garnered strong support (4-star ratings), and only three 

with high enough levels of participation gained moderate support (3-star ratings).  Both Task Force 

proposals achieved 3-stars, as did one community proposal, (which also gained substantial 

community support). Several other community proposals gained support, but by 20 or fewer 

participants.  Those are listed at the end for reference and include useful ideas that could help 

achieve the three main proposals reviewed here.  

Major Themes and Messages 
Following are major themes identified across these proposals:  

Confusion: General support for the proposals, but confusion about the proposals themselves. 

Equity: Support for the equity aspect of the two task force proposals was clear, though at times it 

might have made the intention of the proposal less clear. As it also surfaced extensively in MIBs and 

SAGs, an overall proposal should be put forth to make decisions about all proposals with equity as a 

consideration and a criterion.  

Greater action: Participants also called for more aggressive action, to either reduce emissions, 

transition to a renewable energy grid, or address equity and resiliency.  Some felt that the proposals 

were not going far enough or missing the most critical need at this time.  

Specificity: Support for the one community proposal about solar on parking lot roofs drew interest 

by the creativity of the idea. The Task Force proposals garnered interest, but some request clarity 

about the actual actions. The juxtaposition between the responses draws out the need for 

identifying concrete strategies. 
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Relevant Excerpts from Group 14’s Strategy Impact and Investment Report  
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal that seeks to address 

emission resiliency in the face of climate-events and to do so in such a way that it prioritizes 

frontline communities first. Some of the specific community proposals mentioned at the end of this 

section on electricity regarding solar might offer concrete strategies for that section of the proposal. 

Overview of opinions: 126 participants rated this policy, with approximately 77% support.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Supported by three participants, one pro 

statement called for more aggressive transition to renewable energy overall, while three other 

comments, supported by six participants total, drew clear support for this effort, calling out 

resiliency as a “big deal” and “necessary.” One of these comments specifically addressed equity as 
well, “dependency on institutional systems reinforces already existing racial disparities,” which is a 
strong thread through all of the public engagement work during this process.  

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement:  
x “I'm confused by this goal because it combines infrastructure resilience (critical facilities) 

with equity (communities most impacted). I think it may make more sense as two goals.”  
x “This is asking Xcel to divide and change the current electrical grid, which will be extremely 

costly. A better goal is to expand renewable energy availability and usage.” 

Similarly, a conversation was had by participants about the vulnerability of the grid, with one 

participant unsure about whether or not it was at risk.  And another participant called to focus on 

prevention proposals first instead of resiliency. 

     

(n=126) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a Task Force proposal that seeks to address 

emissions reductions and to do so in such a way that it is a benefit to frontline and vulnerable 

communities throughout Denver as a priority. 
 
Overview of opinions: 134 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 

approximately 73%. This earns it three out of four stars, as indicated in the header above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified: Some pro statements called for more aggressive 

emissions reduction through electricity transition overall, while others clearly affirmed this 

proposal and generated further support specifically focused on equity.  

x Some neighborhoods in Denver bear a larger share of the consequences of fossil fuel use in 

Denver, and fixing those issues first makes a lot of sense. (9 agreed) 

x Environmental racism has run rampant in this city and state, and it's time we faced that fact 

head on. (4 agreed) 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: As addressed in some of the pro 

comments, much of the discussion in the con comments pointed out the lack of clarity and 

confusion in the proposal as it was written, and also sought to address pollution on a larger scale:  

x Air pollution may be local but climate change is global. (4 agreed) 

x I'm not sure I understand this solution. Maybe the transition proposed is to move off of 

natural gas? Then this would make sense since natural gas use causes local pollution. (3 

agreed) 

Other comments also addressed the concern that creating an electric grid in the most vulnerable 

communities might not be the thing that reduces their pollution the most. A Task Force member 

answered the confusion with, “Generally, this solution asks if traditionally disadvantaged members 

(n=134) 
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of the community that have borne a disproportionate share of negative environmental 

consequences resulting from industrial and commercial activities should be prioritized in municipal 

programs as the city transitions to 100% renewable electricity.” That answer was met with 
understanding and appreciation, though the actual action still remained unclear to participants. 

Rewording this proposal or clarifying the actions to be taken would help, but there was overall 

affirmation in concept, particularly with the equity strategies that it would create. Equitable 

solutions have been a thread through all moments of this public engagement process and figuring 

out what is meant by that in this proposal is a critical step in addressing equity. 
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Additional information on this proposal: As described by the proposer, Irene, “Make all parking 

lots for strip malls, full size malls, and supermarkets have solar panels. They would generate energy 

for the businesses, charge electric cars, offer protection from snow, rain, and heat in the summer.”  

Overview of opinions: 35 participants rated this policy and gave it strong support, approximately 

93%. This would’ve earned it four out of four stars if it reached the minimum participation limit set 

at 50 for all non-funding proposals. A similar task force proposal was considered in the Buildings 

and Homes section and generated input on parking lot and other rooftop solar panels. It is included 

after this discussion for ease of reference.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: All pro statements on this proposal 

demonstrated enthusiasm and underscored the strength of multi-use spaces, including: 

x Parking lot solar systems are a smart way of turning single use space to multi-use space. 

x This same idea can be applied to grocery store parking lots as well as ramadas at parks. 

x Add to this pollinator garden strips in and around the parking lots. It converts the parking 

lot to an energy producer and biodiversity supporter.  

Additionally, three other community proposals under the “Electricity” tab mentioned solar panels. 

Though each of these received 70-80% support, all of them had very low participation rates.  They 

are referenced at the end and shared here as other possible innovative ways to address solar. 

x Insure full use of residential rooftops. "Solar Access.” Prevent intrusive setbacks. 

x Demonstrate leadership by building a large solar [and wind] complex for 100% RE 

x Subsidize installation of solar panels on a sliding income scale 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Only one respondent was neutral 

about this policy (no one opposed it), and suggested that, “Denver needs to develop a plan to deal 

with end-of-life solar panels. They only last 25-30 years and they are extremely difficult to recycle 

due to heavy metals.”  

(n=35) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal. It was also discussed by 

some SAG and MIB participants. 

Overview of opinions: 173 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 

approximately 70%. The big message appears to be: Solar is great, but on-site doesn’t seem 
important. 

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Support for this proposal, as shown in the 

comments, is grounded in its effect of creating more distributed energy sources, reducing 

dependence on coal and natural gas, and enhancing local resiliency. While some MIB participants 

talked about the need to make solar panels more affordable for vulnerable communities, some 

participants in this forum say it is more affordable now, and it improves the cost of electrification in 

the long run. However, supporters and opponents alike question the need to include on every 

home, saying it is not workable on every home, solar gardens are 

desirable and utility-level energy generation is most efficient.   

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: The most 

common concern expressed is about the increase in housing costs (13 agreed), including costs 

shifted to the end-buyer even if the developer bears the initial cost. Three people also noted a 

concern about this regulation forcing residential and commercial owners to sign undesirable leases 

or to own and maintain their own solar panels.  

 

(n=173) 

 

 

Key message: Solar is great, 
but… 
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ADDITIONAL ELECTRICITY PROPOSALS WITH LOW SUPPORT AND/OR 
PARTICIPATION 

 
Following is a quick reference table of additional proposals made on the Electricity page that 

garnered low participation and/or support. 

Proposal Participant 
Count 

% 
Support 

Educate & support appliance suppliers to change the market toward 

highest-rated energy efficient appliances that *last.* Older appliances 

last longer, but are less efficient and consumer demand is there for 

eco-appliances. 

6 90% 

Demonstrate leadership by building a large solar and wind complex for 

100% RE at Denver’s new “Smart City.” If Cincinnati can find a way, 
Denver can. Lead by example and repeat. 

11 90% 

Subsidize installation of solar panels on a sliding income scale 17 87% 

Denver could renegotiate its franchise agreement with Xcel asking for 

100% clean electricity delivered to the city by 2030.  
20 83% 

Insure full use of residential rooftops. "Solar Access.” Prevent intrusive 

setbacks.  
9 80% 

Allow "Virtual Net Metering"  7 79% 

Distributed Generation & Feed-In Tariffs  8 70% 

Denver should focus on investing in electricity infrastructure 

(poles/wires/etc) in low-income neighborhoods. 

6 69% 

 

 

 

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/educate-support-appliance-suppliers-to-change-the-market-toward-highest-rated-energy-efficient-appliances-that-last-older?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/educate-support-appliance-suppliers-to-change-the-market-toward-highest-rated-energy-efficient-appliances-that-last-older?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/educate-support-appliance-suppliers-to-change-the-market-toward-highest-rated-energy-efficient-appliances-that-last-older?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/educate-support-appliance-suppliers-to-change-the-market-toward-highest-rated-energy-efficient-appliances-that-last-older?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/demonstrate-leadership-by-building-a-large-solar-and-wind-complex-for-for-100-re-at-denvers-new-smart-city-if-cincinnati-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/demonstrate-leadership-by-building-a-large-solar-and-wind-complex-for-for-100-re-at-denvers-new-smart-city-if-cincinnati-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/demonstrate-leadership-by-building-a-large-solar-and-wind-complex-for-for-100-re-at-denvers-new-smart-city-if-cincinnati-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/subsidize-installation-of-solar-panels-on-a-sliding-income-scale-electricity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-could-renegotiate-its-franchise-agreement-with-xcel-asking-for-100-clean-electricity-delivered-to-the-city-by-2030?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-could-renegotiate-its-franchise-agreement-with-xcel-asking-for-100-clean-electricity-delivered-to-the-city-by-2030?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/insure-full-use-of-residential-rooftops-solar-access-prevent-intrusive-setbacks-electricity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/insure-full-use-of-residential-rooftops-solar-access-prevent-intrusive-setbacks-electricity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/allow-virtual-net-metering-electricity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/distributed-generation-feed-in-tariffs-electricity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-focus-on-investing-in-electricity-infrastructure-poleswiresetc-in-low-income-neighborhoods-electricity-othe?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-focus-on-investing-in-electricity-infrastructure-poleswiresetc-in-low-income-neighborhoods-electricity-othe?results=true
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Proposal Participant 
Count % Support 

Denver should pass regulations or standards for indoor air 
pollution. 15 73% 

End all gas-powered lawn motors 23 72% 

Denver should pass a rental housing retrofit ordinance. 13 71% 

Eliminate Single Family Zoning- allow duplexes and triplexes 
to be built anywhere in the city 36 70% 

Step a cap on investment properties that stand empty 10 68% 

No new gas heating or appliances.  Incentivize electrification 
of existing gas facilities. 8 62% 

Change zoning regulations to facilitate mixed-use and prevent 
entire block-long sections of only residential groundfloor 
space. 

21 60% 

 

 

 

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-pass-regulations-or-standards-for-indoor-air-pollution-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-pass-regulations-or-standards-for-indoor-air-pollution-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/end-all-gas-powered-lawn-motors-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-pass-a-rental-housing-retrofit-ordinance-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/eliminate-single-family-zoning-allow-duplexes-and-triplexes-to-be-built-anywhere-in-the-city-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/eliminate-single-family-zoning-allow-duplexes-and-triplexes-to-be-built-anywhere-in-the-city-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/step-a-cap-on-investment-properties-that-stand-empty-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/no-new-gas-heating-or-appliances-incentivize-electrification-of-existing-gas-facilities-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/no-new-gas-heating-or-appliances-incentivize-electrification-of-existing-gas-facilities-buildings-and-homes-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/change-zoning-regulations-to-facilitate-mixed-use-and-prevent-entire-block-long-sections-of-only-residential-groundfloor-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/change-zoning-regulations-to-facilitate-mixed-use-and-prevent-entire-block-long-sections-of-only-residential-groundfloor-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/change-zoning-regulations-to-facilitate-mixed-use-and-prevent-entire-block-long-sections-of-only-residential-groundfloor-?results=true
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Consumption and Waste Report 
Community Support for Climate Action 

This report has been prepared for Denver’s Climate Action Task Force to consider public input into 
action that may be taken regarding consumption and waste in Denver. It begins with a brief 
overview of the results of the online discussion on this topic, highlighting the most favored 
proposals and major themes and messages. Excerpts from Group 14’s report on impacts and cost of 
climate action approaches, as related to consumption and waste are included for ease of reference 
as the task force considers public input. More detailed descriptions of proposals follow. They are 
presented in order of favorability (most to least) for those proposals that engaged at least 50 
participants and received at least a moderate support rating – or were originally proposed by the 
task force. A table with links to all other Consumption and Waste proposals is included at the end. 

Most Favored Proposals  
Four of the proposals about consumption and waste garnered strong support (4-star ratings), and it 
should be noted that while the proposals themselves don’t entirely overlap, some of the nuances of 
how the proposals could be implemented and how the opposition to one proposal could be 
mitigated by the implementation of another, will likely make a significant difference in the overall 
strategy. These four, four-star proposals serve as an example to that connectivity:  

x Establish requirements for all businesses, schools, universities, prisons and multifamily 
buildings to divert waste, such as through recycling and composting. 

x Coordinate regionally to establish programs and policies that support a circular economy 
for waste products, such as funding for local and regional end markets that use waste 
materials to create new products or research that creates new processes to recycle waste 
materials. 

x Require Denver infrastructure projects to meet reduced carbon emissions standards for 
construction materials and to reuse, recycle, or compost construction waste when 
economically viable. 

x Require minimum waste diversion rate for construction and demolition as part of building 
codes and ensure viable end markets. 

 

Major Themes and Messages 
Following are major themes identified across these proposals:  

Equity: While not brought to the forefront as often as in other sections of Consider.It proposals, 
how these solutions will impact low-income communities and small businesses was brought up by 
participants and needs to be taken into account.  Specifically, the access to programs and/or the 
cost of programs (such as indirect costs that construction and manufacturing might pass on to the 
consumer in the waste diversion proposals) should be considered carefully. 

Educate on Technical Solutions: While proposals with more technical solutions (think embodied 
carbon) were supported, those proposals were met with less discussion, and statements made 
sometimes drew away from the nature of the proposal itself.  Technical proposals should be 
coupled with education and/or marketing efforts so that the public has information about the why 
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and how of these solutions in future iterations or implementation. Otherwise discussion unravels 
into misinformation or a reliance on assumptions. 

Wider Individual Impact Draws More Attention: Proposals that would impact the day-to-day life 
of Denver residents, such as those that could create a residential trash fee and require true equal 
participation in more technical proposals, had much more robust conversations between 
participants.  When impacts are direct and tangible, community members took more notice. 

Relevant Excerpts from Group 14’s Strategy Impact and Investment Report  
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Additional information on this proposal: This is the first of four, four-star proposals. These in 
particular need to be reviewed together, as some of the cons presented in each overlap, and some of 
the support answers opposition in others. This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It was 
discussed by both Meetings-in-a-Box and Stakeholder Advisory Groups as an option that warranted 
further exploration and necessity.  While the Group 14 analysis offers that this is a high-cost, 
medium-impact solution if executed in its entirety, there may be ways to implement this more 
gradually, diverting additional waste without requiring costly new infrastructure immediately. 
 
Overview of opinions: 160 participants rated this policy and gave it strong support, approximately 
86%. The score earns the concept four out of four stars, as indicated above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 16 pro statements, which tended 
to echo one another, this proposal gained strong affirmation. The pro statements with the largest 
agreements that also best represented other comments overall included: 

x “There is great opportunity for recycling and composting at multifamily homes. These 
services should also be free or low-cost.” (9 agreed) 

x “Very much needed. There are still so many apartment buildings in Denver that don't even 
have recycling available. This needs to change ASAP.” (6 agreed) 

x “This is a great opportunity for businesses who share a district to work together for cost 
and resource sharing.” (5 agreed) 

x “All haulers need to follow the same sorting guidelines to have a uniform requirement 
across all buildings and customers. The streams should not vary across the city.” (4 agreed) 

 
Additional pro statements point out the need for adding upcycling to the solutions, as well as 
recognizing the importance of education, (which might be a solution to the opposition that was 

(n=160) 
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stated and agreed with by others, “Offering recycling and composting does not mean that occupants 
will do it”). 
 
Other participants offered more ideas including, the need to measure diversion and be aware of 
what’s happening with diverted materials (reflected in the proposals that follow in regards to 
circular economies), food waste composting should be free, and also addressing some of the root  
causes of waste (manufacturing and packaging materials). 
 
Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Opposed by only three statements, 
this proposal drew less discussion overall. These comments included the impact this proposal 
might have on certain buildings and businesses, offering context for how to best implement a 
proposal like this, and mitigate negative or unintended impacts: 

x “Small businesses need fewer regulations now, not more.” (5 agreed) This may warrant 
consideration of incentives instead of regulations. 

x “Historic buildings lack space for multiple waste types; many would require significant 
renovation.” (3 agreed) This concern may suggest an improvement to this solution that 
includes providing options for renovation or different methods of pick-up (consider case 
studies of other cities like NYC or SFO that also have older building stocks and have 
successfully mandated waste diversion). 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It was 
discussed by both Meetings-in-a-Box and Stakeholder Advisory Groups as an option that warranted 
inquiry and further exploration.  Additionally, the two proposals about waste diversion that follow 
should be considered in conjunction with this proposal as there were both opposition and pro 
comments in those proposals calling, in some form, for a circular economy for waste products. The 
Group 14 analysis offered that this is a low-cost, high-impact solution. 
 
Overview of opinions: 146 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate to strong support, 
approximately 85%. The score earns the concept four out of four stars, as indicated above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 16 pro statements, this proposal 
did draw a bit of affirmation, but in lieu of discussion there was mostly agreement in comments 
made that reiterated language and concepts from the proposal itself. Additionally, comments called 
out the ideas of innovation, research, and product design.  The pro statements with the largest 
agreements that also best represented these other comments overall included: 

x Add product stewardship and producer responsibility to ensure companies think about this 
before they design/make things. Packaging included. (6 agreed) 

x Consider that much of what we call waste can actually be quite useful. There are systems 
that can be put in place that give waste incredible value. (4 agreed) 

x Creation of local jobs, reduction in transportation pollution, and upcycling waste products 
(food productions, mainly) could have a BIG impact. (2 agreed) 

x Localizing our food economy (more, not completely) would allow us to be more resilient in 
the face of economic and health crises. (2 agreed) 

(n=146) 
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Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Opposed by only one opposition 
statement, this proposal drew little discussion under opposition. The one statement asked: 

x Are our existing waste & recycling systems efficient? Can we look at that before making 
entirely new ones? (6 agreed) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It was 
discussed by both Meetings-in-a-Box and Stakeholder Advisory Groups as an option that warranted 
inquiry and further exploration.  
 
Overview of opinions: 151 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate to strong support, 
approximately 84%. The score earns the concept four out of four stars, as indicated above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 8 pro statements, this proposal 
did not create much discussion between participants.  The pro statements with the largest 
agreements that also best represented sentiments overall included: 

x This diverts waste where needed and can often be more expensive but this should be re-
written to do it always, not only when economically viable. (7 agreed) 

x Reused and then recycled components of materials are near the top of the list in ways to 
reduce embodied carbon in construction and other materials. (6 agreed) 

 
Additional comments called for “bringing the sustainable construction industry forward” and to 
“encourage recycling whenever possible,” and also pointed out the need to have a place to deposit 
and recycle the debris (seen in the next proposal about waste diversion as well).  
 
Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Opposed by only 2 opposition 
statements, this proposal drew little discussion. But one opposition comment did draw more 
agreement than any pro statements, citing what was also posted in a pro comment: 

x Increasing recycling rates is only effective if there is sufficient recycling infrastructure to 
handle it. Currently, the vast majority of recycling ends up in landfills. (7 agreed) 

 
Also echoed by three others, a participant wrote, “I'd like more information on the phrase ‘when 
economically viable.’ Numbers and data used to determine those cutoffs.”   

(n=151) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It was 
discussed by both Meetings-in-a-Box and Stakeholder Advisory Groups as an option that warranted 
inquiry and further exploration.  
 
Overview of opinions: 134 participants rated this policy support, with about 80% support.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 8 pro statements, this proposal 
did not create much discussion between participants.  The pro statements with the largest 
agreements that also best represented sentiments overall included: 

x This seems viable for commercial or larger projects, but probably not so much for 
individuals working on smaller projects like home renovation. (5 agreed) 

x Ensuring viable markets could inspire some product redesigns. (3 agreed) 
x So much construction "waste" gets dumped instead of recycled or reused. (2 agreed) 

 
This latter comment was deepened by another, “Creating more recovery systems and end markets 
and better connecting contractors with the public would go a long way toward removing these 
valuable, big items from the landfill.” This concept overlapped with the need that was pointed out 
about the proposal on fees on residential waste, to increase both education of the public about the 
life cycle of an item and creating more closed loop systems. 
 
Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Opposed by 4 con statements, this 
proposal drew little discussion, but additional comments about the importance of a viable end point 
to the system. In addition to recognizing that costs from such an initiative would get passed on to 
the consumer, though ideas about how to prevent that were not shared: 

x Waste diversion is only effective if there is recycling infrastructure to handle it, which there 
currently isn't. Most recycled materials end up in landfills. (7 agreed) 

x This would add time and costs that the consumer would be unwilling to pay. (3 agreed) 

(n=134) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. It was 
discussed during Meetings-in-a-Box as participants often see recycling and composting solutions in 
tandem with environmental sustainability and climate mitigation. The Group 14 analysis identified 
this as a medium-cost, medium-to-high-impact solution. 
 
Overview of opinions: 179 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 
approximately 76%. The score earns the concept three out of four stars, as indicated above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 25 pro statements, this proposal 
drew a great deal of discussion and brainstorming between participants.  The pro statements with 
the largest agreements that also best represented the overall discussion included: 

x If combined with free composting, free recycling, cost shouldn't be that much of an issue, 
and could be subsidized for low-income households. (18 agreed) 

x Will create more recycling and compost, which is good. Compost and recycling should be 
free, funded by the revenue from trash. (16 agreed) 

x Will incentivize people to reduce their waste just like they remember to turn off their lights. 
(9 agreed) 

x Curbside composting will be available to everyone in 7 units and below (residential 
service). Composting is the EASIEST thing you can do TODAY to combat climate change. (9 
agreed)  

 
Additional comments discussed the need for increased education about how to recycle and compost 
and the importance of it.  The pro and opposition conversations both posed questions about the 
potential negative impacts on low-income communities and how costs could be managed.  
 
 
 

(n=123) 
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Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Opposed by 15 con statements, this 
proposal drew a great deal of discussion and brainstorming between participants whether opposed 
or in favor of it. Some opposition stated the need to have more closed loops and places for recycling 
to go, in addition raising issues about equity for larger households and negative impacts on lowest 
income communities.  Some voiced concern that this proposal would create more problems than it 
would solve. But the opposition statements with the largest agreements that also best represented 
the overall discussion included: 

x This won't move the needle; Denver stats show that residential recycling rate already is far 
above city average; instead, require commercial/multi-family recycling and composting. (7 
agreed) 

x Disparate impact on individuals who are homebound, work from home, or have medical 
conditions requiring use of sterilized and disposable items. (7 agreed) 

x I think this only works if households have free composting pickup that is not included as 
trash. (5 agreed) 

x People will put garbage into recycling and compost, which they often already do. (5 agreed) 
x This only works if we have infrastructure in place that actually recycles what can be 

recycled. A lot of research is showing that plastics aren't really being recycled. (4 agreed) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. The 
Group 14 analysis observed this to be a low-cost, low-impact solution. 
 
Overview of opinions: 123 participants rated this policy with approximately 75% support.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  While supported by 3 pro statements, other 
participants did not join or affirm these comments. One comment sparked a brief debate, offering, 
“CO2 sequestration in concrete is a potentially excellent partial solution. Start with DIA expansion,” 
along with a citation: https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-
business/2016/dec/13/sequester-carbon-blue-planet-climate-change 
 
The second pro comment offered, “With efficiency improvements, operational carbon becomes less 
and then embodied carbon plays a much larger role in the overall carbon footprint,” revealing a 
much more technical understanding of this proposal and the potential as to why others without 
knowledge on this subject did not participate more. Similar comments were left in both the pro and 
opposition sections about the need to “start with an assessment.” 
 
Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: With only two opposed comments, 
one about assessment already mentioned, the proposal lacks much additional conversation. The 
one comment with three agreements stated, “I think encouraging Businesses to do this is great. But 

enacting it as a law in a requirement is a totally different story.”      

(n=123) 

 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2016/dec/13/sequester-carbon-blue-planet-climate-change
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2016/dec/13/sequester-carbon-blue-planet-climate-change
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal was put forth by the Task Force. The 
Group 14 analysis observed that this was a low-cost, low-to-medium-impact solution. 
 
Overview of opinions: 146 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 
approximately 74%. The score earns the concept three out of four stars, as indicated above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified:  Supported by 12 pro statements, participants 
seemed to be affirming the “Good Food Purchasing Program” more than affirming the requirement 
concept proposed. One pro gained others’ support:  

x Make this more accessible for small businesses and groups as well! Also insert an equity 
piece here so that frontline communities can access this quickly and efficiently. (5 agreed) 

 
Additionally, individual participants ideated about limiting meat in diets, looking at stadiums to 
meet this requirement specifically, building up a stronger regional food system, the importance of 
regenerative agriculture, local farming, and racial equity at the core of food access and food justice.  
 
Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Overall, the opposed comments 
sought more clarity about aspects of the proposal. Three participants asked the question, “What are 
examples of the largest institutions?” While another comment observed, “In Denver's arid climate, 
local food isn't always the best or most sustainable option,” (7 agreed). This drew clarity from a 
moderator that the requirement might be looking at 30% of food to come from local sources. A 
participant echoed this, “I don't think this means ALL food comes locally, just that we leverage our 
local resources (Colorado + surrounding regions). This increases economic and health resiliency.” 
One other opposition comment that stood out: 

x Often, food can be produced non-locally with a lower overall carbon footprint than locally 
produced food. (5 agreed)  

(n=146) 
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Additional information on this proposal: Unfortunately, these two nearly identical proposals by 
community members, each received only moderate attention, as shown in the three-star rating at 
the top of the page. But if we combine them for review here, we get a more useful discussion about 
the subject. One proposal was clarified in its description, “perhaps the ‘recyclable containers’ is just 
poorly worded, but that likely would result in a lot of single-use plastics being thrown away.” Based 
on this description, it’s possible that overall support for these proposals had to do with their 
intention and the compostable concept, not everything that was proposed (recyclable containers). If 

(n=172) 
) 
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viewed as helping to ban Styrofoam and - single-use plastic, the Group 14 analysis labeled this as a 
low-cost, low-to-medium-impact solution.  
 
Overview of opinions: 94 participants rated the first of these two policies and gave it stronger 
support, approximately 82%. 78 participants rated the second of these two policies and gave it 
moderate support, approximately 71%. The scores earn the concept on average three out of four 
stars, as indicated in the header above.  
 
Rationale for support and strengths identified: Supported by a total of 12 pro statements 
between the two proposals, participants echoed the need to get rid of Styrofoam and single use 
plastic, and even on the pro side, most comments called for a focus on compostable containers over 
recyclable, and reusable over compostable when possible. As a pro response, one participant 
observed: 

x We first need to ensure that composting services are more widely available in business 
districts, apartment complexes, and a larger adoption rate in single family homes. (7 
agreed) 

 
Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Cons from both proposals mostly 
echoed the pro side. People who agreed with the proposal overall, also agreed with the cons, for 
similar reasons, calling for compostables and reusables instead of recyclables: 

x We need a focus on compostable packaging, not recycling. We don't do well with recycling. 
(8 agreed) 

x Denver has a very low landfill diversion rate and just because the containers are recyclable 
doesn't mean they will be recycled. Compostable would be better. (4 agreed)  

x Recycling can be a solution only if the city can prove that she has a really strong system. (4 
agreed) 

 
Virtually no discussion was had about the impacts of this proposal on businesses, including cost, 
willingness or other input, though this was certainly very evident in Stakeholder Advisory Group’s 
(SAG) discussions. Similar sentiments were discussed during Meetings-in-a-Box (MIB) as recycling 
and composting are seen as behavioral changes that could be made by more individuals and 
businesses.  In the MIBs, this was favored as “doing the right thing.”  But when it came to this issue 
within the context of Climate Action, one participant in the Consider.It forum under this proposal 
repeated something that was said multiple times during the MIBs, “This is a great goal, but this is 
small potatoes compared to more impactful goals around transportation and energy usage.” 
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ADDITIONAL CONSUMPTION AND WASTE PROPOSALS WITH LOW 
SUPPORT AND/OR PARTICIPATION 
 
Following is a quick reference table of additional proposals made on the consumption and waste 
page that garnered low participation and/or support. 
 

Proposal Participant 
Count 

% 
Support 

Outlaw single use plastic bags 30 92% 

Eliminating single use plastic, in the cannabis and CBD industries. 18 91% 

Recycle plastic, aluminum, glass bottles at grocery stores; get either 
store credit or cash back 

7 91% 

Work with businesses, schools and neighborhoods to set up Adopt-A-
Park, Adopt-A-ROW, Adopt-A-Street, to pick up trash bi-monthly and 
provide signage advertising local trash heroes. 

3 91% 

Make trash cans smaller, recycling more frequent and compost part of 
our waste program. 

21 89% 

Deploy CSU Master Gardeners to train Denver youth on composting, 
then they can sign up residents for a training program with a local 
youth. 

6 85% 

Require recycle 10 76% 

Implement recycling education starting at 2yrs+ and all the way 
through their education 

6 72% 

Establish a green 311, like 711, for example, for residents to ask about 
resources for home solar energy, composting, bike route maps/apps, 
home energy efficiency self-audit, electric vehicle charging map/app,  

6 69% 

Provide meals/housing to those cleaning city 40 60% 

Hire engineers to research better ways to recycle plastics. 9 58% 

Using food waste as a source of renewable energy. Can even clean our 
oxidated lakes up, collect the algae and turn it into bio mass. 

2 50% 

Re-inventing the use of litter to refuel the city instead. Litter impacts 
public health and the environment. Clean up Commerce City's 
Superfund site to power the city instead of smelting our waste. 

2 50% 

Repeal plastic bag ban and encourage creation of biodegradable 
plastic bags, and to provide guidance for acceptable substitutes until 
such biodegradable plastic bags are developed 

 
20 

 
47% 

Get rid of single stream recycle; break it down to specific recycling; 
Plastic, paper, glass, compost bins. Create Neighborhood designated 
spots. 

 
4 

 
42% 

 

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/outlaw-single-use-plastic-bags-consumption-and-waste-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/eliminating-single-use-plastic-in-the-cannabis-and-cbd-industries-consumption-and-waste-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/recycle-plastic-aluminum-glass-bottles-at-grocery-stores-get-either-store-credit-or-cash-back-consumption-and-waste-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/recycle-plastic-aluminum-glass-bottles-at-grocery-stores-get-either-store-credit-or-cash-back-consumption-and-waste-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/work-with-businesses-schools-and-neighborhoods-to-set-up-adopt-a-park-adopt-a-row-adopt-a-street-to-pick-up-trash-bi-mont?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/work-with-businesses-schools-and-neighborhoods-to-set-up-adopt-a-park-adopt-a-row-adopt-a-street-to-pick-up-trash-bi-mont?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/work-with-businesses-schools-and-neighborhoods-to-set-up-adopt-a-park-adopt-a-row-adopt-a-street-to-pick-up-trash-bi-mont?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/make-trash-cans-smaller-recycling-more-frequent-and-compost-part-of-our-waste-program-consumption-and-waste-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/make-trash-cans-smaller-recycling-more-frequent-and-compost-part-of-our-waste-program-consumption-and-waste-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/deploy-csu-master-gardeners-to-train-denver-youth-on-composting-then-they-can-sign-up-residents-for-a-training-program-wi
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/deploy-csu-master-gardeners-to-train-denver-youth-on-composting-then-they-can-sign-up-residents-for-a-training-program-wi
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/deploy-csu-master-gardeners-to-train-denver-youth-on-composting-then-they-can-sign-up-residents-for-a-training-program-wi
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/require-recycle-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/implement-recycling-education-starting-at-2yrs-and-all-the-way-through-their-education-consumption-and-waste-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/implement-recycling-education-starting-at-2yrs-and-all-the-way-through-their-education-consumption-and-waste-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/implement-recycling-education-starting-at-2yrs-and-all-the-way-through-their-education-consumption-and-waste-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/implement-recycling-education-starting-at-2yrs-and-all-the-way-through-their-education-consumption-and-waste-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/implement-recycling-education-starting-at-2yrs-and-all-the-way-through-their-education-consumption-and-waste-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/provide-mealshousing-to-those-cleaning-city-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/hire-engineers-to-research-better-ways-to-recycle-plastics-consumption-and-waste-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/using-food-waste-as-a-source-of-renewable-energy-can-even-clean-our-oxidated-lakes-up-collect-the-algae-and-turn-it-into-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/using-food-waste-as-a-source-of-renewable-energy-can-even-clean-our-oxidated-lakes-up-collect-the-algae-and-turn-it-into-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/re-inventing-the-use-of-litter-to-refuel-the-city-instead-litter-impacts-public-health-and-the-environment-clean-up-comme?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/re-inventing-the-use-of-litter-to-refuel-the-city-instead-litter-impacts-public-health-and-the-environment-clean-up-comme?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/re-inventing-the-use-of-litter-to-refuel-the-city-instead-litter-impacts-public-health-and-the-environment-clean-up-comme?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/repeal-plastic-bag-ban-and-encourage-creation-of-biodegradable-plastic-bags-and-to-provide-guidance-for-acceptable-substi?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/repeal-plastic-bag-ban-and-encourage-creation-of-biodegradable-plastic-bags-and-to-provide-guidance-for-acceptable-substi?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/repeal-plastic-bag-ban-and-encourage-creation-of-biodegradable-plastic-bags-and-to-provide-guidance-for-acceptable-substi?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/get-rid-of-single-stream-recycle-break-it-down-to-specific-recycling-plastic-paper-glass-compost-bins-create-neighborhood?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/get-rid-of-single-stream-recycle-break-it-down-to-specific-recycling-plastic-paper-glass-compost-bins-create-neighborhood?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/get-rid-of-single-stream-recycle-break-it-down-to-specific-recycling-plastic-paper-glass-compost-bins-create-neighborhood?results=true
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Adaptation Report 
Community Support for Climate Action  

This report has been prepared for Denver’s Climate Action Task Force to consider public input into 
climate action related to adaptation and resilience as they prepare their recommendations to the 
city. It begins with a brief overview of the results of the online discussion, highlighting most favored 
proposals and major themes and messages. Excerpts from Group 14’s report on impacts and cost of 
climate action approaches, as related to adaptation and resilience, are included for ease of reference 
as the task force considers public input. More detailed descriptions of input on proposals follow, in 
order of favorability (most to least) for those proposals that engaged at least 50 participants and 
received at least a moderate support rating – or were originally proposed by the task force. A table 
with links to all other proposals from the adaptation page is included at the end. 

Most Favored Proposals  
Three adaptation proposals made by community members received strong support (4-star ratings). 
They address zoning and building code changes that support more sustainable and resilient land 
and energy use, native planting incentives, and required use of non-toxic products for land care. 
There are no clearly common characteristics across these proposals, beyond shifting to more 
sustainable land use practices and making Denver communities more resilient and adaptable in 
light of climate change that is already occurring and that is expected to continue. 

Major Themes and Messages   
Taking all top proposals (those with 3- to 4-star ratings) as a whole, a foundational message begins 
to emerge: that there is a role for everyone in helping Denver communities adapt and become 
more resilient to the effects of climate change. Following are additional themes that can be found 
across several of these proposals – otherwise, there is a high degree of variation in the subjects and 
issues involved in these proposals: 

Environmental racism and equity: Support for vulnerable communities and communities that are 
most impacted by climate change tend to be elevated as priorities in these proposals. Proposals in 
this section support messages heard from Stakeholder Advisory Group conversations, which urged 
putting agency for action in the hands of local communities – with adequate support but not 
control. 

Green jobs and business growth: Whenever economic development can be integrated into 
climate actions; these actions tend to be favored. This is especially true when equity is applied.   

Preference for incentives: Participants tended to favor incentive-based change versus 
requirements. Providing products, support, training/education and funds for community projects 
tend to be desirable approaches. 
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Relevant Excerpts from Group 14’s Strategy Impact and Investment Report  
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Additional information on this proposal: The community member that made this proposal also 
suggested, “There are thoughtful ways to do this. In NW Denver, small houses are being replaced by 
McMansions, diminishing their neighbors' enjoyment of their properties. Other cities have 
legislation that limits the size/footprint of scape & replace in return for allowing carriage housing 
or similar… Increased density can be done thoughtfully while increasing property value.” This has 
been discussed by the task force as well, though not specifically proposed as part of the online 
forum, and it was supported in some Stakeholder Advisory Group (SAG) discussions.  

Overview of opinions: 100 participants gave their opinion on this proposal. It earned a 4-star 
rating, with an average of 84% support.  

Rationale for support and suggestions for improvement: Four people emphasized the 
importance of the incentives aspect of this proposal. Supporters also suggested a number of details 
to be included in this strategy and offered specific rationale along with those suggestions. 

1. “…incentivize properties that minimize stormwater runoff via 
capture methods, as these.” (7 agree) 

Rational was shared by two participants: “Homeowners are currently charged stormwater 
fees based purely on their ground assessed as permeable - there is no consideration given 
to whether they have barriers, or capture methods built to reduce runoff beyond what is 
typical for their level of permeability.” Storm bills are based upon "the total impervious (or 
impermeable) surface area" of a parcel. “An owner should definitely be given a reduction on 
their charges if they are preventing runoff from leaving their property and that should 
include not counting roof areas if it can be shown that downspouts are directed back onto 
the property and/or into collectors.” 

2. Incentivize medium density living. (5 agree) 

One participant explained, “Currently the zoning and infrastructure investment incentivizes 
the two extremes: single family sprawl which has the highest environmental impact but the 

(n=100) 

 

 

“Incentive is key here!” 

-4 Consider.It participants 
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best (potential) for living with nature, and high density living which has the lowest 
environmental and infrastructure cost but (usually) cuts you off from nature and the 
outdoors. It [seems] like incentives built around sustainability would do both and 
encourage walkable communities which are dense enough to be sustainable but still 
emphasize a connection to nature and the outdoors.” 

3. Focus on zones that produce the most pollution. (3 agree) 

Rationale for opposition: Two comments, with at least three people in agreement, address 
concerns about efforts to stifle single family housing. Specific opposition to R1 rezoning is 
expressed. 
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Additional information on this proposal: This proposal directly addressed one of the suggestions 
for improvement to the previous proposal. The proposer, Wanda Osterman, also notes, “Reducing 
water scarcity is vital to our communities. Native plants are great for pollinators, need less water 
and are much easier to care for - (no toxic chemicals needed). Local plants should be in all public 
and private landscapes. Reduction in lawns can also be a consideration as many other States have 
been very successful with this transition.” 

Overview of opinions: 72 participants gave their opinion about this policy, with an average of 84% 
support. It is the second of three proposals that earned four stars. 

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Two participants agreed, “Our eco-system is a 
high desert prairie system and we should advocate for more drought tolerant, native species in our 
public spaces.” Another person said that the “amount of precious water used on grass in this part of 
the country is staggering.” Others noted that Denver Water already has such a program, offering a 
link for more information: https://www.denverwater.org/residential/efficiency-tip/garden-box-
water-smart-way-garden-colorado.  

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Two participants expressed 
concern about the reduction of lawn size and adverse impacts on neighborhood characteristics and 
lawn value, though others countered, suggesting that the opposite may be true and that realtors 
should be asked about this.  

(n=72) 

 

 

https://www.denverwater.org/residential/efficiency-tip/garden-box-water-smart-way-garden-colorado
https://www.denverwater.org/residential/efficiency-tip/garden-box-water-smart-way-garden-colorado
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Additional information on this proposal: The community member that presented this proposal 
explained, “Toxic products, such as synthetic fertilizers, should be removed or drastically reduced 
from our land care practices (both private and public) to reduce health and safety concerns to 
people, pets, pollinators, wildlife, soil health and plants. We can heal the soil and allow our plant life 
to regenerate and help in CO2 drawn down. We can remove toxins from our run-off into the 
rivers…The best local examples come from Boulder.” She goes on to provide a long list of additional 
sources to guide development of this approach – see expanded description. 

Overview of opinions: 58 participants gave their opinion about this policy, with an average of 83% 
support – the remaining proposal with a 4-star rating. 

Rationale for support and suggestions for improvement: 
Commenters seemed to think this is a no-brainer, as shown in the 
quote to the right. Additionally, one person said it is in line with 
indigenous and black agricultural practices, and another pointed to 
grant funding available to “provide products, training and pilot 
project opportunities to Denver Parks and Recreation/schools/churches.” 

Another person noted that the greenbelts that support biodiversity throughout the area are part of 
a healthy city and suggests this enhancement to the proposal: “Citizen participation in taking care of 
our greenways (and waterways) will help create an ethos of sustainability and create a sense of 
community at the same time. I think DPS and other educational systems should be a strong partner 
in this effort.”  

Rationale for opposition: None given. 

  

(n=58) 

 

 

“There is absolutely no reason to 
not do away with toxic agricultural 
practices. Dangerous, expensive, 
and residual health and 
environmental negative impacts” 

-2 Consider.It participants 

 

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-focus-on-organic-landcare-practices-non-toxic-community-adapt-other?results=true
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal and a repeated message 
from both SAG and Meetings-in-a-Box (MIB) participants.  

Overview of opinions: 120 participants gave an average of 79% support for this proposal – the top 
of the range for 3-star rating.   

Rationale for support and suggestions for improvement: The 
most common reason people said they support this idea is, 
“Environmental racism is real!” One noted that these efforts must 
address existing environmental racism, including the fact that many communities of color here are 
surrounded by highways, oil refineries, and industrial pollution. Another person suggested that 
taking this approach will help everyone, saying, “The ‘curb cut effect’ theory is relevant here. What's 
best for the most vulnerable is best for everyone.” 

Four participants agreed that the proposal can be improved by working with impacted families 
to find out what they want and genuinely work with them to develop workable solutions – 
supporting impacted individuals and families, not taking over. This is also a key message from 
SAG discussions. 

Others noted that details are needed: “What would this look like? It is a grand statement but what 
does it mean that the city would do???” (2 agreed) 

Major concerns: Three participants said that this should not be a city function, “especially given 
that all models used to-date have been wrong.” 

 

  

(n=120) 

 

 

“Environmental racism is real!” 
-4 Consider.It participants 

 

https://www.policylink.org/resources-tools/curb-cut-effect
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal, and it is similar to another 
3-star task force proposal in the Opportunity section on economic recovery. SAG participants also 
supported similar ideas.  

Overview of opinions: 122 participants rated this policy, averaging 78% support.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: One participant summed up the strength of this 
proposal, writing, “The more businesses who 1) create jobs and 2) make it easier for us to reach 
some of these other goals, the better - right?” Another person indicated that this is something 
Denver should do regardless of the state of our economy, and two others advocated for not going 
back to the old normal and using this opportunity to “address a catastrophe that will likely have 
greater, more long-lasting negative impacts.” 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Opposition to providing financial 
incentives was expressed by two participants, though “attracting” green businesses was suggested. 
Two participants also said that equity needs to be ensured and that people (not just businesses) 
need to be supported. Finally, three people said this idea could be improved by including “some 
kind of incentive for businesses to become B-Certified, or show some other dedication to 
sustainable business.” 

  

(n=122) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal, focusing on equity-
oriented workforce development. This idea was supported in SAG discussions. 

Overview of opinions: 115 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 76%.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Seven participants said they support this idea 
because COVID-19 has demonstrated disproportionate impacts and because “investment in low 
income communities has a larger return.” 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Though not necessarily a statement 
of opposition, some concern about how this would be applied in practice was expressed: “Sounds 
wonderful. But places like Cherry Creek are the most vulnerable due to flooding resulting from 
Climate Change. Because it isn't lower income, it is less of a priority?” (3 agreed)  

Two people suggested that the proposal could be improved by including “tradespeople who are 
losing jobs tied to fossil fuels and coal.” 

  

(n=115) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal and was recommended by 
some SAG participants. 

Overview of opinions: 118 participants rated this policy with moderate support, 74%.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Eight participants that commented in support of 
this proposal agreed that extreme heat interferes with students’ ability to learn and teachers’ ability 
to teach. Another person suggested that everyone deserves to be comfortable.  

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Three people asserted that 
artificial cooling interferes with the body’ natural ability to adapt to different temperatures, though 
as many people pushed back, noting that some temperatures are dangerous and the number of days 
at that level each year is increasing. 

Others expressed concerns about emissions and equity – the following improvements were 
suggested: 

x Start investments in lower income and more diverse neighborhoods where heat islands are 
worse (7 agreed) 

x Use sustainable methods and resources, such as building designs that help keep buildings 
cool and geothermal sources of energy or electrified, renewable energy like solar and wind. 
(2 agreed) 

x Include indoor and outdoor strategies that are creative and proactive, such as creating 
“sidewalk material (i.e. hemp cloth) canopies to create shade on our walkways” and 
“membranes to deflect the sun's heat off of heat retaining surfaces (cars, streets, and 
buildings). The surfaces should either convert the sun's energy to electricity or to plant 
material (photosynthesis) or be reflected back out (like DIA's white tent fabric).”  

(n=118) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal.  

Overview of opinions: 108 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 
approximately 67%.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Supporters said that this kind of authority and 
responsibility, whether an individual or a team, is needed to ensure participation (5 agreed).     

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Most concerns, expressed by nine 
people, focused on thinking that this position or program exists already and that the new position 
just creates more bureaucracy and city payroll.  Others suggested ways to improve the proposal: 

x Make it a regulatory integration role, “ensuring climate action and resiliency are considered 
across all city decisions” and giving authority and budget to “build vast private public 
partnerships to fund and build Climate Crises Reduction programs and projects”. (4 agreed) 

x Make the job part of a coordinated team (otherwise will have little impact) 
x Ensure authority to make changes (otherwise will have little impact) 
x Include climate action responsibilities in all city jobs and contracts 

 
  

(n=108) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal. A community member 
also added, “In preparing to seriously address this, here is a useful checklist for Denver, as it begins 
to roll out a true commitment to Climate Crises Planning, to assure programs reach the most 
vulnerable to these increased numbers of hardships. Use it to report on progress being made when 
responding and delivering long term recovery…Focus on the section Title: Designing climate 
strategies that work for everyone.”   

Overview of opinions: 97 participants rated this policy and gave approximately 65% support.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Three participants agreed that a local fund is 
needed, since COVID-19 has shown that federal aid isn’t guaranteed. Another three said this will be 
necessary as these events increase in frequency and severity, and one person said that preparing to 
pay for what is inevitable can be done smartly with good use of investments and interest.   

Rationale for opposition: Comments in opposition indicated that this doesn’t seem necessary 
since extreme weather and related events already happen (4 agreed) and skepticism about whether 
the city can help when insurance may not, role of capitalism as hero, and if the fund would be used 
well. Three people also pushed back on specific uses, such as rebuilding in the same location where 
a flood occurred and swept a house away. 

Suggestions for improvement:  

x Support people who are vulnerable, not industries causing environmental problems (3 
agreed) 

x Don’t seek “full” recovery – not realistic 
x Invest before disruption as well  
x Be specific – there isn’t a clear understanding about how the fund would be used  

  

(n=97) 

 

 

https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/green/reports/2017/09/28/439712/framework-local-action-climate-change/
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Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal and was supported in SAG 
discussions, specifically related to communities of color. 

Overview of opinions: 105 participants rated this policy, giving it approximately 55% support – 
the only 2-star rating among task force proposals. 

Rationale for support and suggestions for improvement: No specific rationale in support of this 
proposal was expressed in comments. However, Resilient Denver suggested, “Let's make sure this is 
the right number. It seems women and minorities make up more than 30% of the population.” A 
preferred target was not identified. Six participants suggested making it a goal rather than a 
requirement, and two suggested educating and encouraging “minorities and women to see a career 
path here.” Another person clarified that it should only apply to city government contracts.  

Rationale for opposition:  

x May have an adverse effect of limiting investment (6 agreed) 
x Will slow growth and creation of jobs (4 agreed) 
x Don’t see how gender has anything to do with climate change (4 agreed) 
x Should be based on qualifications (3 agreed) 
x Concern about history of corruption with women and minority leaders “fronting as owners” 

(2 agreed) 
x Unclear why (2 agreed) 
x Unsure about feasibility 

  

(n=105) 
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ADDITIONAL ADAPTATION PROPOSALS WITH LOW SUPPORT AND/OR 
PARTICIPATION 
 
Following is a quick reference table of additional proposals made on the Adaptation page that 
garnered low participation and/or support. 

Proposal Participant 
Count % Support 

Move towards green stormwater infrastructure 14 97% 

Please ban gas-powered leaf blowers, especially two-stroke 
engines, which spew out the gasoline with the exhaust 

2 91% 

Please end the spraying of pesticides in our parks and public 
spaces.  The native bees need our help and children playing 
don't need to breath all those toxins in.   

12 88% 

Create a school program to educate children and students 
about sustainability, climate change, and resilience.  

26 81% 

Denver should invest in new types of building materials that 
are more sustainable, economical and generate local jobs in 
the production  

23 77% 

Regularly convene people's assemblies to oversee the 
changes being implemented by the city in regards to climate 
chance mitigation and adaptation, prioritizing the voices of 
those who have been historically kept out of governing 
decisions. 

45 76% 

Instead of implementing requirements that can and will cause 
hardships on many, Denver should focus on adding 
incentives. 

4 75% 

Establish legal rights for ecosystems, especially to protect our 
depleted water sources. 

47 71% 

 

 

 

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/move-towards-green-stormwater-infrastructure-adapt-other?results=true
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https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/please-end-the-spraying-of-pesticides-in-our-parks-and-public-spaces-the-native-bees-need-our-help-and-children-playing-d?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/please-end-the-spraying-of-pesticides-in-our-parks-and-public-spaces-the-native-bees-need-our-help-and-children-playing-d?results=true
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https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/create-a-school-program-to-educate-children-and-students-about-sustainability-climate-change-and-resilience-opportunity-o?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-invest-in-new-types-of-building-materials-that-are-more-sustainable-economical-and-generate-local-jobs-in-t?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-invest-in-new-types-of-building-materials-that-are-more-sustainable-economical-and-generate-local-jobs-in-t?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-should-invest-in-new-types-of-building-materials-that-are-more-sustainable-economical-and-generate-local-jobs-in-t?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/regularly-convene-peoples-assemblies-to-oversee-the-changes-being-implemented-by-the-city-in-regards-to-climate-chance-mi?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/regularly-convene-peoples-assemblies-to-oversee-the-changes-being-implemented-by-the-city-in-regards-to-climate-chance-mi?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/regularly-convene-peoples-assemblies-to-oversee-the-changes-being-implemented-by-the-city-in-regards-to-climate-chance-mi?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/regularly-convene-peoples-assemblies-to-oversee-the-changes-being-implemented-by-the-city-in-regards-to-climate-chance-mi?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/regularly-convene-peoples-assemblies-to-oversee-the-changes-being-implemented-by-the-city-in-regards-to-climate-chance-mi?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/instead-of-implementing-requirements-that-can-and-will-cause-hardships-on-many-denver-should-focus-on-adding-incentives-adapt-other?results=true
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Funding Report 
Community Support for Climate Action in Denver 

This report has been prepared for Denver’s Climate Action Task Force to consider public input into 
action that may be taken regarding funding for climate action in Denver as they prepare their 
recommendations to the city. It begins with a brief overview of the results of the online discussion 
on this topic, highlighting most favored proposals and major themes and messages. More detailed 
descriptions of proposals follow. They are presented in order of favorability (most to least) for 
those proposals that engaged at least 20 participants and received at least a moderate support 
rating – or were originally proposed or under active consideration by the task force. In some cases, 
related proposals from other sections of the forum are included as well. A table with links to all 
other funding proposals is provided at the end. 

Most Favored Proposals  
The only funding proposals garnering strong support (4-star ratings) included a pollution fee on 
industrial polluters and increasing parking fees at downtown meters. Common characteristics of 
these proposals and responses to them include: 

x Fees applied directly to polluting activities 
x No equity concerns expressed 
x Lower number of respondents (20 and 34 respectively), though the parking meter proposal 

is part of a similar one in a different section that garnered both high participation and a 
fairly high level of support (upper percentile within 3-star ratings) 

Major Themes and Messages  
Equity: Participants raised equity concerns with any proposals that appeared to disproportionately 
impact community members with lower incomes.  

Connection between funding source and climate change: Participants identified stronger 
connections as being preferable.  

Need for specifics: Wherever proposals were unclear about how they would work, participants 
had limited ability to give detailed feedback. Some may need more vetting with the public if under 
serious consideration and after further development. 
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Additional information on this proposal: Submitted by a community member without a direct 
link to other proposals or earlier themes from other engagement efforts. However, it has been a 
part of the task force’s revenue committee discussions. 

Overview of opinions: 20 participants gave their opinion about this policy, with an average of 92% 
support. The only additional consideration given was a pro, “The fee should be directly tied to 
pollution, rather than energy. It should include emissions from all fuels, including petroleum 
(transportation) and natural gas.” 

 

  

(n=20) 
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Additional information on this proposal: Submitted by a community member without a direct 
link to other proposals or earlier themes from other engagement efforts. The author wrote, “this 
creates a disincentive to drive and raises funds. Increasing meter attendants increases jobs!” 

Overview of opinions: 34 participants gave their opinion about this policy, with an average of 81% 
support. No additional pros, cons, comments, or discussions were given about this proposal. 

Note: A similar proposal was made in the Transportation section of the forum: “Increase the cost of 
driving to match impacts to society, such as through increased parking fees and tolls for driving 
during high-traffic periods.” It is a broader concept so not fully described in this section of the report – 
see Transportation section for more details. However, it is useful to note briefly here that 220 people 
rated it, with 73% support. 

  

(n=34) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This was submitted by a community member with 
connection/overlap to the proposal on pollution fees, and it is something that the revenue 
committee of the task force has discussed. The author wrote, “currently there are businesses that 
know their responsibilities when it comes to Sustainable principles that need to be enacted and 
they are avoiding them by paying a fine which is much easier. Enforcement officers need to be 
making sure laws are being upheld and not encourage paying a fine.” 

Overview of opinions: 65 participants gave their opinion about this policy, with an average of 76% 
support. Only one additional comment was left, asking for a definition about sustainable.  That led 
to a longer description included below in the “suggestions for improvement.”  

Suggestions for improvement – potential for increased support: The proposer indicates that 
she is primarily talking about sustainable development.” She writes, “Often regulatory 
requirements can be by-passed by paying a fine instead of implementing the needed principles. 
Approved documents for construction say one thing, but the actual building when completed has 
not met all the requirements upon completion and it still gets sold or leased.” Examples she offers 
include: not installing Wind Energy, not installing Solar Energy, not following guidelines for 
Sustainable Construction, not providing Efficient Water Fixtures, not designating Green Space, low 
quality or no Insulation, no noise barriers, limited or no Parking availability, not using Energy 
efficient appliances, no soil just sand for Landscaping, not completing "full remediation" of site to 
build on, building more units than approved, not doing full environmental studies prior to 
beginning construction, and not using local materials. 
 
 

  

(n=65) 
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Additional information on this proposal: Submitted by a community member looking at a 
reprioritization of existing spending. The author wrote, “The I-70 reconstruction is costing $1.2 
Billion which does not even include the cost of the health impacts and maintenance. Nothing 
currently proposed by the Climate Action Task Force comes even close to that. Identify projects in 
the pipeline, which have a negative environmental or health impact and shift those dollars to 
sustainability programs. In a time of crisis, some things will lose funding. Those choices should be 
made based on the future of Denver and its residents, not the past or at the expense of our futures.” 

Overview of opinions: 50 participants gave their opinion about this policy, with an average of 76% 
support. The six considerations and comments tended to discuss the I-70 project specifically, 
without discussion of the larger concept of reprioritization identified in the author’s proposal.  I-70 
was an example that became the focus of the discussion with debate about the necessity of 
maintenance and the impact on low-income communities.   

Suggestions for improvement – potential for increased support: Let go of the I-70 example to 
host a larger conversation about reprioritization of existing money being spent.  This is essentially a 
proposal to look at 0-sum, whereas instead of new funding mechanisms needing to be built, current 
spending on “unsustainable projects” is re-allocated.  That concept may or may not have traction 
given by the 50 opinions. 

  

(n=50) 
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Additional information on this proposal: Submitted by a community member whom was 
prompted by a moderator and another participant (listed under “pro”) to consider this as an 
underlying value of the process. The author wrote, “What I know the feedback from the meetings in 
a box clearly indicated is that funds are not being used for what people voted on or thought their 
governmental leaders would use it for. Perhaps there needs to be accountability for misused funds. 
Perhaps money should not be allowed to be used unless there is a 3rd party reviewing its intended 
use. People have heard a lot is being done to become a more Sustainable city, but many are unaware 
of what is being done and with how much money. How can this lack of information become more 
visible? Can it be placed on a website?” 

Overview of opinions: 43 participants gave their opinion about this policy, with an average of 72% 
support. Four additional considerations were made without follow-up comments or discussion.  

Rationale for support: Two “pro” considerations affirmed the need for transparency in 
government spending to avoid waste. 

Rationale for opposition: One “con” comment stated that they did not understand the proposal. 

Suggestions for improvement – potential for increased support: As the moderator and two 
participants pointed out in some way, this proposal is likely more about a value system within this 
work and within government.  A proposal about that value system specifically may be needed for 
this process. 

  

(n=43) 
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Additional information on this proposal: This option has been part of task force discussions. As 
described by the proposer, Stephen Tifft, “Increasing fuel tax (diesel, gasoline, jet fuel, natural gas) 
will encourage those consuming massive amounts to reduce their consumption, reducing their 
emissions while also funding projects to mitigate their pollution. Those polluting the most will 
contribute the most to mitigating their negative effects.”  

Overview of opinions: 104 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 
approximately 71%. This earns it three out of four stars, as indicated in the header above.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Two comments on the pro statements on this 
proposal received the most support: 

x “the gas tax hasn't been raised in decades. raise it and link to inflation.” (7 agreed) 
x “A fossil fuel consumption tax makes sense to reduce fossil fuel consumption.” (6 agreed) 

Related to the comments about it being a long time since the gas tax was raised, one participant 
suggested, “The gas tax is usually considered political poison, but broadening the existing tax to 
include all fossil fuels should be politically much easier.” Two participants agreed with this 
statement. 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Ten respondents agreed to equity 
concerns with this proposal, saying, “We need to figure out how to keep it from being regressive 
and hurting low income communities.” This was a repeated theme in many MIB and SAG 
discussions and is a major goal of the task force. If this can be addressed, it may be an even more 
favorable approach for those who agree that it is urgent to address climate change. One suggestion 
that could help with this issue was to “[i]nclude a definition of ‘massive amounts’ so that it targets 
the heaviest hitters and those most able to put resources towards cleaner energy.” Another person 
suggested, “Robust expansion of public transit would make cars optional for a lot more families, 
such that a fossil fuel tax would no longer be regressive.” 

(n=104) 
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Three additional comments demonstrated general opposition to the tax: 

x Insufficiency of source generally and for competing needs: “Californiaficating Colorado 
doesn't work…Low gas prices encourage MORE driving= Increases degradation of roads. In 
CO ice, salt, and snowplowing breaks down roads much faster. Gas tax revenue is often used 
to pay for road maintenance, repairs, admin, and major construction along corridors. Even 
with a gas tax, there won't be enough funds needed to address climate change.” 

x Who should be taxed: “We need to be punishing producers more than consumers.” 
x Trust in allocation of funds: “history shows these taxes never go towards intended purpose 

especially obvious in CO [given] the state of the roads.” 
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Additional information on this proposal: This option has been part of task force discussions. As 
described by the proposer, Stephen Tifft, this would be a “blanket tax that is applied to businesses 
and individuals.” He details how it would work for each:  

For businesses, it can be applied as a percentage of revenue, not profit because regardless of 
if they are making a profit, they are still having some impact on the environment. It would 
be equivalent to a climate expense. Depending on different businesses it could vary but stay 
relatively low on the order of 0.5% to 1%. This would exclude any non-profits, and 
exemptions could be made for businesses owned by individuals most at risk of [effects] of 
climate change or those who fund projects in their local communities to further the action of 
the Climate Change Task Force. For example, if they organized and held weekly trash 
pickups/tree planting events for different areas of the city. 

For individuals, it could be applied through a small percentage tax increase on their 
property tax or on their energy bill. There are pros and cons of both. Many people who live 
in Denver are renters so they benefit without actually paying the tax if it were property tax; 
though some landlords would increase rents to reflect the increased property tax expenses. 
If it is on their energy bill it could be a tiered system where for the first 100kWh of non-
renewable energy used they are taxed at a 2% rate, and the next 100kWh it goes to 4% and 
so on. [People] who are using more fossil energy at home will pay more. This would also be 
an incentive for individuals to either pay more for renewable energy (through Xcel's wind 
or solar programs) driving demand for it and therefore forcing Xcel to create more supply, 
or invest in solar for their individual homes. 

Overview of opinions: 105 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 
approximately 69%. This earns it three out of four stars, as indicated in the header above.   

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Support for this proposal seemed to align with a 
desire for a tax generally, and more specifically, and several people agreed with the statement that 
“Many economists think this is THE way to deal with the climate emergency.” 

(n=105) 
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Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: One person noted that a tax isn’t 
the way to go at all and should look at encouraging people “to do things the right way.” 

Most concerns raised were about equity issues with this proposal: 

x “A tax makes sense but it shouldn’t be regressive” (3 agreed) 
x “I like the idea of a tax, but this will have a huge impact on lower income communities who 

may not be able to afford an additional tax - income needs to be taken into consideration” 
x “In full support BUT this tax should take into consideration communities doubly hit by 

effects of climate change + this tax. Do not agree with regressive approach.” 

To improve on these factors, specifics are needed. Three people agreed, “Taxes need to be justified 
by clearly identifying what they'll be spent on. We need less visions and a lot more strategies and 
tactics before approving taxes.” Another person also noted, “This is an interesting idea. I have read 
of different ways this works and doesn't attack lower income people. Needs further investigation.”  

Some did offer recommendations for getting to specifics: 

x Some pointed to Canada’s reportedly successful approach to get to some more specifics.  
x Another pointed to the Citizens Climate Lobby for guidance, saying that the Lobby “has a 

very solid and thought out plan for Carbon Fee and Dividend, which is a level playing field 
for our community to reduce reliance on fossil fuel.”  

x Another person shared a recommendation from her own experience, “I used to work in 
utility billing. You can easily exclude those who are already participating in a low-income 
program or provide exemptions for those who request it and have the need. In many cases 
the amount would be quite small on the individual level and most wouldn't notice or be 
impacted by the change.” 
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Additional information on this proposal: This option has been part of task force discussions. No 
additional information is provided with this proposal, though a similar one was included in the 
Transportation section and is described on the next page of this report.  

Overview of opinions: 81 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 
approximately 69%. This earns it three out of four stars, as indicated in the header above.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Support for this proposal reflects its value for 
reducing congestion, encouraging use of transit, disincentivizing polluting activities, and raising 
revenue for climate action. It was also noted that it has worked well elsewhere.  

x “This would reduce congestion in Denver and encourage people to take transit. It would 
also be put on those coming in from outside of Denver.” (5 agreed) 

x “The congestion fee has worked well in London over a relatively long period. It's one of the 
few transportation taxes that could be levied effectively at the city level.” (4 agreed) 

x “This would be a disincentive for high co2 producing activity and could raise money to fund 
equitable incentives for low co2 alternatives.” (2 agreed) 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Most concerns expressed related to 
vagueness. It was also noted that equity needs to be considered for implementation. With more 
detailed development, this proposal may warrant additional public review.   

  

(n=81) 
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CONNECTED PROPOSAL FROM TRANSPORTATION SECTION  

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: None given. 

Overview of opinions: 18 participants rated this policy and gave it strong support, approximately 
86%. This would earn it four out of four stars if the sample size was larger and still achieved this 
rating. This proposal is described here only due to its relation to the previous proposal from the 
Funding section. 

Rationale for support and strengths identified: None given. 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: One comment made by a 
participant that advocates throughout the site for incentives and encouragement over punitive 
solutions: “Punishment is a great way to get people to hate the climate plan.” 

  

(n=18) 
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Additional information on this proposal: The proposer, Jeff Neuman-Lee, explains that this fee 
would “act as a deterrent to purchasing fossil fuel vehicles. It would, however, raise issues of 
environmental justice: could this not disproportionately effect folks who need their vehicles, but 
have less resources? Let's remember, however, those who suffer the most from poor air might 
support the cleaning of their neighborhood air.” 

Overview of opinions: 87 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 
approximately 67%. This earns it three out of four stars, as indicated above.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: No specific positives were identified for this 
proposal. 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Most concerns expressed related to 
disproportionate impacts on community members with lower incomes:  

x “Would most negatively impact low-income persons.” (3 agreed) 
x “Low collections when compared to the outsize negative impact on low-income populations. 

Highly regressive tax.” (2 agreed) 

One person also noted, “The text says ‘carbon intensity’ but also clarifies ‘fossil fuel vehicles’. 
Electric vehicles also have huge carbon impacts and negative environmental impacts.” 

Note: Similar proposals were made in the Transportation and Opportunity sections of the forum. It 
follows on the next page. 

  

(n=87) 
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 CONNECTED PROPOSAL FROM TRANSPORTATION SECTION  

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: This proposal is essentially the same as the one shown 
on the previous page from the Funding section of the forum. The proposer explains, “Pickups, 
trucks and other vehicles with less than 30mpg are polluting more than their share. Pickups are 
empty 90% of the time - they should only be empty half the time for pickups and dropoffs, not used 
as commuter vehicles. For high polluting vehicles, DMV/registration should have links to resources 
where to get engine efficiency help and zero-cost loans.”  

Overview of opinions: 16 participants rated this policy and gave it strong support, approximately 
90%. This would earn it four out of four stars if the sample size was larger and still achieved this 
rating. This proposal is described here only due to its relation to the previous proposal from the 
Funding section. 

Rationale for support and strengths identified: The author added this positive about the 
proposal: “Work with auto dealers to encourage/educate the greenest vehicles for individuals. 
Especially now that electric vehicles and high MPG vehicles are becoming better than gas guzzlers… 
Auto sales lots could even be organized by green-scale!” Another participant wrote, “This just 
makes sense.” 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: None shared. 

  

(n=16) 
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CONNECTED PROPOSAL FROM OPPORTUNITY-EQUITY SECTION  

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: This proposal is essentially the same as the previous 
two. The proposer – the same person as in the Funding section – includes this description, “The 
principle is that people should pay for their own pollution. This would balance out the subsidies 
given to fossil fuel interests.”  

Overview of opinions: 70 participants rated this policy with 62% support, three out of four stars.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: The primary positive noted with this version of 
the proposal is about its effectiveness as a deterrent to buying heavier polluting cars: 

x “Car owners can pay a smaller registration fee by only buying the size of vehicle they need 
for their everyday use…make people think twice before buying gas-guzzlers.” (5 agreed) 

x “Will help people think about the amount of pollution they are choosing to emit when they 
choose their vehicle type.” (5 agreed) 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Most opposition relates to equity 
concerns, and suggestions for improvement include: 

x Apply to all vehicles, commensurate with their greenhouse gas output 
x Apply to only new vehicles to avoid impact on people with lower incomes who are more 

likely to purchase pre-owned vehicles 

There were some additional comments about merits of single occupancy vehicles versus electric 
vehicles, debunking old myths about the negative environmental impact of EVs but agreeing that 
carpools and rail are much more efficient than EVs that still produce pollution from tire wear.   

Finally, two participants noted, “Pay, pay, pay. When does it stop?” The author countered, writing, 
“We have not paid directly for our pollution, but other, innocent, people do. This would help bring 
responsibility to where it really resides, the polluter.”  

(n=70) 
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Additional information on this proposal: The author shared, “Over 40,000 vehicles travel to the 
airport every day. Charging a toll on Peña would raise substantial revenues and discourage vehicle 
use. Exemptions for airport workers, trucks/cargo, etc.”  

Overview of opinions: 76 participants rated this policy. They were highly divided in their 
opinions, averaging 53% support. This earns it only two out of four stars.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Three positives are identified with this proposal:    

x “This would not disproportionately affect the poor. Exemptions for airport workers 
included in the proposal. And the poor are less likely to drive to the airport for non-work 
purposes.” (5 agreed) 

x “This would charge drivers based on use of the road, instead of laying that cost on the backs 
of those who don't use it, or use it rarely.” (4 agreed) 

x “This will help encourage people to take transit to the airport. There is really no need to 
drive to the airport with the A Line and SkyRide.”  

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Five participants disagreed with 
the first positive identified above, saying that it “punishes consumers and disproportionately 
impacts poor people.” Four participants agree with a suggestion that exceptions need to be made 
for people who live off a Peña Boulevard exit, “as there is not a simple alternative”.  

However, all support and suggestions for improvement aside, one participant notes throughout the 
proposal page that a toll on Peña is not legal, and if it was, the revenue would go to the airport 
system. 

  

(n=76) 
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Additional information on this proposal: No additional information provided with this proposal, 
though it has been a part of the task force’s revenue committee discussions.  

Overview of opinions: Only four participants rated this proposal and only earned an average of 
51% support. This would’ve earned it only two out of four stars if support stayed at this level upon 
reaching the minimum number of participants.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: No positives were identified for this proposal.    

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: One participant noted, “I have 
rooftop solar that offsets all of my electricity usage most of the year. The only costs I pay for service 
are fees like this that are passed down to customers, so no thanks.” 

  

(n=4) 
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Additional information on this proposal: In response to the last rationale for opposition 
identified below, Theron Makley explains, “Consumption (aka Retail) is the source of around 1/3 of 
all of Denver's GHG emissions. See the explanation at the top of the Consumption/Waste section of 
the forum.” 

Overview of opinions: 58 participants rated this proposal and only earned an average of 39% 
support, giving it one out of four stars.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Two positives about using a sales tax to help 
fund climate action were identified by one participant: 

x “Helps tax consumption which is a huge part of our GHG emissions.” 
x “Will spread costs onto all the tourists and visitors instead of just Denver residents.” 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Two major cons were identified 
with this proposal: 

x The regressive nature of this tax was the most common concern. It was further explained, 
“Sales tax takes more of a percentage of household income the lower on the scale you go. It 
is the most regressive of taxes.” No suggestions for improvement were given. 

x Lack of a clear connection between the tax and desired change was another reason given for 
opposition. Three participants agreed, “Any tax is effectively a penalty for the taxed 
behavior. I don't understand the rationale behind penalizing peoples' retail purchases. This 
makes no sense.”  

  

(n=58) 
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ADDITIONAL FUNDING PROPOSALS WITH LOW SUPPORT AND/OR 
PARTICIPATION 
 
Following is a quick reference table of additional proposals made on the funding page that garnered 
low participation and/or support. 

Proposal Participant 
Count % Support 

Fee on lyft/uber rides 9 86% 

Energy Use Tax 85 59% 

Reallocating costs and funding from state vehicle emission 
testing to require vehicle safety inspections instead 3 59% 

Tourism tax 68 59% 

On-line shopping tax 30 56% 

Support the implementation of a fair tax code for all of CO: 
https://fairtaxcolorado.org/ so that businesses and the top 
5% of income earners pay their fair share for sustainable 
infrastructure in Denver and beyond! 

46 54% 

Meat and dairy tax 44 42% 

No New Taxes! 7 21% 

Bike Tax to pay for bike lane use 37 6% 

 

 

 

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/fee-on-lyftuber-rides-funding-how?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/energy-use-tax-funding-how?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/reallocating-costs-and-funding-from-state-vehicle-emission-testing-to-require-vehicle-safety-inspections-instead-funding-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/reallocating-costs-and-funding-from-state-vehicle-emission-testing-to-require-vehicle-safety-inspections-instead-funding-?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/tourism-tax-funding-how?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/on-line-shopping-tax-we-need-to-consider-the-real-cost-of-on-line-shopping-in-terms-of-transportation-and-carbon-use-fund?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/support-the-implementation-of-a-fair-tax-code-for-all-of-co-httpsfairtaxcoloradoorg-so-that-businesses-and-the-top-5-of-i?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/support-the-implementation-of-a-fair-tax-code-for-all-of-co-httpsfairtaxcoloradoorg-so-that-businesses-and-the-top-5-of-i?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/support-the-implementation-of-a-fair-tax-code-for-all-of-co-httpsfairtaxcoloradoorg-so-that-businesses-and-the-top-5-of-i?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/support-the-implementation-of-a-fair-tax-code-for-all-of-co-httpsfairtaxcoloradoorg-so-that-businesses-and-the-top-5-of-i?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/meat-and-dairy-tax-funding-how?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/no-new-taxes-funding-how?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/bike-tax-to-pay-for-bike-lane-use-funding-how?results=true
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Opportunity Report 
Community Support for Climate Action in Denver 

This report has been prepared for Denver’s Climate Action Task Force to consider public input into 
action that may be taken regarding opportunity to also make progress on equity and economic 
recovery in Denver. It begins with a brief overview of the results of the online discussion on this 
topic, highlighting most favored proposals and major themes and messages. They are presented in 
subsections by type of opportunity then in order of favorability (most to least) for those proposals 
that engaged at least 50 participants and received at least a moderate support rating – or were 
originally proposed by the task force. A table with links to all other proposals is provided at the end. 

Most Favored Proposals  
Three proposals garnered strong support (4-star ratings). Two are related to economic recovery 
strategies: investing in an affordable, expanded, and carbon-free bus system and reconfiguring 
streets for bike and pedestrian traffic. One is related to equity. Common characteristics of these 
proposals and responses to them include: 

x Equity-oriented solutions 
x Safe and connected clean mobility options, including in the small parks proposal, which 

references pathways connecting parks 

Major Themes and Messages   
Following are major themes identified across the proposals that garnered the most support (3- to 
4-star ratings).  

Fiscally responsible/return on investment: Proposals that are expected to provide a favorable 
return on investment, with responsible use of public funds, receive more support.  

Equity: Equity – whether in access to new job opportunities or other community assets and 
resources or in means to participate in climate strategies – appears to be an essential design feature 
when considering any of these and other proposals. When equity is addressed well, the proposals 
tend to receive stronger support.  

Deter polluting behavior; ease healthy behavior: Support for these higher ranking proposals  
also tends to be grounded in their strategic approach to behavior change – making it more difficult 
to engage in behaviors that pollute (and sometimes punishing those that do) and/or making it 
easier to engage in environmentally responsible behaviors. 
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OPPORTUNITY FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY  

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal regarding opportunity to 
both address climate change and economic recovery following impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Participants in both Meetings-in-a-Box (MIB) and Stakeholder Advisory Groups (SAG) discussions 
talked about the need to expand bus service, yet the bus system is experiencing a shortage of 
drivers during normal times paired with a large economic hit to the RTD budget. Investing in the 
system could include a) increased compensation and other retention strategies for bus drivers, b) 
ensuring bus transportation is affordable for all, c) increased frequency of buses on the most 
popular routes, d) expanding bus transportation routes, and e) transitioning to electric buses. 
Transportation is expected to outpace buildings and homes as the largest contributor to Denver's 
greenhouse gas emissions. Ensuring that more people who may not be able to afford a vehicle have 
access to clean and reliable transportation would support those most impacted while at the same 
time provide good-paying jobs and eliminate emissions from buses. 

Overview of opinions: 55 participants gave this strong support, earning a 4-star rating with an 
average of 87% support. There were only two comments on this proposal, each one suggesting an 
improvement. 

Suggestions for improvement:  

x Three people agreed that using public transit should be made “as easy to use as turning a 
key in the ignition.” The explanation offered with this suggestion indicates a need to 
incorporate travel training programming in this plan if it moves forward: “Asking someone 
with close to zero knowledge about using public transit to ‘figure it out’ is inhibiting. 
Eliminating decisions about the direction the bus will *always* go in, how to pay, etc. will 
make using public transit more ‘turn key.’”  

x One person suggested, “consider expansion of on-demand micro-transit to right-size 
routes,” a proposal that is explored in the Transportation section of the Community Support 
for Climate Action in Denver report.  

(n=55) 
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 OPPORTUNITY FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY 

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal regarding opportunity to 
both address climate change and economic recovery following impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
and is something recommended by both SAG and MIB participants. It envisions that some of 
Denver's residential and commercially oriented streets would be converted to being car-lite or car-
free zones and would be opened up to communal gatherings, small business (food and other 
vendors, onsite bike repairs, etc.) in commercial areas. This would expand both construction jobs 
for street reconfiguration and the food and beverage industry. Paired with these efforts, a large-
scale investment in vouchers for e-bikes, supporting bike sharing, build-out of planned urban “loop” 
trails (5280 Loop), bike taxis (pedicab) infrastructure, and on-line bike education would lead to 
expanded use of bikes. Expanding the use of bicycles and e-bikes paired with reconfiguring 
Denver's streets would support those most impacted by the current economic crisis with more jobs 
and better access to a carbon-free mode of reliable transportation while making walking and biking 
a safer, more enjoyable, and more convenient option. 

Overview of opinions: 75 participants gave their opinion about this policy, with an average of 87% 
support. It is the second of three proposals that earned four stars. 

Rationale for support and strengths identified: There were three major strengths identified 
with this proposal: 

x Fosters sustainability in a fiscally responsible way – The author explained, “Denver cannot 
continue to have over-engineered, car-centric, dangerous, pass-through streets that destroy 
city communities. It needs people-centric, slow-speed streets that allow people to opt out of 
expensive car ownership and walk or bike safely to everything they need - from work, 
school, stores, parks, and restaurants. Convert every single arterial to this street 
arrangement. This does not mean no cars - it just means cars need to drive the speed limit. 
(6 agreed) 

(n=75) 
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x Increases safety and encourages use of this transportation mode – The author explained, 
“Making bicycles and small electric transportation safer and more convenient could support 
adoption from all demographics. Making heavy fossil fuel options less convenient will 
help…Look at Amsterdam. Bicycle adoption rates are about the highest in the world, and the 
infrastructure is designed to support the use.” (5 agreed) 

x Deterrent for driving; encouragement to bike/walk – “This would be an extremely cost-
effective way of encouraging active transportation and reducing car trips.” (5 agreed) 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Negatives people identified 
included:  

x Denver streets currently are not designed for this. Two agreed with this statement, though 
the proposal is to re-design some streets for this.  

x One participant indicated that bicycling as a mode of transportation is not feasible and/or 
desirable for many people. 

x The same person noted that there could be an increase in injuries involving electric 
scooters. 

To improve on this proposal, five people agreed that streets that have been closed as part of the 
city’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic, “transform them into green spaces for bikes/ 
walking…[like what was] done on Bannock St between Colfax & 14th recently.” Three people also 
agreed, “This will be most effective if we also vastly expand the allowed uses of the land along the 
streets which are shared.”  

Lastly, though not directly relevant to this proposal and may be loosely relevant to many, one 
person suggested creating signage to name places for their indigenous names. She wrote, “We 
should honor the indigenous peoples whose land we occupy and the indigenous understandings 
that see the natural world as sacred. In addition, maybe have public poetry posted (in some format) 
that honors air, water, land, community and/or creation.” 
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 OPPORTUNITY FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY 

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: This is a task force proposal. It would institute a large-
scale program that first focuses on the most vulnerable and impacted populations to ensure all 
homes and buildings are green and healthy. This would include a) hiring people from local 
neighborhoods to support their neighbors in doing this, similar to how SAG participants talked 
about small business development in specific zip codes; b) making these changes at no cost or low 
cost for those that need it; and c) removing barriers for participation. It would also be paired with 
d) policy requirements to drive these changes such as requiring: 

x Existing buildings and homes to reach the most efficient standard of operation for their type 
of use (i.e., office, retail, and multi-family). 

x New buildings and homes to be net-zero emissions through code. 

Retrofits would include energy efficiency (windows, weather stripping, insulation, light fixtures, 
electrification of natural gas heating, etc.) and installing solar where appropriate. These climate 
related changes would be paired with health and safety measures (such as mold, carbon monoxide, 
radon, and lead paint remediation), ensuring existing homes and buildings are green and healthy. In 
addition, it would include water conservation measures. Since approximately 1/2 of Denver's 
carbon emissions are generated from homes and buildings, the impact is expected to be substantial 
while also generating jobs and supporting the most vulnerable and impacted communities. 

Overview of opinions: 52 participants gave an average of 74% support for this proposal, earning it 
three stars.   

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Three people agreed that increased energy 
efficiency in homes and buildings saves money over time and that resources, like PACE financing, 
currently exist to help homeowners (unclear about other property owners) to shift to energy-
efficient options. 

(n=52) 
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Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Cost is the big concern that 
participants identified. It would be expensive for home and business owners to make these changes, 
and with subsidies included in the proposal, the program would be expensive. One participant 
asked where the money would come from. 

Suggestions for improvement include: 

 “Even just a regularly updated list online of reliable, efficient, vendors would be great.” (2 
agreed) 

 “Currently we have certified inspectors for safety recommendations on the sale of a 
property, it would be great to have Green home inspectors available to help property 
owners plan.” (2 agreed) 

 “This should only be done at the time of replacement. Constantly updating things, even to 
make them greener, is energy-intensive in itself.” 
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 OPPORTUNITY FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY 

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: In this proposal, the task force envisions the creation of 
new jobs responsible for installing charging stations. As shared on the online forum, “This could 
include chargers at city-owned facilities like rec centers or libraries, incentives for installation at 
private properties like shopping centers, and potentially on-street chargers at the curb. This can 
help accelerate Denver’s transition to zero-emission vehicles while providing local jobs to do the 
charger installations.” 

Overview of opinions: 49 participants gave an average of 74% support for this proposal, which 
would’ve earned it three stars if it met the minimum 50-participant threshold.   

Rationale for support and strengths identified: One person suggests that these charging stations 
will be important for inclusivity in effort to transition to electric vehicles because, “Many people 
will not be able to charge an electric vehicle at home.” MIB participants shared a similar sentiment, 
saying that people with lower incomes will need to charge in public because many do not have a 
garage. 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Three participants asserted that 
electric vehicles are not emission-free, so it won’t have a positive impact on climate change, and 
two participants expressed concerns that the cost is high and with low return on investment. Two 
participants suggested that it would be better for private enterprise to do this, while another 
participant suggested that the city partner with Xcel and local businesses to jointly invest in this 
effort. 

 

  

(n=49) 
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 OPPORTUNITY FOR EQUITY AND SOCIAL CONNECTION 

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: This is a proposal from a community member to 
address climate change and advance equity and social connection at the same time. He offered this 
additional explanation: 

Adding many small parks through neighborhoods, instead of maintaining fewer 
"destination" parks, carries a number of benefits: 

x Increase in permeable land throughout neighborhoods, reducing flood risk more 
evenly across the city 

x Increases green/tree canopy cover dispersion to include less-equitable 
neighborhoods. 

x Decreases VMT by ensuring open space access opportunities are nearer to persons' 
residences. 

x Shorter travel distances from reduced park distances encourages use of non-car 
modes of travel (walking, biking) 

x More nearby parks increase opportunities for social connection in parks, and social 
connection en-route to parks when non-car travel modes are used to reach the park. 

x Low-opportunity neighborhoods currently have less park access as well, so adding 
many small parks would improve equity.  

Overview of opinions: 91 participants gave their opinion about this policy, with an average of 82% 
support – the third of three proposals in this Opportunity Report that earned a 4-star rating. 

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Supporters say that this proposal offers great 
use of land, more equitable access to parks and opportunity for people to connect and play 
together. Five people agreed, “Our signature parks are lovely and overcrowded and not accessible 
for large numbers of residents. Pocket parks are important.”  

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Two cons were identified by one 
person each: 1) concern that houses would have to be torn down to make room for parks and 2) 
concern about “more cost for Denver taxpayers” and the need to maintain the parks we have 
already.  

(n=91) 
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Suggested improvements were not related to the concerns. Rather, they expanded on the concept: 

 "‘Green Alleys’ and the repurposing of some side streets into pocket parks could be a 
possible solution for some neighborhoods lacking in green space. One example of this. 
https://www.tpl.org/green-alleys”. (5 agreed) 

 “There are surface parking lots that are too small for homes that could be converted to this. 
Let's also expand definition of "neighborhoods" to those living on arterials.” (3 agreed) 

 “Also, more community gardens that are actually accessible to everyone, not gated off.”  
 “Everyone should live within 2 blocks of a park… and then every single one of those parks 

should be connected through safe walkable/bikeable paths. If we had a safe walking/biking 
loop that connected every park, we'd also connect every other main destination people 
need too.” 

 “…focus on taking care of our waterways (gulches and creeks) as well. Water is life and if 
we can help people realize this then maybe we can orient toward what unites us and is 
worth protecting. Can we come together to protect our water, air and land?” 

  

https://www.tpl.org/green-alleys
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OPPORTUNITY FOR EQUITY AND SOCIAL CONNECTION 

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: This proposal is essentially the same as two other 
proposals made in two different sections, shared after this summary for ease of reference. The 
proposer (same as in Funding section), adds this description, “The principle is that people should 
pay for their own pollution. This would balance out the subsidies given to fossil fuel interests.”  

Overview of opinions: 77 participants rated this policy with 64% support, three out of four stars.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: The primary positive noted with this version of 
the proposal is about its effectiveness as a deterrent to buying heavier polluting cars: 

x “Car owners can pay a smaller registration fee by only buying the size of vehicle they need 
for their everyday use…make people think twice before buying gas-guzzlers.” (5 agreed) 

x “Will help people think about the amount of pollution they are choosing to emit when they 
choose their vehicle type.” (5 agreed) 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Most opposition relates to equity 
concerns, and suggestions for improvement include: 

x Apply to all vehicles commensurate with their greenhouse gas output 
x Apply to only new vehicles to avoid impact on people with lower incomes who are more 

likely to purchase pre-owned vehicles 

There were some additional comments about merits of single occupancy vehicles versus electric 
vehicles, debunking old myths about the negative environmental impact of EVs but agreeing that 
carpools and rail are much more efficient than EVs that still produce pollution from tire wear.   

Finally, two participants noted, “Pay, pay, pay. When does it stop?” The author countered, writing, 
“We have not paid directly for our pollution, but other, innocent, people do. This would help bring 
responsibility to where it really resides, the polluter.”  

(n=77) 
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CONNECTED PROPOSAL FROM FUNDING SECTION 

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: The proposer, Jeff Neuman-Lee, explains that this fee 
would “act as a deterrent to purchasing fossil fuel vehicles. It would, however, raise issues of 
environmental justice: could this not disproportionately affect folks who need their vehicles, but 
have less resources? Let's remember, however, those who suffer the most from poor air might 
support the cleaning of their neighborhood air.” 

Overview of opinions: 87 participants rated this policy and gave it moderate support, 
approximately 67%. This earns it three out of four stars, as indicated above.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: No specific positives were identified for this 
proposal. 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Most concerns expressed related to 
disproportionate impacts on community members with lower incomes:  

x “Would most negatively impact low-income persons.” (3 agreed) 
x “Low collections when compared to the outsize negative impact on low-income populations. 

Highly regressive tax.” (2 agreed) 

One person also noted, “The text says ‘carbon intensity’ but also clarifies ‘fossil fuel vehicles’. 
Electric vehicles also have huge carbon impacts and negative environmental impacts.” 

Note: Similar proposals were made in the Transportation and Opportunity sections of the forum. It 
follows on the next page. 

  

(n=87) 
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 CONNECTED PROPOSAL FROM TRANSPORTATION SECTION  

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: This proposal is essentially the same as the one shown 
on the previous page from the Funding section of the forum. The proposer explains, “Pickups, 
trucks and other vehicles with less than 30mpg are polluting more than their share. Pickups are 
empty 90% of the time - they should only be empty half the time for pick-ups and drop-offs, not 
used as commuter vehicles. For high polluting vehicles, DMV/registration should have links to 
resources where to get engine efficiency help and zero-cost loans.”  

Overview of opinions: 16 participants rated this policy and gave it strong support, approximately 
90%. This would earn it four out of four stars if the sample size was larger and still achieved this 
rating. This proposal is described here only due to its relation to the previous proposal from the 
Funding section. 

Rationale for support and strengths identified: The author added this positive about the 
proposal: “Work with auto dealers to encourage/educate the greenest vehicles for individuals. 
Especially now that electric vehicles and high MPG vehicles are becoming better than gas guzzlers… 
Auto sales lots could even be organized by green-scale!” Another participant wrote, “This just 
makes sense.” 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: None shared. 

  

(n=16) 
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OTHER OPPORTUNITIES 

 

 

Additional information on this proposal: Peter, the community member that made this proposal, 
further explained, “My intention here was to focus on domestic resource mobilization and the 
decreasing profitability of the fossil fuel industry. Subsidies to keep it afloat are going to have to 
increase as oil drops below zero, and that's not something the City, County, or State can afford when 
we have so much trouble building revenue, anyway.”  

Overview of opinions: 62 participants rated this policy, averaging 69% support.  

Rationale for support and strengths identified: Two people supported this proposal in the 
interest of making the fossil fuel industry obsolete in Denver as they see this as a tool for doing so. 

Rationale for opposition and suggestions for improvement: Some discussion about potentially 
adjusting this proposal to include elimination of incentives for all businesses occurred and garnered 
support from four people. However, Peter expressed some concern, saying, “I could see examples 
where support for historically marginalized-owner businesses would be needed to address 
structural inequalities. Similarly, subsidies for environmentally-restorative SMEs could also be a 
starter for many.” He also explains, in response to a concern about local residents working in these 
companies, “My proposal is about something called a ‘just transition,’ and it means that we use a 
portion of the money saved when we end these pollution incentives to help those workers find 
better jobs.” One person said that this seems “more ideal [than] practical.” 

  

(n=62) 
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ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITY PROPOSALS WITH LOW SUPPORT AND/OR 
PARTICIPATION 
 
Following is a quick reference table of additional proposals made on the Opportunity page that 
garnered low participation and/or support. 

Proposal Participant 
Count % Support 

ECONOMY 

Provide rhetorical and fiscal support for the creation of front 
range rail. 22 89% 

Find, support & promote online connection hubs and 
algoryhthm apps for buying/selling recycled resources, 
maximizing trucks' delivery schedules, connecting eco-
vendors. 

6 88% 

Denver can achieve the position as leader in new climate 
change technologies. Partner with venture capital firms, angel 
investors, investment banks, and other investment entities to 
create a Climate Change Technology Institute and Foundation 

27 55% 

EQUITY 

Provide Education and Awareness programs for easy choices. 
LED lighting, PACE financing, Benefits of Biking, How to 
choose an Energy efficient appliance....   

10 93% 

Consider legislation to embed equity within the mission of 
state energy regulators. 16 86% 

End bans on multi-family housing in every neighborhood 109 59% 

Remove all single-family only zoning in all neighborhoods to 
allow at least duplex/triplex/fourplex units.   83 52% 

OTHER 

Focus on Local, Regenerative Food Systems 8 90% 

City supported Organic Landcare Pilot Program for public 
schools  8 89% 

Re-Zone Denver For Broader Agricultural uses in the Urban 
Environment 8 89% 

Work to phase out the Suncor Refinery 29 82% 

Increase composting participation 8 77% 

Support B Corporations 27 75% 

Provide feedback loops and transparency of decision-making 
in the major languages represented in Denver. 9 75% 

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/provide-rhetorical-and-fiscal-support-for-the-creation-of-front-range-rail-opportunity-economy?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/provide-rhetorical-and-fiscal-support-for-the-creation-of-front-range-rail-opportunity-economy?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/find-support-promote-online-connection-hubs-and-algoryhthm-apps-for-buyingselling-recycled-resources-maximizing-trucks-de?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/find-support-promote-online-connection-hubs-and-algoryhthm-apps-for-buyingselling-recycled-resources-maximizing-trucks-de?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/find-support-promote-online-connection-hubs-and-algoryhthm-apps-for-buyingselling-recycled-resources-maximizing-trucks-de?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/find-support-promote-online-connection-hubs-and-algoryhthm-apps-for-buyingselling-recycled-resources-maximizing-trucks-de?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-can-achieve-the-position-as-leader-in-new-climate-change-technologies-partner-with-venture-capital-firms-angel-inv?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-can-achieve-the-position-as-leader-in-new-climate-change-technologies-partner-with-venture-capital-firms-angel-inv?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-can-achieve-the-position-as-leader-in-new-climate-change-technologies-partner-with-venture-capital-firms-angel-inv?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/denver-can-achieve-the-position-as-leader-in-new-climate-change-technologies-partner-with-venture-capital-firms-angel-inv?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/provide-education-and-awareness-programs-for-easy-choices-led-lighting-pace-financing-benefits-of-biking-how-to-choose-an-energy-efficient-appliance-opportunity-equity?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/provide-education-and-awareness-programs-for-easy-choices-led-lighting-pace-financing-benefits-of-biking-how-to-choose-an-energy-efficient-appliance-opportunity-equity?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/provide-education-and-awareness-programs-for-easy-choices-led-lighting-pace-financing-benefits-of-biking-how-to-choose-an-energy-efficient-appliance-opportunity-equity?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/consider-legislation-to-embed-equity-within-the-mission-of-state-energy-regulators-opportunity-equity?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/consider-legislation-to-embed-equity-within-the-mission-of-state-energy-regulators-opportunity-equity?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/end-bans-on-multi-family-housing-in-every-neighborhood-opportunity-equity?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/remove-all-single-family-only-zoning-in-all-neighborhoods-to-allow-at-least-duplextriplexfourplex-units-opportunity-equit?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/remove-all-single-family-only-zoning-in-all-neighborhoods-to-allow-at-least-duplextriplexfourplex-units-opportunity-equit?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/focus-on-local-regenerative-food-systems-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/city-supported-organic-landcare-pilot-program-for-public-schools-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/city-supported-organic-landcare-pilot-program-for-public-schools-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/re-zone-denver-for-broader-agricultural-uses-in-the-urban-environment-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/re-zone-denver-for-broader-agricultural-uses-in-the-urban-environment-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/increase-composting-participation-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/increase-composting-participation-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/support-b-corporations-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/provide-feedback-loops-and-transparency-of-decision-making-in-the-major-languages-represented-in-denver-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/provide-feedback-loops-and-transparency-of-decision-making-in-the-major-languages-represented-in-denver-opportunity-other?results=true
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Proposal Participant 
Count % Support 

Support the expansion of the hemp industry to provide 
renewable materials for a variety of industries and uses. 47 63% 

The city should incentivize businesses to donate a portion of 
their proceeds to local nonprofits. 3 62% 

Government must hire/ have contracts with companies that 
value Regenerative economic principles. They must open new 
RFPs and include this in their selection process. 

19 62% 

Require crematories to offset their carbon emissions = 540 
pounds/cremation. Require funeral homes to prepare 
cadavers for cremation or burial by removing amalgams and 
all synthetic materials. 

21 57% 

Add a designated, connected network of structurally  
protected bike lanes with identical intersection  
treatments. 

2 50% 

 

 

 

https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/support-the-expansion-of-the-hemp-industry-to-provide-renewable-materials-for-a-variety-of-industries-and-uses-adapt-othe?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/support-the-expansion-of-the-hemp-industry-to-provide-renewable-materials-for-a-variety-of-industries-and-uses-adapt-othe?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/the-city-should-incentivize-businesses-to-donate-a-portion-of-their-proceeds-to-local-nonprofits-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/the-city-should-incentivize-businesses-to-donate-a-portion-of-their-proceeds-to-local-nonprofits-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/government-must-hire-have-contracts-with-companies-that-value-regenerative-economic-principles-they-must-open-new-rfps-and-include-this-in-their-selection-process-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/government-must-hire-have-contracts-with-companies-that-value-regenerative-economic-principles-they-must-open-new-rfps-and-include-this-in-their-selection-process-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/government-must-hire-have-contracts-with-companies-that-value-regenerative-economic-principles-they-must-open-new-rfps-and-include-this-in-their-selection-process-opportunity-other?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/require-crematories-to-offset-their-carbon-emissions-540-poundscremation-require-funeral-homes-to-prepare-cadavers-for-cr?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/require-crematories-to-offset-their-carbon-emissions-540-poundscremation-require-funeral-homes-to-prepare-cadavers-for-cr?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/require-crematories-to-offset-their-carbon-emissions-540-poundscremation-require-funeral-homes-to-prepare-cadavers-for-cr?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/require-crematories-to-offset-their-carbon-emissions-540-poundscremation-require-funeral-homes-to-prepare-cadavers-for-cr?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/add-a-designated-connected-network-of-structurally-protected-bike-lanes-with-identical-intersection-treatments-opportunit?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/add-a-designated-connected-network-of-structurally-protected-bike-lanes-with-identical-intersection-treatments-opportunit?results=true
https://denverclimateaction.consider.it/add-a-designated-connected-network-of-structurally-protected-bike-lanes-with-identical-intersection-treatments-opportunit?results=true


 Denver Climate Action 2020 Recommendations Report 

Appendix 5. Revenue Subcommittee Proposed Criteria for Funding Options 
1. Equity
2. Volatility
3. Capacity (total $ raised)
4. Tax and Fee Burden (breadth of tax base, percent income, ability to pay, over-burden business community

culminating impact
5. Best Practices (other cities successfully using)
6. Impact on Operating Budgets
7. Effect on Denver’s Regional Competitiveness
8. Legality
9. Feasibility (ability for city to administer)
10. Certainty (e.g., tax that must be voted on, can dedicate revenue source to climate action
11. Co-benefits (Discourages emitting behavior, closely related to emissions, doesn’t disincentivize “good”

behavior, avoids unintended consequences)
12. Timeline
13. Inherency (avoid splinter state effort, administrative effectiveness audit / admin housekeeping item that needs

to be done anyway)
14. Political feasibility (maybe need polling)
15. Longevity of revenue base
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